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Preamble 

 

Anaximenes is thought to have written to Pythagoras advising that all our discourse 
should begin with a reference to Thales. And why not? After all, Thales, the father of the 
scientific method, was the first to attribute the occurrence of earthquakes to natural 
phenomena rather than invoking the wrath of some unseen deity (Poseidon in the case of 
the Greeks). His theory that the Earth floats on water and is invariably rocked by waves 
on rough seas is the first noted attempt at a physical explanation. When viewed from our 
enviable position atop the tower of human knowledge it could be considered laughable, 
certainly wrong. But is this so far removed from our current models of a solid crust 
‘floating’ above a viscous mantle? When modern seismologists debate the validity of a 
crème brûlée vs. jelly sandwich rheological model perhaps we shouldn’t be so quick to 
judge. 

In the two and a half thousand years since Thales, we have not only discovered properties 
of his ‘ocean’ such as its density (3.5-4.5 times denser than water), viscosity (some 1022-
1025 times that of water), and composition, but also numerous other processes that 
contribute to the Earth’s dynamic nature. The last century in particular has seen immense 
leaps in understanding, aided by a technological revolution that allows us to probe deep 
into the earth, measure small changes in a variety of parameters over huge areas, replicate 
the Earth’s conditions in laboratories, and compute, analyse and interpret vast amounts 
of information. Still, ours is a discipline that relies heavily on manual observation and 
measurement of natural phenomena. Fieldwork directs theoretical and analogue 
experimentation which in turn guides and explains observations made in the field. Ground 
truthing remains our most reliable litmus test for new theories. This direct approach is 
arduous, and the system we study so incredibly complex. We are effectively piecing 
together a puzzle with access to only a fraction of its pieces. I hope to add a few more.  
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Abstract 

The three-dimensional structure of a fault zone, composed of a central core and 

surrounding damage zone, evolves over a fault’s lifetime through a combination of quasi-

static and coseismic processes. The damage zone consists of a complex network of brittle 

structures (e.g. fractures) with scales ranging from microscopic to kilometres long, and 

has been shown to grow wider and more complex with increased fault displacement. 

Recent investigations have shown this width increases to a limit of a few hundred metres 

at displacements below one kilometre. Still, little is known regarding the distribution of 

internal complexities, or how these might evolve as a fault matures.  

To quantify damage zone heterogeneity and address its evolution, I performed detailed 

mapping of damage at centimetre, outcrop, and kilometre scales along three seismogenic 

faults which have accrued 3, 11, and 21 km of displacement. Damage zone widths do not 

significantly increase in size with increasing displacement, supporting the existing width 

limits. I show that heterogeneities in both micro-fracture and meso-fracture damage have 

systematic trends with distance from the main fault cores. Along less mature faults, 3-11 

km displacement, heterogeneity in damage decreases with distance from the fault, 

reaching background heterogeneity at distances shorter than the width of the damage 

zone. Spatial analysis shows that this complexity is controlled by damage clustering 

around the tips of larger faults and fractures. I show that even after the damage zone limit 

is reached, damage continues to evolve internally. Faults coalesce to form large subsidiary 

structures, while damage closest to the core transitions towards smaller scales. Along very 

mature faults dynamic pulverisation drives damage to microscopic scales, becoming 

macroscopically more homogeneous. These results provide insights into how damage 

evolves with increasing fault maturity, allowing us to better understand the processes that 

control the growth and evolution of fault zones. 
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Impact Statement 

A better understanding of damage and deformation of rocks will be of great importance 

for a wide community of researchers working on active faults and earthquake dynamics 

(including seismologists, geodesists, and structural geologists), and industries concerned 

with fault hydrological properties (nuclear waste storage, mining, and reservoir geology).  

The fieldwork performed in this thesis provides detailed description of the distributions 

of damage of a range of scales and types around large, active seismogenic faults, key 

structural features of the Earth’s crust. I generate unique detailed datasets and map 

damage on scales that are generally missing in the published literature. Quantified 

measures of damage distribution and heterogeneity trends provide valuable inputs for 

fault models. Furthermore, the fieldwork compliments recent advances in both 

experimental and analytical investigations of dynamic damage, fault zone properties, and 

the earthquake process. Improving our understanding of these features is fundamental if 

we ever hope to develop earthquake models with predictive capabilities.  

I modify current data collection methodologies and suggest a best-practice approach to 

both collection and analysis that should aid future studies with the generation of more 

robust quantitative datasets. The use of a Breusch-Pagan test for identifying dataset 

heteroscedasticity is novel to the field, and a tool that other researchers could benefit from 

incorporating into their list of standard analysis. Additionally, an updated field 

description of dynamically pulverised rocks is presented that should assist in the 

identification of this phenomenon along other faults. 

Results from chapter three have been submitted for publication and presented at three 

conferences. Chapters four and five are in the process of being converted for publication. 
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Introduction 

 

Natural fault zones form in inherently heterogeneous material over long periods, with 

multiple episodes of growth, linking, branching, healing, and sealing. Throw in the 

influence of other interacting structures, changing stress conditions, and the effects of 

pore fluids and we begin the get a better understanding of just how complex these 

structures, and the processes operating within them can be. On the other hand, analytical 

and numerical modelling of natural processes requires the interactions between variables 

to be broken down into useful mathematical functions, invariably necessitating the 

simplification of those systems. This has led to a divide between geologists, who prefer 

to describe these complex structures qualitatively, and geophysicists (geomechanicists, 

seismologists, etc.), who require numerical inputs and parameters for their models. 

However, observations from the field are needed to inform models, simulations, and 

experiments, but without quantified data, bridging the gap becomes very difficult. 

 

 

Sketch showing simplified model vs. real world fault zones, attributed to Robert E. Wallace (1916 – 2007), 
authority on tectonics, earthquake geology, paleoseismology, and geomorphology.  
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Much of the recent field studies characterising fault zones have been motivated by 

obtaining these quantified measurements that can be used to describe faults numerically. 

Specifically, investigations have focused on understanding the damage that forms in the 

rock around a fault, modifying the rock’s properties, which is seen as a fundamental 

component of the three-dimensional structure of fault zones. While increasing 

displacement and fault maturity lead to localisation of slip on increasingly linear 

structures, the fracture damage zones surrounding them increase in both size and 

complexity. Quantified measurements of damage zone shape and width have yielded 

useful insights into the development of fault zones and the processes that control fault 

growth. However, questions still remain regarding the evolution and overprinting of 

damage over a fault’s lifetime. Particularly, interpreting the signatures of dynamic 

damage related to earthquake events and how large volumes of the powdered rock 

develop around some very large faults remain contentious issues. Further quantification 

of the observations we make in the field is essential for progressing the field further, 

helping us move towards answers to some of these questions. 

To date, most quantitative studies of fault damage zones have drastically simplified their 

overall structure. This has resulted in an effective reduction in resolution that removes 

much of the inherent complexities within the damage zone. The investigations that I 

perform in this thesis are focused on contributing quantifiable results, while also 

evaluating how this complexity impacts the dataset. I do this by performing a series of 

standard and high-resolution studies in which I map out and analyse the distribution of 

damage around intermediate and mature faults. The detailed datasets that were collected 

for this are unique in both their size and scale. I use these datasets to investigate how the 

heterogeneity in damage is distributed around a fault, how it changes for different damage 

and observation scales, and how it might evolve as the fault matures. 

 

 

1 Study area and fault selection 

When looking for faults to include in this investigation three features were important, a 

known history of seismic slip, reasonably well constrained paleoseismic record, 

displacement, and slip vector, and consistent properties among the selected faults. The 

Southern San Andreas Fault Zone was chosen because many of the faults in the region 
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are well studied, cut similar rock types, and are influenced by the same regional stress 

field. Furthermore, high regional aridity and uplift rates lead to excellent exposure along 

many faults. 

Profs. John Fletcher (Centro de Investigación Cientifica y de Educación Superior de 

Ensenada) and Tom Rockwell (San Diego State University) had invaluable knowledge of 

the regional geology and faults, and were essential in narrowing down the list of potential 

faults. This local experience was combined with investigations of published geological 

maps, Google Earth terrain and satellite images to determine six faults that showed good 

potential. Following preliminary field surveys of those faults, four sections of three faults 

were ultimately selected for study based on lithology, exposure, displacement, damage 

structures, and well documented record of seismic slip: (1) central NW Borrego Fault, (2) 

central SE Borrego Fault, (3) central Laguna Salada Fault, and (4) the active strand in the 

Mojave section of the San Andreas Fault. All faults cut similar crystalline felsic rocks, 

showed predominantly strike-slip displacement, and covered a range of maturities 

(displacements), with the NW Borrego being the least mature, and the San Andreas Fault 

being the most. The regional locations of the sites are shown in Figure I-1, and the key 

metrics of each fault in Table I-1. Detailed descriptions of each fault and the field sites 

are included in the relevant results chapters: Chapter 3 – Borrego Fault, Chapter 4 – 

Laguna Salada Fault, Chapter 5 – San Andreas field site. 

Fieldwork was conducted over two field seasons with results from the first informing the 

direction of the second. Initially the San Jacinto Fault was intended for investigation, but 

following discovery of what we interpreted to be partially pulverised rock along the 

Borrego Fault this was dropped in favour of performing a detailed comparison with the 

extensive volumes of pulverised rock along the San Andreas Fault. Methodologies were 

developed and tested during the first field season and refined for the second based on 

limitations that were identified with the original dataset.  
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Figure I-1: Map with the locations of field sites used in this thesis in the context of major surface ruptures 
in the California area from 1850-2016. Modified from USGS map:  
https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/california-seismicity. 
 

 
Table I-1: Fault information for the three faults selected for this study. Data has been sourced from various 
papers cited below.  

Fault Length 
(km) 

Total 
displacement 

(km) 

Last 
rupture 

Last rupture 
magnitude 

(Mw) 

Slip rate, 100 
ka average 

(mm/yr) 

Borrego (NW) 10-12 3-4 2010 7.2 1-3 

Borrego (SE) 20 6-8 2010 7.2 1-3 

Laguna Salada ~80 > 11 1892 
(2010*) 7.1-7.3 2-3 

San Andreas  

(Mojave section, 
active strand) 

~1,300 
~300 

(> 21) 

1906 

(1857) 

7.8 

(7.9) 
11-15 

* segments of the fault were reactivated in 2010, but only accommodated minor displacement (< 40 cm) 

Borrego Fault: Hernandez et al. (2013), Fletcher et al. (2014b), Teran et al. (2015b) 
Laguna Salada Fault: Mueller and Rockwell (1995a), Rockwell et al. (2015), Hough and Elliot (2004) 
San Andreas Fault: Bennett et al. (2004), Chester (1999), Dor et al. (2009)  
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Chapter 1 

 

Literature review and background theory 

Rock deformation, the earthquake phenomenon, and fault zone 

structure 

 

 

The work in this thesis is fundamentally concerned with the deformation of rocks in the 

cooler, shallow part of the Earth’s crust. Therefore, some background is required to 

identify the kinds of physical and chemical processes operating in this regime, and the 

geological phenomena that they produce. The deformation of materials is a vast subject, 

with many sub-topics on which entire text books are dedicated. Here I will attempt to 

summarise the key aspects that are relevant to the background understanding of this study. 

As such some of the basic geomechanical theory will only be covered briefly1, and there 

may be terms and concepts that some readers may be unfamiliar with. In parts where I 

believe this to be the case I will endeavour to direct the reader to texts with more thorough 

explanations. Undoubtedly the authors of these original and classic texts have explained 

those concepts much more eloquently than I ever could. 

To start, I introduce the concept of brittle failure in rocks, outlining the fundamental 

mechanical processes that control the nucleation and growth of faults and fractures. This 

provides some context for how fractures are distributed through the crust before exploring 

in more detail how larger faults develop, modifying the surrounding rock with their own 

incipient stresses as they evolve. What starts as a simple static mechanical problem 

quickly develops into a complex system with dynamic forces, wave propagation, 

feedback cycles, and a multitude of interacting components. 

For specialists in the field of rock and fracture mechanics the review of fault zone 

structure and damage zones begins at Section 4, on page 67. There, I collate and analyse 

                                                 
1 Should the reader wish to familiarise (or re-familiarise) themselves with the principals of geomechanics, 
Stanford University offers a free lecture series by Prof. Mark D. Zoback entitled ‘Reservoir Geomechanics’.  
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the state-of-the-art knowledge on the distribution of damage around faults. Key to 

separating out the complex patterns in the damage zone is the differentiation between 

three distinct scales of damage: (1) macro-fracturing, (1) meso-fracturing, and (3) micro-

fracturing. The sizes of each category are defined in relation to the length of the parent 

fault around which they are formed. I show that while these scales are intrinsically linked, 

they each have distinctly different distributions around the parent fault, supporting the 

theory that fault damage has multi-scalar distribution properties.  

After addressing how damage is distributed in fault zones, I then present the methods for 

unravelling its evolution and current theories for how damage might form and develop 

over the fault’s lifetime. This ties back in with the static and dynamic mechanisms and 

processes discussed earlier in the review.  

I close this chapter with a summary of our state of understanding, present some open 

questions, and highlight how my research might contribute towards finding answers to 

those questions. 
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1 Deformation of materials 

Deformation of any material occurs when a force is applied, stressing the material and 

causing it to change shape, size, or both. As well as thermal and chemical stresses that 

can affect the volume of a material, there are also six kinds of mechanical stress that 

depend on the orientation of force vectors acting on the material body; (1) compression, 

(2) tension, (3) shear, (4) bending, (5) torsion, and (6) fatigue (Figure 1-1). In most rock 

mechanics exercises we consider mainly the effects of compression, tension, and shear, 

while in natural examples fatigue also plays a significant role. The change in the 

material’s shape or size in response to any of these stresses is defined as strain which is 

always considered relative to the material’s state before the stresses were applied, and 

therefore has no units (i.e. change in length/original length removes the length units from 

the result). According to the type of stress there are three types of possible strain; (1) 

normal, either tensile or compressional, (2) shear, and (3) volumetric (Figure 1-2).  

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of the types of stress that are experienced by a body in response to 
forces being applied to it. The direction of the forces acting on the body are shown by the blue arrows. 
Fatigue is a cumulative stress from the repeated application and removal/reversal of any of the stresses 
shown above. Sourced from:  http://subsurfwiki.org/wiki/Stress 
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Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the types of strain that a material accumulates in response to 
applied stresses. a. normal strain in which the change in length in one axis is countered by an opposite 
change in length in one or both of the other axes so that the volume remains constant (tensile on the left 
and compressional on the right). b. shear strain where deformation is oblique to the applied stresses. c. 
volumetric strain where the shape of the object stays the same, but its volume changes, either shrinking or 
expanding. 

 

It is important to note here that the strain experienced by a material in response to a stress 

can be recoverable or permanent. The recoverable part of the strain is termed elastic, from 

its ability to rebound back to its original state, and is based on the ability of the material’s 

internal structure to deform without breaking any of the bonds holding its constituent 

parts. Permanent deformation, which is the irrecoverable change in an object’s shape or 

size, of any solid material occurs when the stresses acting on that material exceed its yield 

strength. This is called plastic deformation. When resulting from physical stresses its 

macroscopic expression can be divided into two categories: ductile, where the continuity 

of the material is maintained, and brittle, which is characterised by physical breakages 

(discontinuities). 

By measuring an object’s strain while cyclically loading and unloading with known 

stress, a material’s response to the stress can be empirically derived under experimental 

conditions (Figure 1-3) (e.g. Feltner and Laird, 1967). It is based on these kinds of early 

experiments on a variety of materials that the following five general deformation models 

could be defined: 
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1. Viscous  

Material acts like a fluid in response to stresses as the constituent parts ‘diffuse’, 

or are able to flow past one another. Resistance to shear flow and strain follows a 

linear relationship with time, with its resistance to deformation at a given rate 

being dependent on the material’s viscosity. 

2. Elastic 

The material deforms when stress is applied but immediately begins recovering 

as the stress is relaxed, reverting entirely back to its original state once the stress 

is fully removed. The process occurs as a stretching and relaxation of the bonds 

linking the constituent parts, usually between atoms within the crystal lattice. The 

rate of recovery of elastic deformation is the same order of magnitude as the P- 

and S-wave velocities within the medium. 

3. Viscoelastic 

A solid material that exhibits both viscous and elastic properties while deforming, 

and importantly, displays a time-dependent strain. This means that the faster a 

material deforms the more stress is required. For the strain rates that occur during 

geological processes, elastic deformation of a material occurs instantaneously for 

tectonic time scales, but will behave viscously at microsecond time scales. 

4. Plastic 

Incorporates permanent deformation into the elastic model so that above the 

elastic limit (yield strength) the material begins to permanently deform. Materials 

yield plastically before reaching a higher threshold strength at which point the 

material will rupture in a brittle fashion. Deformation in these models is time 

independent. Depending on conditions the plastic phase could be minimal, 

transitioning from elastic to brittle over a very little stress increase, or extended, 

with extremely high stresses required for brittle failure.  

5. Viscoplastic  

Combines elements from the viscoelastic and plastic models, primarily 

incorporating a time dependence to the permanent plastic and brittle deformation.   

 

The conditions under which a material deforms can be thought of in terms of the three-

dimensional configuration of stresses acting on it. For a free body object there can be any 

number of forces acting on it, each exerting stress, but in a confined medium, the stress 

configuration can be thought of in terms of three stresses acting along mutually 
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perpendicular axes (x, y, and z). These three principal stresses define what is called the 

stress state and are designated as σ1, σ2, and σ3, in order of decreasing magnitude. Any of 

the stresses can be modified individually or concurrently and the entire three-dimensional 

field rotated by external or internal forces, but the stress state will still always be defined 

along three mutually perpendicular axes.   

 

 

Figure 1-3:Schematic stress-strain curves representing the various deformation models described above: 
a. elastic, b. viscoelastic, c. plastic, and d. viscoplastic. Yellow stars in c. and d. represent point of brittle 
failure in those materials. a(i) linear elastic material, a(ii) non-linear elastic material. c(i) pure brittle 
material, c(ii) strong material that is not ductile, c(iii) ductile material, and c(iv) pure plastic material. d(i) 
to d(iv) represents the effect of changing strain rates in the deformation of the same material. d(i) has the 
highest strain rate (e.g. 1000 s-1) and d(iv) has the lowest strain rate (e.g. 0.001 s-1).   

 

 

 

Detailed explanations of the concepts of stress and strain are covered in all 

fundamental mechanical textbooks [e.g. Lemaitre and Chaboche (1994)] while 

for specific descriptions and examples on the deformation of rocks I suggest 

reading Zoback (2010) or Price and Cosgrove (1990). 
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2 Deformation in the crust (static and quasi-static deformation) 

Most studies of rocks use a viscoplastic model to describe the mechanical properties and 

estimate responses to naturally and artificially induced stress states. The way in which 

these viscoplastic geomaterials deform under stress is dependent on temperature (T) and 

pressure (P), as well as how quickly and by how much the stresses change. This time-

dependent response is called rheology, and because of the strong relationship to T & P, 

rheology mostly varies as a function of depth. In solid rock, brittle damage is generally 

constrained to lower T-P conditions with ductile deformation occurring at high 

temperatures and pressures. A transitional regime in which both brittle and ductile 

deformation can occur exists in the interphase between the two. The result is a vertical 

rheology profile through the crust, shown in Figure 1-4, with transition depths specific to 

the crustal structure at any given location. However, as with many real-world phenomena 

the true nature and distribution of deformation in the crust is much more complex, with 

variations to the profile caused by numerous factors including; strain rate, the presence 

of fluids, anisotropy, pre-existing structural weaknesses, and changes in lithology.  

 

 

Figure 1-4: Schematic rheology profile through the crust as predicted based on laboratory experiments 
and seismic modelling. Permanent deformation is predominantly brittle within the frictional regime, and 
plastic in the viscous regime. A transition zone exists where both brittle and plastic deformation occur 
together. The specific rheology at any given point in the Earth’s crust is controlled by many local 
parameters. The dominant shear related deformation features change with depth and are listed on the right. 
Sourced from Niemeijer (2006), modified from the original Sibson (1977) figure. 
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A more detailed evaluation of crustal rheology can be found in Rutter (1986) and Price 

and Cosgrove (1990). The remainder of this review will focus on brittle failure, which is 

the dominant deformation mechanism in the shallow crust. Additionally, I will only be 

considering these deformation processes in low-porosity crystalline rocks, ignoring the 

complexities that are associated with deformation in high-porosity materials.  

In this section I examine the mechanical processes that lead to the formation of fractures 

under very slow loading rates, which we consider to be static or quasi-static. What this 

means is that increases in load occur so slowly that acceleration, and therefore inertial 

forces can be considered negligible. Thus strain rate dependencies can be ignored and a 

plastic deformation model applies. Generally, strain rates below 0.001 s-1 are considered 

to be quasi-static. I will first describe how single fractures are formed when a rock is 

stressed under these loading conditions, then look into the ways the process can be, at 

least partially, reversed, before addressing the complex interactions between multiple 

fractures in natural ‘fracture networks’.  

 

2.1 Conditions for brittle failure and the fracture criterion 

In order to fracture any material, the ability of that material to respond elastically to a 

stress must be overcome. This property is called the elastic limit, or yield strength, and is 

usually governed by the forces bonding its constituent parts, the bonds between individual 

grains or crystals in a rock. The yield strength of a material generally decreases with 

increasing temperature, and increases with increased strain rate (Alder and Phillips, 

1954). When the brittle failure threshold is reached and a fracture is formed, the stored 

elastic potential energy is converted instantaneously into kinetic energy, partially as heat, 

but mostly as work in growing the fracture and motion that radiates outwards from the 

crack in the form of seismic waves.  

Under normal lithostatic conditions (i.e. the expected stress profile through the crust 

dependent on rock density), deformation processes such as compaction and those related 

to diagenesis can occur, but rocks will not fracture. Fundamentally, in order to generate 

fractures, a perturbation from the equilibrium stress state (lithostatic stresses) is required 

in the form of a differential stress (σ1-σ3). Regional variations are generally caused by 

tectonic forces that generate what is known as a far-field stress. Locally the regional stress 

field can be overprinted through several mechanisms that can deviate conditions away 

from lithostatic. Extreme topography, the removal or addition of large masses (e.g. 
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glaciers, oceans, lakes, landslide debris), the evacuation of material from volcanic 

reservoirs, or the influence of nearby structures can all lead to local variations in the stress 

field. Furthermore, trapped and compressed fluids can impart abnormal pore fluid 

pressures on the solid framework of the rock, reducing the effective stress state. 

Observations of fractures in both field and experimental studies indicate that there are 

three basic forms of brittle failure: (i) shear failure, with movement parallel to the fracture 

plane, (ii) tensile failure, with movement normal to the fracture plane, opening a void, 

and (iii) hybrid failure in which both components of movement occur (Figure 1-6b). 

When considering these fractures in terms of their displacement fields we can define three 

distinct modes, one tensile and two shear, with hybrid failure being considered mixed 

mode (Figure 1-5). Mode I is tensile, Mode II is in-plane shear, where displacement is 

normal to the crack edge, and Mode III is antiplane shear, where displacement is parallel 

to the crack edge.  

 

 

Figure 1-5: Schematic representations of the three crack propagation modes. Sourced from Scholz (2002). 

 

Extensive experimental and theoretical rock mechanics studies in the tensile regime by 

Griffith (1925), and shear regime by Navier and Coulomb, have been combined by 

McClintock and Walsh (1962) to provide a complete criterion for brittle failure (Figure 

1-6a). The combined Griffith, Navier-Coulomb failure criterion can be used to 

characterise the strength of a rock mass with bulk homogeneity and isotropy, and dictates 

the stress states (depicted by the Mohr circles in Figure 1-6a) required to initiate failure 

in the material. Any conditions that result in shear (τ) and normal (σn) stresses acting on 

a body to equal or exceed the failure envelope will result in brittle deformation. 
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Pore fluids are also able to trigger failure if pressurised above hydrostatic conditions. The 

outwards acting fluid pressure reduces the maximum and minimum stresses (σ1 and σ3) 

acting on the rock, creating an effective stress state that has the same differential stress, 

but lower effective stresses. Effective stress is defined as σ’n = σ n – p, where p is the pore 

fluid pressure. This pushes the stress state towards the tensile regime and closer to the 

failure envelope (Figure 1-7) (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Price and Cosgrove, 1990).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-6: Complete brittle failure criterion combining the Griffith and Navier-Coulomb failure envelopes 
(a). On the plot are four Mohr circles representing various stress states; i) stable state, ii) shear failure, 
iii) hybrid failure and iv) tensile failure. S, H, and T represent the conditions for shear, hybrid, and tensile 
failure respectively under the stress states depicted by Mohr circles ii, iii, and iv (i.e. the points at which 
the Mohr circles touch the failure envelope). The corresponding fractures observed in these four states 
have been illustrated in (b). 

Figure 1-7: Outwards acting pore fluid pressure (P) modifying the original stress state (σ1 and σ3) to 
produce an effective stress state (σ’1 and σ’3) that is closer to failure. 
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When considering the strength of anisotropic or already fractured rock, failure often 

occurs along pre-existing weaknesses, but only if they are oriented favourably relative to 

the maximum and minimum stresses (σ1 and σ3). However, even if unfavourably oriented, 

stresses can concentrate locally around inherent complexities and points of weakness, 

overprinting the regional stress field.  

 

2.2 Fault nucleation and growth; from microscopic to macroscopic fractures 

Although the conditions required for failure in a given rock can be relatively easily 

characterised using experimental methods, the underlying mechanical processes by which 

fractures initiate and grow is harder to observe. What controls where and how a fracture 

forms, and how can some fractures grow to be crustal scale structures, thousands of 

kilometres long? Unsurprisingly, it starts small. To truly understand the processes at work 

during the fracturing of rock requires an appreciation of what happens at microscopic 

scales.  

Griffith first suggested that the growth and linkage of tensile micro-fractures was critical 

for all forms of failure, no matter the stress conditions (Griffith, 1925). He explained 

discrepancies between the strength of theoretically perfect brittle medium and 

experimental observations as the result of minute flaws within the material which, he 

argued, would cause a local amplification in stress around their tips (Figure 1-8). This 

amplification meant that stresses around the tips of microscopic flaws could be large 

enough to overcome the theoretical yield strength (defined by inter-atomic bond strength), 

even when the stresses applied to the rock sample were considerably lower. This 

phenomenon had been demonstrated experimentally in glass several years before 

(Griffith, 1921). The increased stresses would then allow micro-fractures to propagate by 

tip migration or through the opening of wing cracks (depending on their orientation in the 

stress field), growing and linking with other micro-fractures to form larger fractures.  
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Figure 1-8: Schematic depiction of the influence of micro-fractures on the regional stress field. a. Stresses 
concentrate at the fracture tips and reduce along the length of the fracture. The amplification of stress at 
the crack tip is defined by the stress intensity factor (K). b. The stresses at any location near the crack tip 
are a function of the distance from the tip (r) and the angle relative to the crack plane (θ).   

 

Irwin (1957) later demonstrated that the amplification of elastic stresses at the tips of pre-

existing cracks could be defined numerically by the stress intensity factor, K, which can 

be generically defined for a penny shaped crack by the formula;  

 

𝐾𝐾 =  2
𝜋𝜋
𝜎𝜎√𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 .    (1) 

 

𝜎𝜎∞ represents the regional stress field and α is equal to half the linear fracture length. 

Therefore, K is dependent on both the stress field surrounding the fracture, and the length 

of the fracture. The stress imparted by this amplification can be calculated for any given 

location (with location defined by 𝑟𝑟 and 𝜃𝜃) near the fracture tip using;  

 

𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝐾𝐾
√2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜃𝜃) ,    (2) 
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where 𝑟𝑟 is the distance from the crack tip, 𝜃𝜃 is the angle away from the crack parallel 

plane, and 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a function related to the geometry (known as Irwin’s crack tip solutions). 

An illustration of this is shown in Figure 1-8b. The formula shows that the effect of the 

stress increase around the tip decays proportionally to one over the square root of distance 

from the crack tip (r). This relationship with distance means that as r approaches zero the 

stresses approach infinity, creating a stress singularity at the crack tip. Obviously this is 

impossible as the stress increase is already defined by K, and instead the formula breaks 

down at very small values of r.  

The process described by Griffith was only definitively demonstrated experimentally in 

the 80’s and 90’s using ultrasonic probing and acoustic emission techniques (e.g. Labuz 

et al., 1987; Lockner et al., 1991). By measuring the timing and location of acoustic 

emissions (AEs) that corresponded to the formation of microscopic fractures, their 

distribution in a sample in the moments before and during failure could be observed. 

Results from these experiments show that leading up to failure AEs are produced 

throughout a sample, but immediately preceding failure localise along a plane that 

subsequently ruptures into a mesoscopic fracture (Figure 1-9 and Figure 1-10) (Aben et 

al., 2019; Lei et al., 2000; Lockner et al., 1991). Computer generated simulations by Tang 

and Hudson (2010) based on physical laws also show that the initial stages of shear failure 

are dominated by the growth of local σ1 parallel micro-flaws in tension. At some point in 

the deformation, appropriately positioned tension fractures coalesce to form a mesoscopic 

fracture along which slip eventually occurs (Figure 1-11, pg. 41). This process of fault 

growth has been demonstrated experimentally and theoretically in multiple other studies 

(e.g. Brace and Martin Iii, 1968; Brace et al., 1966; Engelder, 1974; Healy et al., 2006; 

Paterson and Wong, 2005; Peng and Johnson, 1972; Rutter and Hadizadeh, 1991; Scholz, 

1968; Scholz, 2002). 
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Figure 1-9: Controlled rupture experiments performed by Lockner et al. (1991) under quasi-static conditions. 
The graphs on the left correspond to AEs recorded within the sample viewed from two orthogonal directions. 
Between the yield point and peak strength of the rock (a) AEs are randomly distributed indicating the 
formation of many micro-fractures throughout the sample. As the sample reaches peak strength (b) the AEs 
localise, and gradually extend outwards in both directions in a plane. This suggests that the fracture is grown 
initially through the formation of micro-fractures which coalesce to form a meso-fracture which then 
propagates through the formation and linkage of more micro-fractures at its tips.  

Figure 1-10: Similar experiment to the one performed above, but AEs were supplemented with seismic 
tomography. This provides an estimate for the seismic velocity (VP) of the material which can be used to 
determine the elastic moduli. Results show that the seismic velocity, and therefore elastic moduli, reduces 
in the region around the fracture. Thin sections of the same samples show that the zone of reduced elastic 
moduli coincides with increased micro-fracturing around the fracture. Sourced from (Aben et al., 2019) 
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Displacement accumulates on a fracture as it accommodates shear strain from the system. 

However, at the tips, that displacement must reduce to nothing, leading to an along-strike 

profile with displacement increasing towards the fault’s mid-point (Figure 1-12), and 

theoretically, elastic stress singularities at the tips. To compensate for this impossibility, 

models suggest that there is a zone of plastic deformation either on the plane of the crack 

in the vicinity of the tip (Dugdale, 1960), or in the rock around the fracture tip that diffuses 

strain away from the fault plane (Kanninen and Popelar, 1985). Field measurements of 

displacement along faults of varying length show that displacement tapers linearly in the 

tip region, which deviates from a purely elastic model and supports the theory that plastic 

deformation is being accommodated in the rock around the fracture tips (Scholz, 2002). 

 

Figure 1-11: Images of stages in a simulation illustrating the progressive failure process under uniaxial 
compression (vertical loading with no confining stress). The progression shows fractures growing from 
initially tensile instabilities which grow and merge. Until the meso-fracture is formed there is no shear 
sense of displacement. (Figure 4.8 from Tang and Hudson 2010). 
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Figure 1-12: Displacement profiles along single faults normalised for length showing that the maximum 
displacement is near the centre of the fault, and that tapering is linear near the fault tips. Sourced from 
Dawers et al. (1993) 

 

On shear fractures, the fact that the sense of displacement is in-plane means that stresses 

build up around the tips in a different configuration to tensile fractures. For Mode II 

displacement, if you consider just the tip zone it becomes clear that one side of the fault 

is moving towards the tip, and the other side is moving away from it (Figure 1-5, pg. 35). 

This results in an asymmetric distribution of stresses on both sides of the tip, with tensile 

stresses building up on the side that is moving away, and compressive stresses building 

up on the side that is moving towards (Figure 1-13). At the opposite tip the same sense of 

displacement occurs, but mirrored across the fault plane, giving a Mode II crack two 

dilational quadrants and two compressive quadrants. Mode III crack tips experience a 

torsion stress that produces microscopic screw dislocations. 

 

 
Figure 1-13: Modification of the stress field by Mode I (joints) and Mode II (faults) fractures. Based on 
Pollard and Segall (1987).  
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The transition from mesoscopic to macroscopic shear fractures has been shown to follow 

a similar process of fracture growth, interaction with neighbouring fractures, and 

coalescence into single through-going structures (Figure 1-14) (see review by Fossen and 

Rotevatn (2016) and references therein). Once a through-going fracture has formed the 

rock strength is no longer dictated by the intact material, but by the ability of the fracture 

to resist sliding. At this stage we need to consider the shear strength of individual 

fractures, which are governed by frictional properties (roughness, material, etc.). The 

strength of these large fractures are almost always lower than that of the intact rock, so 

the new system failure criterion becomes defined by the lower failure envelope of the 

fracture (Figure 1-15). with effectively near-zero cohesion. If the fractures are oriented 

favourably for slip in a given stress field, this has the effect of preventing stresses from 

building up in excess of the shear strength, as slip on the fractures will dissipate elastic 

strain and therefore reduce stress. As a result, once a large fracture is formed, the 

immediately surrounding rock will no longer experience loads high enough to reach the 

intact failure envelope and incite new fracture formation. In this way deformation 

becomes localised onto a single fault that then grows through repeated failure events to 

very large lengths.  

 

 

Figure 1-14: Schematic representation of the linking of shear fractures to form a larger fault at mesoscopic 
and macroscopic scales. This process is similar over all crustal scales from 10-2-105 m. Sourced from 
Fossen and Rotevatn (2016). 
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Figure 1-15: Reduced failure envelope representing the stress conditions required to overcome friction on 
an existing fault. If the fault is oriented favourably in the stress field (θ relative to σ1) then failure will occur 
on the fault, preventing stresses from building past the friction failure envelope (circle A). If the fault is 
rotated away from θ then stresses can build up to above the frictional envelope (i.e. there is a larger normal 
force on the fault surface, therefore more stress is required to overcome friction). If this angle becomes 
greater than α from the favourable orientation, then stresses can reach the fracturing criterion and new 
faults can form (circle B). 

 

 

2.2.1 The fracture process zone  

As previously discussed, large fractures grow by the coalescence and linkage of micro-

fractures and pre-existing flaws. Importantly, the stress amplification near the tip of a 

fracture results in a zone of plastic deformation that diffuses strain into the wall rock and 

prevents a stress singularity from occurring at the crack tips. This zone of deformation 

surrounding the fracture tip is fundamental for growing shear fractures which would 

otherwise be unable to facilitate unstable propagation (i.e. with the fracture tip 

accelerating) parallel to their plane (Ashby and Sammis, 1990). The occurrence of this 

phenomenon on these types of fractures, observed in laboratory experiments and during 

earthquake rupture, has been explained by the generation and linkage of micro-fractures 

ahead of the fracture tip in what is known as the fracture process zone (Labuz et al., 1987; 

Scholz et al., 1993). Within this zone micro-fractures form and grow stably until stress 

interactions cause them to link into a single through-going fracture producing a pathway 

for unstable propagation of the main fault tip (Figure 1-16).    
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Figure 1-16: Schematic representation of the wide zone of plastic deformation and a narrower fracture 
process zone around a Mode I and Mode II meso-fracture. Amplification of stresses around the tips of these 
fractures according to Figure 1-12 results in the stable growth of micro-fractures near the tips. Once these 
fractures link and merge to the tip of the main fault it is able to propagate forward. Modified from 
Mohammadnejad et al. (2018) and Dodds et al. (1991) 

 

 

The fracturing produced in the process zone is not limited to the plane of the fault, with 

micro-fractures forming within a plastic deformation zone extending some way into the 

wall rock. The width of this zone is proportional to the stress intensity factor and so scales 

as a function of the square root of fault length (Cowie and Shipton, 1998). Field studies 

on the densities of micro-fractures around faults of various lengths have shown that longer 

faults have a wider micro-fracture zone (Figure 1-17 and Figure 1-18), which has been 

ascribed to the increased width of the process zone at their tips (Vermilye and Scholz, 

1998). 
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Figure 1-17: Micro-fracture density profiles from two faults with varying length. The longer fault is 
represented with circles and the shorter fault with squares. Fracture densities fall to background levels at 
a distance equal to the process zone width. Sourced from Vermilye and Scholz (1998). 

 

 

Figure 1-18: Process zone width derived from micro-fracture profiles for various faults of different length. 
The plot shows a clear power law relationship between the process zone width and fault length. Sourced 
from Vermilye and Scholz (1998). 

 

2.2.2 Stresses around fault asperities 

Real faults of all scales differ from planar models in that they are thought to have rough 

surfaces (Peacock, 1991; Power and Tullis, 1995; Power et al., 1987; Power and Tullis, 

1989, 1991; Power et al., 1988; Scholz and Aviles, 1986; Yund et al., 1990), with 

measurements along exposed fault surfaces suggesting that this roughness might be self-

similar over a range of scales from micrometres to hundreds of metres (e.g. Candela et 

al., 2012; Okubo and Aki, 1987; Renard et al., 2006; Sagy et al., 2007). With shear 

displacement, this irregular geometry causes a heterogeneous distribution of stresses 
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along the surface of the fault, and stress amplifications and shadows occurring around 

locked and separating asperities, i.e. restraining bends and dilational jogs (Chester and 

Chester, 2000a; Schmittbuhl et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2003a). Because asperities can be 

stronger than the frictional strength of the fault, stresses around locked barriers can exceed 

the friction failure envelope (Brodsky et al., 2016). In much the same way as the stress 

amplification at the fracture tips, these zones of modified stresses along the length of the 

fault can result in localised off-fault brittle failure. This process has been observed 

experimentally, where AE events  show spatial clustering around fault asperities (e.g. Jin 

et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2003). Along many natural faults it is thought that asperities have 

influenced the locations of foreshocks, mainshocks, and aftershocks (Das and Scholz, 

1981; Zobin and Levina, 2001), and play a significant role in the generation of high-

amplitude seismic waves (Wyss and Matsumura, 2002; Zuniga and Wyss, 2001). 

Furthermore, the orientation of minimum and maximum stresses varies around geometric 

irregularities, from fault parallel to fault perpendicular, producing fractures with different 

orientations to those produced in the process zone (Chester and Chester, 2000a; Chester 

and Fletcher, 1997; Saucier et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 2003a). The process of generating 

fractures in the wall rock of rough faults by the mechanical interaction of asperities is 

called the fault wear model (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009). 

2.2.3 Development of a fault core 

As strain accumulates on a fracture after localisation, wear on the surface begins to break 

down asperities and granular particles that are easily plucked from the wall rock. 

Comminution of these granular fragments as a result of friction forces results in grain size 

reduction and the development of a fine grained material in the core of the fault (Billi et 

al., 2003). Continued shearing as the fault matures leads to further breakdown and 

incorporation of the increasingly damaged wall rock into the developing fault core, 

producing material such as gouge, breccia, and cataclasite (Figure 1-19). These core rocks 

develop high-strain structural fabrics that can be used to identify the sense of movement 

on the fault. As the fault evolves additional strands may form and link to produce wider 

bands that incorporate lenses of damaged, but uncomminuted wall rock (Bastesen and 

Braathen, 2010).   
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Though fault core thickness generally increases with displacement, often plotted on log-

log plots, the trend in natural datasets is very noisy, making it hard to define scaling 

relationships with displacement. While lithology and fault geometry can account for some 

of this scatter, a significant contribution is thought to be caused by the presence of two 

distinct groups of faults; those that have simple cores, and those that have complex, 

anastomosing cores (Bastesen and Braathen, 2010). A range of factors are thought to 

contribute to the formation of one or the other core type, including; formation depth 

(Ferrill and Morris, 2003), displacement, stress regime, Δσ (intact/residual strength) (e.g. 

Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Schöpfer et al., 2006), mechanical heterogeneity of the 

wall rocks, and geometric effects caused by fault linkage (e.g. Bastesen and Braathen, 

Figure 1-19: Schematic illustration 
depicting the growth of a fault core 
with increasing displacement on a 
fault. The fault evolves from a. a 
single fracture with a finite slip 
surface and no macroscopic fault 
core, to c. a fault with a continuous 
core as more material is 
comminuted and incorporated from 
the wall rock.  b. Intermediate faults 
contain a partially developed, 
discontinuous core. Modified from 
Micarelli et al. (2006a). 
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2010; Childs et al., 2009; Schöpfer et al., 2016). New research by Fletcher et al. (2020) 

suggests that misorientation of the fault within the regional stress field may be a 

fundamental control on the eventual width and complexity of the fault core. Their results 

from faults in the Sierra Cucapah showed wider complex cores formed of multiple strands 

were associated with faults that were misoriented relative to the regional stress field, 

while optimally oriented faults contained narrow single cores (Figure 1-20). 

 

 

Figure 1-20: Plot of the stresses acting on fault segments in the Sierra Cucapah that slipped during the 
2010 Mw7.2 El Mayor Cucapah earthquake, and the types of fault core that those segments contain. 
Stresses acting on the faults were calculated from the regional stress field and orientation of the fault 
segments. The results show that optimally oriented segments contain narrow, simple cores, while increasing 
misorientation is associated with wider, more complex fault cores. Sourced from Fletcher et al. (2020). 

 

2.2.4 Changing rock properties 

Apart from modifying the local stress field and reducing the failure envelope, a fracture 

has several other properties that are different to the intact rock around it. Firstly, the void 

created by open tensile fractures creates spaces that fluids can move into. Similarly, due 

to inherent roughness it is unusual for the surfaces of shear fractures to be in perfect 

contact, leading to the presence of small voids along their length. In low-permeability 

fine grained, cemented, or crystalline rocks (so-called ‘tight rocks’) these open fractures 

may be the only source of porosity, and therefore are directly responsible for the presence 
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of ‘pore’ fluids within these rocks. Furthermore, long fractures present sheet-like conduits 

through large volumes of rocks, unlocking pathways through which fluids can migrate 

through the rock. Studies on the effective seals of hydrocarbon reservoirs demonstrate 

that individual fractures that dissect the thickness of the cap-rock seal can lead to the 

draining of the entire reservoir (e.g. Knipe, 1992). However, fault core material has been 

shown to have very low permeability, which can act as a barrier to across-fault fluid flow 

(Caine et al., 1996; Evans et al., 1997). As a result, the permeability properties of a 

fracture depend significantly on whether a continuous core has developed or not.  

The decoupling between the two surfaces of a fracture also has significant impacts on the 

way seismic waves are able to propagate through the rock. Seismic tomography of 

samples shows a strong inverse relationship between micro-fracture densities and seismic 

velocity (Moos and Zoback, 1983). Aben et al. (2019) was able to show this effect directly 

around a propagating rupture, and linked the reduction in velocity around the fracture 

with increased micro-fracturing (Figure 1-10, pg. 40). Seismic velocity can be used as a 

proxy for elastic moduli, which has led to the interpretation that these results show that 

micro-fracturing reduces the elastic moduli of a material. 

 

2.3 Fracture recovery, healing, and sealing 

Just as fractures nucleate and grow based on the principles of brittle failure under the right 

stress conditions, changes leading to more stable conditions can also allow the rock some 

degree of restoration. Remaining in the brittle regime of the crust, we find three 

mechanisms responsible for the restoration of a fractured rock: (1) Recovery, (2) Healing, 

and (3) Sealing (Figure 1-21). Each of these mechanisms provides a different degree of 

repair, occurs over different time-scales, and relies on fundamentally different processes. 

The first two result from physical or chemical processes acting to modify the fracture 

surfaces themselves, while the last introduces new material into the fracture which bonds 

the surfaces together. Healing and sealing require the presence of fluids to facilitate the 

chemical processes but recovery does not. 

2.3.1 Fracture Recovery 

Fracture recovery results from the increasing contact area between crack surfaces driven 

by the mechanical closure of open fractures under confining pressures. Increased contact 

area leads to a partial recovery of the elastic moduli, but does not increase cohesive 
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strength. Currently unpublished research from colleagues at University College London 

(G Meyer 2019, pers. comm., 18 July) shows that even at very low confining pressures, 

micro-fractures close rapidly, following a log-linear closure rate. Their experimental 

evidence shows that after a reduction in differential stress crack apertures close by ~90% 

in just a few days. 

2.3.2 Fracture Healing 

Annealing of micro-fractures in rock is possible at high temperatures when water is 

present. It results from the mass transfer of material along the fracture surface, driven by 

a chemical potential and facilitated by either pressure-dissolution (due to very high 

pressures acting at asperity contacts) or surface instabilities (surfaces naturally equilibrate 

towards the lowest energy state, which in most cases is a sphere) (Renard et al., 2009; 

Smith and Evans, 1984). What remains of the fracture is a sheet of fluid filled bubbles 

known as a fluid inclusion plane.  

Experimental results indicate that the rate of fracture healing is highly temperature 

dependent, and that there is a minimum thermal activation required for the process to 

occur (Smith and Evans, 1984). In quartz this is similar to the dissolution temperature, 

suggesting that fracture healing does not occur significantly at temperatures below 

~200°C (Verma, 2000). At much higher temperatures micro-fractures can heal in a matter 

of days. Naturally complex multi-mineral systems with variable fluid chemistry and large 

aperture cracks are likely to significantly increase these healing times, but by how much 

remains uncertain.  

2.3.3 Fracture Sealing 

Mineral precipitation in the free spaces of a fracture can bond the two surfaces together 

once the void is bridged. The process requires the presence and migration of saturated or 

supersaturated fluid solutions through the rock and a chemical potential (or solubility 

gradient) to promote crystallisation of minerals out of solution. Quartz and carbonates are 

the most common minerals to fill fractures in the upper crust, but a plethora of other 

soluble minerals can be found in various assemblages depending on the composition of 

the fluids (Kutina, 1981). Sealed fractures recover stiffness and mechanical strength 

which can, depending on the properties of the mineral infill relative to the undamaged 

rock, actually increase strength and stiffness beyond the original state. Bruhn et al. (1990) 

estimated crack sealing to take between 1 and 1000 years after crack initiation. 
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Figure 1-21: Schematic of the three mechanisms for repairing fractures in brittle crustal regimes. Healing 
schematic has been modified from Smith and Evans (1984), with ‘a’ and ‘a0’ representing the migrating 
healing front and initial fracture tip respectively. T0 represents crack formation and T2 is at a time when 
repair is almost complete, which is dependent on the mechanism (i.e. T2 = days for recovery, days to 
months for healing, and years for sealing).  

 

Ultimately, the recovery processes acting in the brittle regime of the crust can never fully 

restore a fractured rock to its original state. Barring subjection to the extreme pressures 

and temperatures required to recrystallize its constituent parts, it is likely that some 

remnant of every fracture will remain. 

 

2.4 Fracture Networks 

The incremental addition and repair of fractures over the lifetime of a rock produces a 

final collection of fractures called a ‘fracture network’. Depending on the deformation 

history that has formed the fracture network, they can either be incredibly complex or 

relatively simple (Figure 1-22). Complex fracture networks usually result from multiple 

overprinting events, cycles of healing and re-fracture, increased proportion of shear 

fractures, and/or lower differential stresses and high strain rate deformation (detailed in 

Section 3.1), which produce more randomly oriented fractures. In these complex 

networks it can become difficult to extract the specific components required for detailed 

studies. Conversely, simple networks are likely the result of a single weak deformation 

phase under relatively high differential stress.  
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Figure 1-22: Fracture networks can show large variations in scale, order, and complexity. a. Fractured 
granites at Olmsted point, Yosemite National Park (image from Instagram). The relatively simple, sparse 
jointing is formed as the rocks cool and contract. b. Relatively complex network formed by three 
crosscutting joint sets on a platform in Wales. c. Complex overprinting of a heavily jointed mudstone by a 
shear fracture with associated subsidiary damage (Tiritiri Matangi Island, New Zealand). d. Randomly 
oriented tensile fractures formed during hydraulic fracturing in a low permeability rock. Infilled fractures 
are crosscut by younger (vertical) tensile joints. Images b. and c. were kindly provided by Prof. John 
Cosgrove.  

 

A single fracture can alter the physical properties of a rock, with changes particularly 

affecting strength, stresses, porosity, and permeability. While a single fracture only 

effects these changes locally, the fracture network as a whole imparts macroscopic 

properties on the rock mass that are a combination of those of the individual fractures, 

and of their intersecting properties (Adler and Thovert, 1999). As a result, quantitative 

ways of characterising fracture networks are particularly important for understanding how 

these properties vary through a given volume of rock. In order to do this, measurable 

parameters that can be used to define the network must be identified. The parameters 

analysed in the published literature include fracture density (number fractures per length, 

area, or volume), fracture intensity (total length of fractures per area or volume) 

(Dershowitz and Herda, 1992), geometry (Berkowitz and Adler, 1998; Huseby et al., 

1997; Ouillon et al., 1996), connectivity (Alghalandis et al., 2015; Berkowitz, 1995, 2002; 

Berkowitz et al., 2000), topology (Huseby et al., 1997; Valentini et al., 2007), and scaling 

factors (Barton, 1995; Berkowitz and Hadad, 1997; Roy et al., 2007; Walsh and 

Watterson, 1993). Individually, each metric of the network provides only a partial 
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characterisation of the network as a whole. For example, although fracture density might 

be larger in one fracture network than another, fracture length or geometry might be 

different, resulting in less crosscutting fractures, and therefore a lower total network 

connectivity (Figure 1-23).  

 

 

Figure 1-23: Changes in fracture network connectivity (the number of fracture intersections) as a result 
changing fracture length or orientation. Note that fracture density is the same in each example with 35 
fractures per area. 

 

A fracture network can be described in one of three ways using various parameters 

mentioned above. The first approach is to simplify complex networks by determining 

their bulk properties, giving a single representative value that can define the entire 

network. The second approach is based on analysis of the spatial distribution of 

parameters over an area or volume of rock (Barton, 1995; Bour and Davy, 1999; Gillespie 

et al., 1993; Li et al., 2018), and the third is to analyse the population distribution of 

individual fracture properties (e.g. length, orientation, aperture, etc.) within the network 

(e.g. Roy et al., 2007; Walsh and Watterson, 1993). Modern analytical tools are 

particularly useful for performing spatial analysis on digitised fracture networks, and 

allow us to extract large amounts of information from our datasets that was not possible 

only 10 years ago (Healy et al., 2017).  

The crosscutting relationships of fractures can be used to determine relative timing of 

formation, which can help identify different phases of deformation within the network. 
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Additionally, if shear fractures are present then displacement can also be used to 

determine relative ages of fractures. Younger fractures cut and displace older fractures, 

but are also influenced by the stress modifications around pre-existing tensile fractures in 

particular (Figure 1-24).  

 

 

Figure 1-24: Crosscutting relationships of four joint sets. Uninterpreted image on the left and interpreted 
sets traced onto the outcrop on the right. From oldest to youngest the sets are red, yellow, white, blue. Note 
the bending of the younger fractures towards the surfaces of older fractures as a result of the modified 
stress field around the pre-existing tensile joints. Sourced from Dixit et al. (2017). 

 

Although fracture networks are fundamentally three-dimensional, limited measurement 

capabilities and/or study time restraints mean that they are most commonly recorded 

using two-dimensional and one-dimensional techniques. These generate datasets that can 

only provide a partial depiction of the network’s true properties. The parameters that can 

be used to characterise a network are reliant on the information collected from a fracture 

network. For example, the scaling properties of a network cannot be studied if only a 

small range of fracture sizes are recorded. While fracture density can be statistically 

represented by counting the number of fractures that intersect a line, fracture length, 

orientation, or their spatial distribution cannot. As a result, data collection technique 

presents the greatest limitation to the ability to fully characterise the fracture network. 

2.4.1 Scaling laws for fracture distributions in the crust 

The scaling laws that define the population of fractures in the Earth’s crust are of vital 

importance in understanding how the processes that generate fractures might change at 
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different scales. A fundamental question is whether this crustal population of fractures 

displays fractal tendencies or not. What this would mean is that the distribution is scale 

independent – i.e. no matter at what observation scale, the network would have the same 

distribution of properties. In other words, the network looks the same at every scale, 

which is why the phenomenon is also referred to as ‘self-similar’ (smaller parts of the 

whole look like larger parts of the whole). A classic example of this is a snowflake.  

For a given fracture property, plotting the cumulative frequency of fractures against the 

range of measurements (e.g. number of fractures with a given length vs. fracture length) 

reveals details about the form of the distribution, and whether it might be fractal or not. 

If the distribution can be defined by a straight line in log-log space then the system is 

considered to be fractal, with the slope of the line representing the fractal dimension 

(Turcotte, 1986; Turcotte, 1989). Alternatively, box counting methods are commonly 

applied to fracture maps in order to calculate fractal dimensions. For more details on these 

methods and their limits see Bonnet et al. (2001) and Roy et al. (2007). Fractal analyses 

of a range of datasets and parameters have been performed in many investigations with 

results generally indicating that most fracture networks in the crust are likely to be self-

similar (Bonnet et al., 2001; Turcotte, 1997). Even so, questions still remain regarding 

methodology and data selection, with several authors unconvinced that fracture networks 

represent true fractals, but may instead be multi-fractal (Gillespie et al., 1993; Walsh and 

Watterson, 1993). 

 

 

3 Earthquake phenomenon and dynamic stresses around faults 

So far we have only considered the growth of fractures under static or quasi-static loading 

conditions. The processes and mechanics of fracturing under dynamic stresses, which can 

be imparted on the rock mass during the seismic rupture of faults, is notably different, 

and has received significant attention in the literature over the last 20 years. First, the 

strain rate dependency of a material’s strength and response to stress (i.e. viscoplastic 

materials) needs to be considered. Secondly, at very high strain rates, those similar to 

impact studies, propagation and orientation of tensile fractures no longer follows the 

standard quasi-static rules, and frictional heating may begin to play a role.  
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Something we must distinguish when considering earthquakes is the difference between 

rupture and slip. Rupture relates to the propagation of the crack tip during the growth of 

a fracture, while slip is the total amount of displacement between the two sides of the 

fault, measured in metres. Slip rate refers to the acceleration of the material on either side 

of the fault that follows immediately behind the rupture. Fracture growth rates can range 

from stable, low velocities (quasi-static) to dynamic rates comparable or higher than the 

Rayleigh wave velocity of the host material (e.g. Freund, 1990). Slip rates can vary 

anywhere from tectonic plate speeds (~10-12 ms-1) to tens of metres per second (Rowe and 

Griffith, 2015). An earthquake, or seismic slip event, is simply defined by the range of 

slip rates and rupture velocities that generate seismic waves that can be measured with 

seismometers at the Earth’s surface. Typically these are ~1 ms-1 slip rates and kilometres 

per second rupture velocities (Beroza and Mikumo, 1996; Heaton, 1990). In generic 

terms, larger slip patches release more energy, which is released at a rate dependent on 

the slip rate along the fault (Reches, 1999).  

 

3.1 Dynamic stresses during rupture 

The stresses that build up and dissipate around a rapidly propagating rupture tip and the 

radiation of seismic waves due to the conversion of elastic potential into kinetic energy 

are able to load the rock at rates considered to be dynamic. Important factors when 

considering the rates and magnitudes of the loading stresses at any given location near 

the rupture front are: (1) the rupture velocity, (2) the slip rate, (3) the size of the slip patch, 

and (4) the size of the stress drop during the earthquake. In effect, these factors combine 

to provide a measure for how much energy is being released by the rupture within a given 

time (Figure 1-25). A large amount of energy released very quickly will generate strong 

dynamic stresses further from the fault. At realistic rupture velocities (< 0.91 times shear 

wave speed – Cs) and fracture energies (1x104 - 1x106 Jm-2) for normal, sub-Rayleigh 

earthquakes (Nielsen et al., 2016), the distance from the fault at which dynamic strain 

rates are generated is a maximum of several hundred metres (Aben et al., 2017a; Griffith 

et al., 2018).  

Rupture velocity is anticorrelated to the stress drop experienced during an earthquake, 

and is dependent on fault properties such as strength, material, roughness, and geometry 

(Chounet et al., 2018). Weak faults capable of sustaining large dynamic stress drops are 

often associated with reduced rupture velocity (Faulkner et al., 2010). The rupture 
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velocity can vary significantly along a single fault, and during an individual earthquake. 

Faults like the San Andreas Fault are known to have weak creeping segments and locked 

strong segments that rupture intermittently with fast velocities, producing large 

magnitude events (e.g. Fumal et al., 2002; Lockner et al., 2011). Theoretical studies that 

predicted maximum supershear rupture velocities of √2 times the shear wave velocity 

(e.g. Freund, 1979) were validated by direct measurement of greater than Cs rupture 

velocities (~5 kms-1) along three faults from 1999 to 2001 (Bouchon et al., 2001; Bouchon 

and Vallée, 2003). The faster than Cs rupture tip travels in front of a Mach cone, that 

generates very large dynamic stresses that can extend to several hundred metres distance 

from the fault (Figure 1-26).  

 

 

Figure 1-25: The stress distribution during earthquakes. a. Shear stress within the plane of the fault around 
a propagating rupture front. τi – τr gives the stress drop experienced as a result of the rupture. R is the 
frictional breakdown distance. b. Stress change at a point on the x-axis of a as the rupture propagates past, 
plotted versus the slip experienced at that point. Dc represents the distance over which slip is accelerating 
from stationary to some stable rate. G dictates the ease with which the rupture propagates (larger G = 
more energy and therefore the rupture propagates more easily). Sourced from Faulkner et al. (2011a). 

 

Figure 1-26: Elastic particle velocity fields around a propagating rupture tip with different velocities; sub-
Rayleigh, unstable supershear, and stable supershear. Note the formation of the Mach cone in both 
supershear ruptures. The strain rate around a rupture tip has a similar geometry as the particle velocity 
field shown here. Adjusted by Aben et al. (2017a) from Mello et al. (2010). 
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3.1.1 Impact of dynamic loading on fracture style 

Dynamic loading has some interesting effects on material strength, as well as on the way 

fractures are formed. Rocks are in reality viscoplastic materials, so their response to stress 

has a loading rate dependency. Dynamic rock strength increases with strain rate from the 

quasi-static fracture strength (discussed in Section 2) to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) 

(Figure 1-27). HEL, which represents the high strain rate equivalent to the brittle-ductile 

transition, is only realistically reached at ultra-high strain rates typical of impact 

conditions or within the fault core. 

At loading rates above 10-1 s-1 fracturing transitions from single fracture growth (or 

conjugate pairs) typical of quasi-static conditions, to multiple fracturing (Doan and 

d’Hour, 2012). The transition in this macroscopic behaviour from single to multiple 

fractures can be explained by the simultaneous failure on multiple microscopic flaws 

(Figure 1-28). In ideal quasi-static conditions, the growth rate of flaws is considered 

instantaneous relative to increases in stress. This means that as soon as stresses exceed 

the strength of the weakest flaw it will fail and grow, dissipating energy and preventing 

the stresses in the system from increasing further. It is the same principle that results in 

localised strain along optimally oriented through-going fractures.  

 

Figure 1-27: Failure strength of a material at a range of strain rates applicable to geomaterials at or near 
the surface. Material strength begins increasing towards the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) at strain rates 
above 10-1. ISR = intermediate strain rate, HSR = high strain rate, UHSR = ultra-high strain rate. Modified 
from Aben et al. (2017a) 
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When the system is loaded dynamically the energy dissipation from growth on the 

weakest flaw is slower than the input rate, resulting in continued stresses increase (Curran 

et al., 1987). In other words, the fracture growth rate is no longer considered instantaneous 

relative to the loading rate. The result is that multiple stronger flaws can fail before the 

weakest flaw has time to grow into a through-going fracture. This explains the increase 

in peak strength of the material with increasing strain rate. Increasing the strain rate allows 

more flaws to fail and therefore generates more fractures simultaneously (Figure 1-28). 

This can produce high-density fracture networks that are typical of shattered material. 

 

 

Figure 1-28: Schematic for failure in a rock with pre-existing micro-flaws of differing strength.. a. The flaw 
on the left highlighted in red is the weakest flaw. When loaded the weakest flaw will fail first, followed by 
other weak flaws if stresses are able to continue building. b. at quasi-static loading rates the weakest flaw 
grows fast enough to be considered instantaneous and the entire sample fails along one fracture. Stress is 
not able to build beyond the strength of the weakest flaw so the stronger flaws never grow. c. at dynamic 
loading rates fracture growth lags behind strain rate and stress can build higher than the strength of the 
weakest flaw. This allows for fracturing along multiple flaws at the same time. Modified from Doan and 
d’Hour (2012) and illustrations kindly provided by Frans Aben. 

 

In homogeneous material with very few pre-existing flaws the growth a single fracture 

under dynamic loads often leads to a branching, or dendritic style of fracture growth 

(Figure 1-29). These have been observed in deformation of glass plates for some time 

(Shardin, 1959), but have only relatively recently been identified in rock crystals 
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deformed under what is thought to be very high strain rates (Sagy and Korngreen, 2012a). 

Branching likely plays a role in all high strain rate deformation, but is difficult to 

recognise when there are more flaws present. 

 

 

Figure 1-29: fracturing of a homogeneous material (like glass) under dynamic strain rates produces 
branching fractures. a. quasi-static deformation. b. dynamic deformation.  

 

 

3.2 Pulverisation, a dynamic damage endmember 

On a mature fault it is often difficult to identify dynamic damage due to the overprinting 

of damage throughout the fault’s lifetime. A seismic fault will have a combination of 

quasi-static damage and dynamic damage overprinted over each other, from many 

different events. However, some unique geological features have been identified, the 

presence of which in the rock record can be used to definitively identify the occurrence 

of earthquakes. Rowe and Griffith (2015) collated and presented these features in relation 

to their dependence on either fast rupture, or fast slip (Figure 1-30). Almost all of the 

phenomena that provide direct evidence for earthquake slip are solely found in the fault 

core, with the notable exception being pulverisation. This intensely damaged endmember 

of micro-fracturing is characterised by dense, randomly oriented tensile micro-cracks at 

sub-grain scales, while retaining the rocks macroscopic texture due to almost no shear 

(Dor et al., 2006a).  
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Figure 1-30: Differentiation between creep, slow-slip, and earthquake events based on rupture velocity and 
slip rate. Both of these parameters are capable of generating unique geological features under earthquake 
conditions (included) which is useful for identifying the occurrence of earthquakes in the rock record. 
Sourced from Rowe and Griffith (2015). 

 

Coined ‘rock-flour’ or rock powder due to its extreme grain size reduction, the 

phenomenon was first observed in crystalline rocks adjacent to the San Andreas Fault, 

where pulverised material occurs in bands up to 100s of meters wide parallel to the fault 

core (Brune, 2001; Dor et al., 2006a). Since then it has been observed in similar context 

around other large crustal scale faults (Figure 1-31), but the nature of its formation has 

remained a contentious issue. In the remainder of this section I will discuss the current 
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state-of-the-art research on mechanisms responsible for its formation. A more in-depth 

review on the identification of pulverised rocks in the field is performed in Chapter 5 

where I propose a modified field classification scheme of dynamic damage, and present 

some new observations. 

 

 

Figure 1-31: Collation of published field observations of pulverised rocks, organised by rock type and 
thickness of the zone (distance from fault core that pulverisation is observed). Sourced from Aben et al. 
(2017a).  

 

A dynamic origin for the formation of these unique rock textures was first posited by 

Brune (2001), who argued that the pervasive micro-fracturing and lack of strain 

accommodation indicated high strain rate and short loading duration. Their characteristic 

proximity to large fault zones supported this theory. Since then, several models have been 

proposed for the formation of pulverised material, initially based on numerical modelling, 

but more recently from high strain rate laboratory experiments performed in specially 

designed apparatus (Aben et al., 2017a). Whatever the absolute stress conditions, the 

currently accepted view is that pulverization is related to dynamic fluctuations in stress 

during earthquake rupture. 

Using a linear elastic fracture mechanics approach Reches and Dewers (2005) were able 

to show that pulverisation could occur within the process zone of normal ruptures with 

sub-Rayleigh velocities. Based on the rupture velocity and fracture energy (G) the zone 

of pulverisation in these conditions could be millimetres to a maximum of decimetres 
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wide. The mechanism behind formation in these models was explosive tension, which 

was assumed to occur only at shallow depths – confining stress was too high below ~3km 

for the rock to be in absolute tension. However, they were unable to explain zones larger 

than a few centimetres. One possible solution was that the specifics of the fault itself were 

important, hence why these rocks were not found on all seismic faults. The asymmetric, 

lithology dependent distribution of pulverisation around the San Andreas Fault (Dor et 

al., 2006a) led to the idea that ruptures on a bimaterial fault, one with stiff rock on one 

side and compliant rock on the other, might be required. Modelling experiments had 

already shown that bimaterial faults could theoretically produce wrinkle-like pulses 

during sub-Rayleigh earthquakes which could generate incredibly high tensile stresses at 

greater distances from the fault (Figure 1-32) (Ben-Zion, 2001; Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005). 

Models showed that this zone of high tension would be constrained to material on the stiff 

side of the fault, which matched to field observations of pulverisation predominantly in 

stiff crystalline rocks.  

 

 

Figure 1-32: Zone of high tensile stress developing in the wake of a rapidly accelerating then decelerating 
wrinkle-like pulse on a bimaterial fault. Extreme tension would be constrained to the stiff side of the fault. 
Sourced from (Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005) 

 

Laboratory experiments by Doan and Gary (2009), Doan and Billi (2011), and Yuan et 

al. (2011) showed that pulverisation could also be produced in compression, and 

suggested that strain rate was the determining factor (Figure 1-33 and Figure 1-34). 

However, the phenomenon necessitated exceptionally high strain rates – the pulverisation 

threshold was shown to be at least 150-300 s-1 – which, at distances of more than 10 m 

from the fault, are far higher than could be achieved by normal sub-Rayleigh wave speed 

ruptures. Therefore, several authors suggested that these large pulverised zones must be 
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formed during supershear rupture. The Mach cone of a supershear rupture could extend 

out to several 10’s to 100’s of metres (Mello et al., 2010), producing the necessary high 

strain rates at large distances from the fault.  

 

 
Figure 1-33: Dynamic loading experiments on granite from the San Andreas Fault showing that 
pulverisation is strain rate dependent. A transition from single to multiple fracturing indicates that the 
pulverisation threshold (in this rock) is ~150 s-1. Sourced from Doan and Gary (2009). 

 

 

Figure 1-34: Yuan et al. (2011) show that confining stress has a positive effect on the pulverisation 
threshold. At depths of greater than a few kilometres the strain rate threshold exceeds anything possible in 
nature at distances greater than only a few mm from the rupture, giving a depth limit for pulverisation in 
compression. 
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Doan and d’Hour (2012) went on to demonstrate that pre-existing damage (in the form of 

higher micro-fracture densities) has the effect of reducing the pulverisation threshold. 

This presented the question of whether pulverisation could be incrementally developed 

through successive rupture events. To address this, Aben et al. (2016) performed 

successive loading experiments in compression, showing that pulverisation could be 

cumulative. Overprinting of episodic dynamic damage below the pulverisation threshold 

for the material eventually led to the same final product, but with significantly reduced 

strain rate threshold, around 50% less than in single loading experiments (Figure 1-35).  

 

 

Figure 1-35: Experimental results for single and successive dynamic loadings. The grey intervals show that 
the threshold for pulverisation reduces from 165-200 s-1 in single loading experiments to 85-100 s-1 in 
successive loadings, a reduction of 50%. Sourced from Aben et al. (2016). 

 

The most recent experimental developments have shown that in isotropic tension 

pulverisation during normal sub-Rayleigh rupture (albeit at the upper end of rupture 

velocity – 0.91 Cs) can reasonably extend to several metres away from the fault (Griffith 

et al., 2018). Successive loadings were not tested under these conditions, but should be 

expected to extend this zone to at least 10 metres.   

While all these mechanisms go some way to explaining the presence of pulverisation 

along large faults, how these faults evolve from having no pulverisation to having zones 

hundreds of metres wide is not really understood. Furthermore, If the recent experimental 

work by Griffith et al. (2018) is true for natural faults, then why do we not see 

pulverisation occurring on all faults known to have sustained earthquake rupture? Perhaps 

it is simply that our definition of pulverisation (the presence of pervasively powdered 
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rock) is too strict, and that pulverisation does occur, just in very minor volumes that are 

not recognised in the field. These are all still open questions that need answering.  

 

 

4 Review of fault zone structure and damage zones 

Now that we have addressed the processes that control the formation and growth of 

natural fracture networks, we can begin to look specifically at the spatial and temporal 

evolution of fracturing around faults, and the development of the fault zone. In this section 

I present a review of the current understanding of the evolution of fault damage, as a 

context for our analysis and comparisons to existing datasets.  

It is well known that the distribution and scaling of fault damage with displacement 

throughout its history is very complicated. For decades people have studied the evolution 

of faults through various approaches, with some of the original classic and fundamental 

studies being based on detailed qualitative structural geology (e.g. Crider and Peacock, 

2004; Kim et al., 2004; Price and Cosgrove, 1990). Recent studies have shown a shift to 

more quantitative approaches of damage analysis, where fault damage datasets are used 

to understand specific processes occurring within the seismic cycle, such as fundamental 

questions addressing fault strength, fluid flow properties and rupture dynamics. In order 

to do this, it has been necessary to simplify complex off-fault damage into usable 

mathematic expressions of the relationships between damage density and its spatial and 

temporal distribution (e.g. Chester et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2016; Savage and Brodsky, 

2011; Shipton and Cowie, 2003) (e.g. Figure 1-36d,e).  
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Figure 1-36: Schematic representation of the distribution of damage around a fault, collated and modified 
from various sources (Faulkner et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Peacock et 
al., 2016; Shipton and Cowie, 2003). a. shows the distribution of subsidiary structures revealed by 
qualitative structural mapping studies. There is no scale on the image as this distribution is consistent 
along faults ranging all visible scales from cm-km. b. and c. show the distribution of smaller scale damage 
structures that can be described using quantitative measurements of properties like fracture density. 
Results show a sheath-like distribution around large faults, the width scaling with displacement so that it 
is widest near the centre (b), and tapers towards the tips (c). d. and e. Simplified mathematical expressions 
of fracture damage with distance from the fault core. The influence of large subsidiary faults that have 
their own smaller damage zones, is clearly shown in the simplified fracture density and permeability 
transects (black arrows). CR – Country Rock; DZ – Damage Zone; FC – Fault Core; SF – Subsidiary 
Faults. 
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Our understanding of quantitative fault zone architecture and the evolution and 

distribution of fractures in the damage zone (DZ) has advanced significantly in the last 

two decades (see reviews of Kim et al. (2004), Faulkner et al. (2010), and Choi et al. 

(2016) and references therein). Fault zones are considered complex structural volumes, 

consisting of a region of fractured rock – with an increase in damage relative to the intact 

host rock – called the damage zone (synonymous with the fracture intensification domain 

described by O'Hara et al. (2017)), surrounding a central core in which the vast majority 

of shear strain is accommodated (Figure 1-36b,c) (Caine et al., 1996). The core is 

composed of predominantly high strain structures and materials (e.g. shear fabric, 

cataclasite, clay-rich gouge, breccias, and pseudotachylyte), and generally has a lower 

permeability than the intact host rock (Caine et al., 1996; Chester et al., 1993; Evans et 

al., 1997; Gutmanis et al., 1998). While there can be significant variability in the structure 

and composition between cores of different faults, classifications generally group faults 

into one of two categories: wide multi-core – a diffuse network of anastomosing slip 

zones up to several hundred metres wide (e.g. Caleta Coloso Fault, Carboneras Fault) – 

or localised single- core structures – up to several metres thick (e.g. Punchbowl Fault, 

San Gabriel Fault) (Figure 1-37) (Childs et al., 1997; Faulkner et al., 2010; Faulkner et 

al., 2006). 

Individual faults often display complex variations in core and damage structures along 

their length based on the presence of splays, jogs, bends, relay ramps, and anastomosing 

strands (Kirkpatrick et al., 2008; Lunn et al., 2008; Schulz and Evans, 2000; Shipton and 

Cowie, 2001). Fault zone structure can also vary significantly between individual faults, 

and is thought to be dependent on a range of factors, including lithology (Bistacchi et al., 

2010; Loveless et al., 2011; O'Hara et al., 2017), fault type (Childs et al., 2009; McGrath 

and Davison, 1995), formation depth (Ampuero, 2014; Ishii et al., 2010), displacement 

magnitude (e.g. Choi et al., 2016; Faulkner et al., 2011b; Micarelli et al., 2006a; Mitchell 

and Faulkner, 2009; Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Shipton and Cowie, 2001), complexities 

in fault geometry (Childs et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; 

Peacock et al., 2016, 2017), and the seismic history of a fault (Aben et al., 2017a; Aben 

et al., 2016; Bhat et al., 2007; Fondriest et al., 2017). Generally, the DZ width shows a 

positive scaling relationship with increased strain accumulated on a fault, although 

significant scatter exists in the distribution, particularly towards larger displacements 

(Choi et al., 2016; Savage and Brodsky, 2011). Though the precise causes of the scatter 

are poorly understood, it is generally attributed to a combination of complexities in the 
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geological conditions mentioned previously, and variations in the methodologies used to 

quantify the DZ width, both in terms of data collection and analysis (see Choi et al. (2016) 

and references therein). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-37: Photos of two km-scale displacement faults with radically different fault core characteristics. 
a. On the left is an outcrop of the San Gabriel Fault at Little Tujunga Canyon. In this location a total of 
42-45 km of strike-slip displacement is accommodated along a single, cm thick fault core. The fault 
juxtaposes the Granodiorite on the left against the Gneiss on the right. b. An extensive outcrop of the Caleta 
Coloso Fault, a strike-slip fault with >5 km of displacement and a 200-400 m wide fault core comprised of 
multiple strands. At the location of this photo the Caleta Coloso Fault cuts granodiorite. c/d. Schematic 
diagrams of the fault core and associated damage for both faults. Field Photos by Jacobs et al. (2005) and 
Arancibia et al. (2014), schematic diagrams after Faulkner et al. (2003). 
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4.1 Distribution of fracture damage in the damage zone 

The methodologies in quantitative damage zone studies rarely represent absolute 

measurements of the total fracture damage, as they often simplify structures in order to 

focus on a specific scale (e.g. micro-fractures vs. macro-fractures) or attributes (e.g. 

fracture density, fracture length) where data collection is limited by fieldwork constraints. 

When quantifying fault damage it is important to consider the observation and 

measurement scales used to map the damage, and how the spatial scale studied can have 

a significant impact on the way damage distribution is characterised (Schulz and Evans, 

2000). The scale of observation is often chosen in order to be relevant for a given 

modelled process (e.g. fluid flow, rupture propagation) that the data is collected for. For 

studies focussing on rupture propagation of small slips on natural faults, small scale 

micro-fracture damage is important (Brantut and Mitchell, 2018; Griffith et al., 2010; 

Rempe et al., 2018), whereas a larger scale seismological study of zones hundreds of 

metres wide requires characterisation of predominantly macroscopic damage over a larger 

distance, or a multiscale approach (Smith et al., 2013).  Therefore, there is no uniform 

approach to the methodologies of damage studies in the literature regarding both data 

collection methods, and the scale at which damage is measured.  

The outputs that have come to be expected from qualitative damage zone studies are 

generally limited to one-dimensional functions that describe how damage decays with 

distance from the fault. These functions yield three parameters that are used to 

characterise the damage zone: (1) its width perpendicular to the fault, (2) the functional 

form that describes the decay model, and (3) a decay constant which represents the 

relative change in damage per unit of distance. To determine these parameters studies 

may choose to focus on measuring the distribution of any combination of the following; 

large subsidiary faults or other fault related structures, smaller faults, joints, or 

deformation bands, (e.g. Beach et al., 1999; Davatzes et al., 2003; Micarelli et al., 2006a), 

and micro-fracture densities from sample thin sections (e.g. Anders and Wiltschko, 1994; 

Mitra and Ismat, 2001). Although a power-law model, with obvious lower and upper 

physical limits, appears valid for fracture length distribution in the crust, the scaling of 

fracture lengths in fault systems is not considered self-similar (Berkowitz et al., 2000; 

Berkowitz and Hadad, 1997; Cowie et al., 1995; Ouillon et al., 1996; Schlische et al., 

1996; Torabi and Berg, 2011). Torabi and Berg (2011) analysed the scaling laws of fault 

damage by comparing the power law distribution for a number of digitised fracture 

networks (Figure 1-38). Their findings showed that there were systematic differences in 
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the slope of the power law fit for thin section, outcrop, and larger scale fracture networks. 

Very small samples have the shallowest size population slopes, which are distinctly 

different to outcrop samples, which in turn have shallower slopes than vary large samples 

(Figure 1-38). This led them to conclude that either the data did not fit a power scaling 

law, or that we should deal with these various length categories separately. Additionally, 

though they seem to be controlled by the same fractal organisation structure in individual 

datasets, joints and faults display fundamentally different network distributions (Caputo, 

2010). Due to this multi-fractal scaling distribution in fault zones it is clear that 

differentiating between different scales and types of damage is an important step in 

characterising the DZ.  

 

 

Figure 1-38: Fault damage scaling laws of datasets derived from various studies and compiled by Torabi 
and Berg (2011). The results show that fault damage does not display self-similar (fractal) qualities, with 
differences in the slope of the power law model existing between small, medium, and large-scale fractures. 
Generally, very small scale fractures have a shallower slope than outcrop scale fractures, which have a 
shallower slope than much larger fractures. 

 

The distribution of fractures with lengths ranging 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than 

the associated fault is well known, but below those scales our understanding of damage 

distribution becomes radically simplified. As such, detailed two-dimensional fracture 

mapping of centimetre to metre scale damage is generally limited to faults smaller than 

several 10’s of metres (Agosta et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2004; McGrath 

and Davison, 1995). Shipton and Cowie (2001) and Berg and Skar (2005) provide the 

only known examples on km-scale faults, both in high porosity sandstones. For 

simplicity, we adopt the approach from Shipton and Cowie (2001) and apply the 
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following terminologies for damage scales relative to the main fault, for fault lengths 

>km: (1) Macro-damage, 1-3 orders of magnitude smaller [101-103 m]; (2) Meso-damage, 

3-5 orders of magnitude smaller [10-2-101 m]; and (3) Micro-damage, >5 orders of 

magnitude smaller [<10-2 m]. For small faults up to 101 m macro-damage can be 

considered to transition directly into micro-damage, which always commences at sub-cm 

scale. These terms will be used as defined here for the remainder of the thesis. 

4.1.1 Macro-damage 

At macro-scales, damage is formed of subsidiary fractures which generally accommodate 

some small proportion of the total slip on the fault (Kim et al., 2004), and sometimes 

includes other fault related deformation such as drag folds (Berg and Skar, 2005). The 

study of how damage structures with length scales 1-3 orders of magnitude smaller than 

the main fault are distributed is predominantly based on qualitative structural mapping. 

This type of structural mapping has been performed on a multitude of faults ranging from 

100 m (e.g. Kim et al., 2003) to 104 m (e.g. Butler et al., 1997; Tchalenko and Ambraseys, 

1970). Three broad zones of damage have been identified around most faults regardless 

of size, based on the type, intensity, and extent of fracturing; tip, wall, and linking damage 

(Kim et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Peacock et al., 2016, 2017) (Figure 

1-36a, Figure 1-38). Interaction zones tend to display the most complex damage, while 

the complexity at tip and wall zones depends somewhat on the growth history of the fault. 

For small faults that have grown in a single event, the tip zone, formed during fault 

termination, is markedly wider and more complex than wall damage, which is considered 

kinematic damage (Kim and Sanderson, 2008; Madariaga, 1983; Rousseau and Rosakis, 

2003; Xu and Ben-Zion, 2013). Larger faults with a long history of slip events can have 

more complex wall damage which were once locations of historic rupture terminations as 

the fault grew to its present length. Nevertheless, even as large faults grow and wall 

damage accrues by the overprinting of new kinematic damage on previous tip zones, the 

present tip zone is generally wider due to the enhanced stress at the termination of larger 

slip patches – i.e. longer faults can sustain larger earthquakes (Kirkpatrick et al., 2008; 

Shipton and Cowie, 2003). I explain this in more detail in Section 2.2.1. 

As shown in Figure 1-39, all zones tend to develop asymmetrically around the fault as a 

result of the concentration of damage in the dilatational quadrants of the fault (Kim et al., 

2004; Kirkpatrick et al., 2008). Ultimately the asymmetry is a product of all slip events 

on the fault, so systematic directionality of rupture propagation and favoured location of 

rupture hypocentres plays a role in its development.  
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Figure 1-39: Maps of subsidiary structures around the main fault showing the differences in distribution 
for a. tip, b. linking, and c. wall damage zones. Faults of different size are included to show the similarities 
in structure between very large and small faults, and that much of the distribution of macro-fracture 
damage is scale independent. Structural maps for tip and linking damage were taken from Kim et al. (2004) 
who obtained them from various sources (see Kim et al. (2004) and references therein for details). Wall 
damage maps were taken from Tchalenko (1970). 
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Along larger faults the subsidiary fractures can accommodate significant offset (100-102 

m), and have their own associated damage zones that interact with damage from the main 

fault. This can complicate smaller scale fracture studies (secondary peaks in the fracture 

density profiles of Figure 1-36d,e). Across-fault profiles of macro-damage display 

significant lateral variability, so 2D fracture maps are often collected as they offer a less 

arbitrary representation of their distribution than linear transects. Fracture maps in wall 

damage zones show that subsidiary fractures tend to increase in frequency towards the 

fault core (Shipton and Cowie, 2001). 

4.1.2 Meso-damage 

Meso-scale damage generally consists of extensional joints and minor faults that display 

minimal offset in low porosity rock (Blenkinsop, 2008), and compaction and deformation 

bands in high porosity rock (Fossen et al., 2007; Johansen et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 

2003b). At the upper limit it becomes difficult to differentiate between meso-scale 

damage and subsidiary structures, especially with limited exposure (Faulkner et al., 

2010). The standard DZ model adopted to describe the distribution is that meso-damage 

forms a sheath around the fault, its width scaling with displacement so that it is widest 

near the centre, and tapering towards the tips (Figure 1-36b,c and Figure 1-40) (Shipton 

and Cowie, 2001). Widely reported across-fault asymmetry between hanging-wall and 

footwall DZ widths (e.g. Aarland and Skjerven, 1998; Antonellini and Aydin, 1994; 

Aydin and Johnson, 1978; Berg and Skar, 2005; Braathen et al., 1998; Brogi, 2008; 

Clausen et al., 2003; Dor et al., 2006b; Doughty, 2003; Knott et al., 1996; Koestler and 

Ehrmann, 1991; Mitchell et al., 2011; Wechsler et al., 2009), is partly attributed to 

differences in rock properties on either side of the fault (e.g. Berg and Skar, 2005; 

Faulkner et al., 2011b), or may potentially indicate a long term preferred rupture direction 

(Wechsler et al., 2009). In normal faults this asymmetry can also result from variations 

in stress states between the hanging-wall and footwall (Knott et al., 1996; Mandl, 1999; 

Mandl and King, 1995).  
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Figure 1-40: Multiple 1D transects of fracture density along a fault show that the width of the damage zone 
varies as a function of displacement. The result is that mesoscopic damage is distributed around a fault as 
a ‘sheath’ that is widest towards the centre of the fault and tapers towards the tips. Sourced from Shipton 
and Cowie (2001) 

 

 

The sheath model is predominantly based on fault perpendicular linear transect studies 

which commonly simplify the across-fault damage profile to fit either an exponential 

decay model (log-normal linear regression) (Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009), or a power 

law decay model (log-log linear regression) (O'Hara et al., 2017; Savage and Brodsky, 

2011). Several studies don’t attempt regressions, but comment that the general trend 

shows a broadly concave up decay profile (Berg and Skar, 2005; Micarelli et al., 2006b; 

Saillet and Wibberley, 2010; Schulz and Evans, 2000; Smith et al., 2013). Although these 

models provide a good approximation of the overall observed trends on different faults, 

the simplified regressions ignore qualitative observations made in various studies that 

highlight a ‘natural variation’ in the intensity of meso-damage at outcrop scales (e.g. 

Caine et al., 2010). This variation generates significant scatter, observed in many transect 

datasets, and contributes to deviations in the measured fracture density from the 

calculated trendline. It is not uncommon for values of fracture density within several 

metres to deviate by as much as 200-500% (Micarelli et al., 2006b; Schulz and Evans, 

2000).  

.  
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Figure 1-41: Datasets of meso-fracture density showing significant scatter. Red and blue arrows 
highlighting nearby measurements (less than several metres) that deviate by between 300-500%. Transects 
along a. the Pirgaki Fault which probably has several hundred metres of displacement (Micarelli et al., 
2006b) b. the 44 km displacement Punchbowl Fault (Schulz and Evans, 2000). 

 

4.1.3 Micro-damage 

Measurements of fault related micro-damage are even sparser relative to the scale of 

damage measured, and as such current models of their spatial distribution are even more 

rudimentary. Micro-fracture transects commonly display similar non-linear decay trends 

to meso-fracture profiles, with authors fitting exponential (Mitchell and Faulkner, 2012), 

logarithmic (Anders and Wiltschko, 1994) or power law (Mitchell et al., 2011) models to 

their data (Gomila et al., 2016; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Wilson et al., 2003a). Some 

studies show no clear trend in micro-fractures with distance from the fault (e.g. Shipton 

and Cowie, 2001). Indirect indicators of micro-damage, such as seismic velocity and 
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increased permeability, provide alternative proxies for fault damage, but are also 

generally limited to individual 1D transects (Géraud et al., 2006; Mizoguchi et al., 2008; 

Rempe et al., 2013b; Rempe et al., 2018; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003).  

The results from measurements of micro-fracture density along fault perpendicular 

transects contain similar, but often more extreme scatter than observed along meso-

fracture transects.  This was also observed by Mitra and Ismat (2001) who suggested that 

this substantial heterogeneity in microscopic deformation was likely to relate to pods of 

undeformed material surrounded by anastomosing zones of intense deformation. 

Depending on whether the undeformed pod, or the zone of intense deformation was 

sampled could give radically variable micro-fracture densities leading to a noisy damage 

profile. Furthermore, Anders and Wiltschko (1994) observed an even smaller scale 

heterogeneity occurring within individual thin sections. Although they did not map the 

distribution of micro-fracture density at these scales, they did notice that the standard 

deviation of measurements from single thin sections was 20% for more densely fractured 

samples and 10% for less densely fractured samples. This suggested that not only was the 

average fracture density increasing in those samples, but so was the range of densities.  

Quantification of micro-damage around a propagating rupture in experimentally 

deformed crystalline rock samples (< 15 cm) also shows a general trend of decreasing 

damage with distance from the rupture plane overprinting a smaller scale damage 

variation (Moore and Lockner, 1995; Zang et al., 2000). Microstructural data in these 

studies were obtained from 2D cross-sections, and part of the damage variation may be 

explained by mineralogy – i.e. feldspar fractures more than quartz (Moore and Lockner, 

1995). Lab-derived microstructural data are complemented by acoustic emission (AEs) 

source locations, but the damage zone width derived from AE distributions overestimate 

the actual damage zone width constrained by the microstructure (Zang et al., 2000). 

Tomographic inversion of active ultrasonic measurements (Tudisco et al., 2015), and 

active and passive ultrasonic data (Aben et al., 2019) visualises the damage zone in 3D, 

but overestimates the damage zone width and does not have the resolution to resolve 

spatial variations observed in microstructural datasets. There has, as far as I’m aware, 

never been a comprehensive study of along-strike micro-damage on natural faults, so the 

precise nature of how it distributes around a fault is unclear. 
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4.1.4 Pulverised rocks 

Pulverised rocks are generally observed in bands adjacent to the core of very large faults 

up to several hundred metres wide (e.g. Dor et al., 2006a; Mitchell et al., 2011). This 

intense form of microscopic damage is most commonly observed in crystalline rocks, 

although some studies are beginning to find minor or isolated volumes occurring in 

porous sedimentary rock (e.g. Fondriest et al., 2015; Peppard et al., 2018). Pulverised 

zones are always found to extend from immediately adjacent to the fault core and 

generally show a strong across fault asymmetry that has been used to suggest both a long 

term preferred rupture direction and wrinkle-like slip pulses due to the bimaterial nature 

of these faults (Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005; Dor et al., 2006b). The volume often contains a 

myriad of small shear bands that increase in density towards the fault core (Wilson, 2004). 

The innermost portion of these zones (i.e. closest to the fault core) often show evidence 

of the build-up of diffuse strain which has been attributed to the ease of particle rotation 

in the shattered, poorly cohesive material, leading to granular flow (Rempe et al., 2013b).  

A more thorough discussion of the distribution of pulverisation at various scales along 

the San Andreas fault is undertaken in Chapter 5. 

 

4.2 Physical properties and feedback in the damage zone 

Characterisation of the properties of such complex fracture networks are often 

problematic and as a result bulk properties are defined. As we have discussed before, 

damaged rocks have very different physical properties to intact rocks, and therefore can 

significantly modify the strength and stresses, as well as the bulk porosity and 

permeability, around the fault.  

Strength reduction in damaged rock is characterised by a reduced elastic modulus, 

cohesion and yield strength (Chester et al., 2004; Faulkner et al., 2006), which can have 

important implications for rupture initiation and propagation. Firstly, a reduced strength 

around the fault tip makes rupture possible at lower stresses while the dynamic generation 

of damage can actually decrease rupture velocities, modifying the size of potential 

earthquakes (Andrews, 2005). Secondly, the change in elastic properties of the damage 

zone can induce rotation of the regional stress regime, and cause slip along unfavourably 

oriented faults, Figure 1-42 (Faulkner et al., 2006). Finally, bulk strength reductions can 
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cause seismic attenuation and potentially non-linear wave propagation, affecting our 

ability to accurately measure the seismic component of rupture energy at the surface.  

 

 

Figure 1-42: Measurements of (a) Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio with distance from fault core, and 
(b) the resulting rotation of the regional stress state Faulkner et al. (2006). 

 

Permeability in the damage zone increases as more fractures grow and intersect, creating 

a highly connected fracture network. This high permeability in the damage zone relative 

to the surrounding intact rock plays an important role in fluid transport through the crust 

(Gudmundsson et al., 2001; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2008; Mizoguchi et al., 2008; Sibson, 

1994). Fault zones act as major conduits for fluid migration to the surface, and as such 

often play a key role in the formation of hydrothermal systems, including many economic 

ore deposits (e.g. Carranza, 2009; Deng et al., 2019; Funedda et al., 2018; Micklethwaite, 

2010). Increased porosity also increases fluid capacity in the region surrounding the fault, 

with significant implications for hydraulic fracturing and seismic pumping. The 

connectivity of the fracture network provides the main control on fluid flow, with some 

studies suggesting that pervasive micro-fracturing contributes most to permeability in the 

damage zone (Evans et al., 1997; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2012).  

It is important to note that because of the increased fluid transport, the damage zone is 

particularly susceptible to hydrothermal alteration and mineral precipitation, and that this 

can cause a further modification of the bulk properties. Generally, cementation will 

recover mechanical strength and reduce flow properties within a fractured rock. 
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Depending on the properties and extent of the mineralisation within fractures, this can 

even result in a sealed damage zone that is stronger and less permeable than the intact 

wall rock (Arancibia et al., 2014; Boulton et al., 2017; Sutherland et al., 2012). Chemical 

alteration of the rock within the damage zone resulting from fluid-driven processes is 

possible at higher temperatures, and have been observed along many exhumed fault zones 

(e.g. Arancibia et al., 2014; Bruhn et al., 1994; Kristensen et al., 2016). Modification of 

the mineral and textual composition of the rock during the hydrothermal alteration 

processes can produce a material with radically different intact properties to the parent 

rock (e.g. Mikisek et al., 2012; Rigopoulos et al., 2010). The precise nature of this change 

depends on both the composition of the original material, the composition and 

temperature of the fluids moving through the damage zone, and the intensity of alteration. 

 

4.3 Time-dependent nature of the damage zone 

Studying the distribution of fracture damage at a range of scales around faults of differing 

type and maturity has helped build current models for fault zone growth (Beach et al., 

1999; Chester and Chester, 2000a; Childs et al., 1996; Evans, 1990; Faulkner et al., 

2011b; Fossen and Hesthammer, 2000; Knott et al., 1996; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; 

Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Scholz et al., 1993; Shipton and Cowie, 2003; Shipton et al., 

2006; Torabi and Berg, 2011; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998). Laboratory studies are useful 

for understanding the fundamental processes operating around growing fractures, as well 

as offering direct observations of the growth of damage around sample sized faults. 

However, there are obvious limitations to what can be reproduced in a lab, and 

unfortunately, upscaling remains a difficult issue to address – we are unable to directly 

observe the growth of faults to scales that occur in nature. Furthermore, due to the 

complexity of most damage zones, being accrued over multiple events through both static 

(aseismic/interseismic) and dynamic (coseismic) processes, separating the current 

fracture networks into different time intervals is virtually impossible. In pulverised rocks 

difficulties arise because a lack of shear is a primary feature. Even on small faults that 

have undergone relatively few rupture events this has not been accomplished.   
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4.3.1 Techniques for understanding long term changes in fault structure; space-for-

time substitution 

Though direct observation of prior states of fault damage is not feasible, there are some 

techniques that we can employ to help unravel the complicated history of a damage zone. 

The first is to perform a space-for-time substitution where we treat a different position in 

space as being representative of a different time. The second is through understanding the 

physical processes and developing numerical models that can reasonably replicate them. 

I will get back to the second approach at the end of this section, but for now let us consider 

the first. Substituting space for time is the principal empirical tool used in many scientific 

studies where a parameter or metric of interest changes through space as a function of 

time, and where the timeframes being considered are very long (Pickett, 1989). It forms 

the foundation of most of the current models of fault evolution and its basis in fieldwork 

lends credence to the results at least being representative of natural processes. The 

fundamental assumption that we must make in taking this approach is that spatial and 

temporal variation are equivalent, that the drivers of spatial gradients in the system are 

the same that drive temporal changes. While I’m unsure if this assumption has ever been 

rigorously questioned in relation to fault damage zones, it is nonetheless the only 

approach to so far be used. 

When considering the appropriate spatial substitution to make the only approach currently 

used is to treat displacement as a proxy for maturity. From a theoretical standpoint this 

seems reasonable as displacement is intrinsically linked to fault maturity through the 

cumulative growth process that we discussed in Section 2.2. There are two main 

techniques to implementing this substitution. The first is to move along strike on an 

individual fault treating the reduced displacement towards the tips as equivalent to 

stepping back in the fault’s evolution (e.g. Shipton and Cowie, 2001). The second takes 

similar locations along different faults, regarding the less mature fault as representative 

of historic states of the more mature fault (e.g. Beach et al., 1999).   

Regarding the second method of studying the evolution of fault zones, while numerical 

modelling of fault zones is still in its infancy, capabilities for performing these numerical 

simulations of fault damage are quickly improving. Computer models that only two 

decades ago were limited to simulating simple penny-shaped cracks in homogeneous 

material are beginning to incorporate some of the fault zone complexities that are 

observed in the field. Recent advances in these models allow the newest simulations to 
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include a finite damage zone, as well as incorporating increased complexity in other 

features such as fault roughness and material composition (Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009; 

Dunham et al., 2011b; Johri et al., 2014a; Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion, 2014; Thomas and 

Bhat, 2018; Thomas et al., 2017; Vyas et al., 2018). However, much more work is still 

required to simulate the entire process of fault growth and evolution, and replicate the 

kinds of features that we see in natural examples. As our understanding of the underlying 

physical processes occurring during fault growth improves and more quantitative inputs 

are added to the models, this could soon become possible. 

4.3.2 Evolution of damage over the fault’s lifetime (fault zone growth) 

Using the aforementioned space-for-time substitution on large collated datasets of fault 

damage zone studies, several authors have developed models for how fault damage 

accrues over the lifetime of a fault (e.g. Choi et al., 2016; Savage and Brodsky, 2011). 

Evans (1990) was the first to perform a large dataset analysis looking at fault zone 

thickness vs. fault displacement of 74 faults from three studies and covering six orders of 

magnitude in displacement. Fault zone thickness is defined simply as the width of the 

entire fault zone (core and damage zone), measured perpendicular to the fault plane.  

Shipton et al. (2006) expanded the dataset to 16 studies, before Savage and Brodsky 

(2011) contributed a further eight, bringing the range of displacements to eight orders of 

magnitude, from centimetres to 320,000 metres. Their analysis showed that the fault zone 

width scaled with displacement according to a power law, but that at ~2,400 m [1,514–

3,715 m] displacement the linear relationship breaks down, damage zone width saturates, 

and the slope plateaus (Figure 1-43, pg. 84). Later discussions have suggested that the 

maximum theoretical fault zone width might be constrained not by the length and 

displacement on a fault, but by the depth of the seismogenic zone. Ampuero (2014) 

argued that the stress intensity factor (K) scales with the shortest characteristic length of 

the slipping zone, which for very large faults is limited by the seismogenic depth. Because 

K dictates the distance at which dynamic stresses decay to below the critical threshold for 

fracturing, the seismogenic depth must limit the distance at which fracturing can occur 

from the fault, and therefore the damage zone width. 

Based on K increasing with fault maturity (until the saturation displacement), theoretical 

models have shown that the damage zone should become progressively wider at the fault 

tips as fault length increases (Vermilye and Scholz, 1998) (Figure 1-44, pg. 85). This 

process zone model of damage zone growth was initially supported by the structural 

mapping of subsidiary faults that indeed showed a widening of the macro-fracture damage 
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zone towards the fault tips (e.g. Kim et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003; McGrath and Davison, 

1995). However, this distribution is not supported by field observations of the meso-

fracture damage zone, which is widest in the centre and tapers towards the tips (e.g. 

Shipton and Cowie, 2001) (Figure 1-40, pg. 76). To explain the discrepancy, Shipton and 

Cowie (2003) proposed a modified slip-patch model for damage zone evolution that 

develops meso-fractures incrementally over many small events that rupture only short 

lengths of the fault. They suggested that slip on the main fault triggered slip on small 

shear fractures in the damage zone, and that these structures were responsible for 

producing much of the meso-fracture damage. Damage forming around small subsidiary 

structures that are activated during rupture on the main fault could potentially produce 

fracturing well outside the range of the process zone (Figure 1-45). Faulkner et al. (2011b) 

used the fault wear model suggested by Chester and Chester (2000a), and further 

theorised that rupture velocity might reduce towards the fault tips as a possible 

mechanism for the observed meso-fracture damage zones. Cyclical loading and the 

mechanical interaction of larger strong asperities as the fault accumulates slip could 

theoretically produce the wide damage zones observed in the central sections of mature 

seismogenic faults.  

 

Figure 1-43: Collated fault zone studies plotted as fault zone thickness vs. fault displacement. Treating 
displacement as a proxy for maturity a positive relationship between thickness and displacement can be 
defined using a power law function. Statistical analysis of the slope shows that there is an inflection point 
between 1,514–3,715 m displacement after which point growth of the fault zone apparently ceases. Dark 
grey dashed line has been added to the original figure for clarity. Sourced from Savage and Brodsky (2011). 
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Figure 1-44: Process zone model for fault damage evolution. a. As the fault grows K increases and the 
process zone in which dynamic fracturing takes place becomes wider. b. Development of the damage zone 
with increasing fault length for faults with different rupture propagation directions. A long term preferred 
rupture direction could result in very different distributions of damage around the fault. c. Damage zone 
width and fault displacement for locations along the fault, corresponding to the different propagation 
directions in b. Collated from two figures of Faulkner et al. (2011b). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-45: Slip-patch model for damage zone growth that suggests most meso-fracture damage is 
accrued during small slip events that only rupture small sections of the total fault length. a. Slip on the 
main fault triggers ruptures along subsidiary fractures in the damage zone that build stress and form 
damage around their tips, adding more fractures to the damage zone. b. Over many small slip events 
damage is incrementally accumulated, leading to a damage zone that is widest in the centre and tapers 
towards the tips. Collated from two figures of Shipton and Cowie (2003) 
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Savage and Brodsky (2011) also performed decay rate analysis on the damage profiles 

from several faults within their collated dataset, finding that smaller faults had a higher 

decay exponent (slope coefficient) than larger faults. Again they found a transition point 

where the trend plateaus, this time occurring at approximately 150 m displacement 

(Figure 1-46). This, they argued, was due to the formation of large subsidiary faults, each 

having their own damage zones that influence that of the main fault. Work by Mitchell 

and Faulkner (2009) on three faults covering three orders of magnitude of displacement 

found that they all had similar peak damage close to the fault core (Figure 1-47). This 

suggests that peak damage close to the fault is independent of displacement, and likely 

formed early in the fault’s development. If this is true it could also be used to explain the 

decrease in decay exponent with fault maturity. If the difference between peak damage 

and background damage remains constant through the fault’s evolution, but the damage 

zone width increases, then the slope coefficient, which is proportional to the damage 

reduction/damage zone width (y/x), must decrease.  

 

 

Figure 1-46: Decay exponents (slope of the power law regression) for several faults of varying 
displacement. Light grey points represent data where the authors were wary of the derived exponent. Data 
shows a reducing exponent until ~150 m (grey zone represents 80% confidence limit of this inflection point) 
displacement after which point the exponent stabilises. Dark grey dashed line has been added to the 
original figure for clarity. Sourced from Savage and Brodsky (2011). 
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Figure 1-47: Measurements of fracture density along transects through the damage zones of three faults, 
the Blanca Fault (35 m displacement), Cristales Fault (220 m displacement), and Caleta Coloso Fault 
(5,000 m displacement). Despite the varying range of displacements, the peak fracture density near the 
core remains roughly the same in all cases. Hence, the difference in gradient for the decay profiles between 
the three faults is entirely the result of differences in the damage zone width. Sourced from Mitchell and 
Faulkner (2009). 

 

 

Note: the constant peak damage independent of displacement could also be used to 
argue against a space-for-time substitution using distance from the fault to 
represent the maturity gradient (deformation gradient = temporal gradient). 

 

 

4.3.3 Changes in damage zone properties over the seismic cycle 

Unlike the long-term development that occurs over the lifetime of a fault, some of the 

changes that happen within a single seismic cycle occur on time scales short enough for 

us to directly study. Early observations of outpourings of warm groundwater at the surface 

and in boreholes near faults immediately following earthquakes led to the concept of a 

‘seismic pump’, in which shallow earthquakes episodically drove the migration of vast 

volumes of water through the crust (Sibson et al., 1975). This increased permeability of 

the fault zone in the aftermath of earthquakes was often short lived, with geothermal 

springs often drying up over the course of months to years. This was coupled with 

evidence of episodic mineralisation from vein deposits hosted in ancient fault zones 
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(Bateman and Jensen, 1950) to suggest that fractures formed coseismically were sealed 

by mineralisation in the interseismic period, resulting in fluctuating permeability and 

elastic moduli within the damage zone (Figure 1-48) (Bruhn et al., 1994). However, the 

rate of damage healing will vary significantly depending on temperature, pressure, flux 

rates, fluid chemistry and fluid rock interactions.  

 

 

 

Thanks to recent initiatives, several studies have revealed significant changes in the 

elastic properties of the surrounding rocks during and immediately after earthquakes, 

inferred by time-dependent changes in seismic velocity and attenuation (e.g. Kelly et al., 

2013). Coseismically induced fracturing leads to a drop in the seismic velocity within the 

damage zone that occurs within seconds of the passing rupture front. Measurements in 

the months and years following an earthquake show significant recovery of the elastic 

moduli (40-50%) within the highly damaged inner portions of the damage zone can occur 

rapidly over the course of months to years (Li et al., 2003). This is likely the result of 

fracture recovery – i.e. the elastic closure of tensile fractures that open during the rupture, 

although little work has been done to elucidate the micromechanics of what is responsible 

for the recovery. Similar studies on faults with no recent rupture demonstrate that there 

can also be much longer term elasticity reductions in the damage zone that can persist for 

hundreds to thousands of years (Cochran et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 1-48: Theoretical reduction of the elastic moduli during a rupture due to the coseismic generation 
of fractures in the damage zone followed by a gradual recovery as mineralisation occurs within fractures. 
Sealed fractures would also result in reduced permeability within the damage zone. TZ – ‘transition zone- 
(same as damage zone), SZ – slip zone. Modified from Bruhn et al. (1994).  
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5 Overview 

Fault damage is complicated, that much is clear. The combination of processes that act 

throughout the seismic cycle produce a distribution of fractures with clear multi-scalar 

properties that evolve as a fault matures. That being said, current work using theoretical, 

qualitative, and quantitative approaches have produced simplistic models for the fault 

zone that can reasonably describe the general structures that we see in the field. We can 

summarise the state of our understanding that has led to these models into statements 

grouped under three core categories: (1) principles of brittle failure, (2) dynamic 

earthquake processes, and (3) the resultant fault zone structure. Those statements are as 

follows: 

Brittle failure and fracture networks 

1. Brittle failure is more likely to occur in areas with high differential stress, low 

confining pressure (σ3), and high pore fluid pressures (i.e. large Mohr circles 

closer to the tensile regime). 

2. Differential stress has a strong influence on fracture patterns; high differential 

stresses produce organised, parallel fractures in one or two sets, low differential 

stresses yield more chaotic networks with poorly constrained fracture orientations. 

3. Weaker rocks have reduced failure envelopes and will fail more readily than 

stronger rocks under the same stress conditions. 

4. Fractures modify the local rock properties and can act as first order controls on 

rock strength and fluid pathways. 

5. Stresses concentrate around the tips of a fracture, dictated by the stress intensity 

factor, K (dependent on crack length). For shear fractures they produce a region 

of high tensile stress and a region of high compressive stress on either side of the 

tip (known as the dilational and compressive quadrants). 

Earthquake processes 

1. Ruptures release stored elastic strain energy as a shockwave, which dynamically 

perturbs stresses in the surrounding rock. The magnitude of this stress perturbation 

is dependent the size of the slip patch, slip magnitude and rate, the stress drop, 

and rupture velocity.  

2. Dynamic fracturing has a very different style to quasi-static fracturing with a 

preference for multiple and branching fractures. 
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3. Rupture velocity is anti-correlated to the stress drop during an earthquake, and is 

dependent on properties of the fault such as roughness, material, and geometry.  

4. Larger faults are capable of sustaining higher energy rupture events due to the 

length dependence of K. 

5. Ruptures generally travel at below the Rayleigh wave speed in a material, but in 

some cases can exceed this, becoming a supershear rupture. These ruptures have 

a Mach cone and can generate dynamic conditions at much greater distances from 

the fault.  

Fault zone structure 

1. A fault zone is a 3D volume of rock comprised of a core (either multi or single 

strand) surrounded by a damage zone of variable width in which the rock has a 

higher fracture density than the background regional damage. 

2. The width, distribution, and complexity of the damage zone depends on what the 

observation scale is. Macro-damage zones are wider and more complex at fault 

tips and linking zones, and thinner towards the centre of the fault, while meso-

damage zones form a sheath around the fault, and are widest in the centre, tapering 

towards the tips.  

3. The distribution of mesoscopic damage in the damage zone is often simplified to 

fit exponential, logarithmic or power law decay functions.  

4. Damage zone width scales with displacement until saturation is reached at a width 

that is dependent on the seismogenic depth (thought to occur at around 2,400 m 

displacement).  

5. There are four proposed mechanisms for the formation of damage around faults: 

(1) strain accumulation at fault tips (process zone model), (2) due to slip on minor 

faults in the damage zone, each with their own local process zones (modified slip-

patch model), (3) fracturing caused by seismic waves (dynamic stresses), and (4) 

stress modifications at restraining and releasing bends along a ‘wavy fault’. 

 

Remaining Questions 

1. We know that fault damage is complicated, but we don’t know how these 

complications are distributed and how they evolve. 

2. How do the scaling relationships change as the fault matures?  
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3. The precise distribution of micro-fractures around large faults has yet to be 

measured systematically. It is uncertain whether their distribution is similar to the 

meso-fracture or macro-fracture zones (i.e. widest at the centre or tips of faults).  

4. The nature and contribution of each of the four main mechanisms for generating 

damage in the damage zone is still poorly understood. 

5. The process for how wide zones of pulverisation along very large faults develop 

and overprint the pre-existing damage around the fault is still poorly understood. 

 

It is clear that quantifying heterogeneity and linking the different scales in the damage 

zone is important for understanding the mechanisms of its formation and progressing our 

understanding of fault zone evolution. To this end, I aim to embrace damage zone 

complexity, providing more detailed quantitative analysis of the damage through a series 

of unique high-resolution studies. I will attempt to bridge the gap between macro-, meso-

, and micro-fracturing by mapping damage distributions at a range of scales and 

intensities along large seismic faults. The spatial context of all measurements within the 

larger fracture patterns will be of fundamental importance in making this a truly multi-

scale study.  

Specifically, I will try to address aspects from each of the five open questions by 

performing the following:  

1. Quantify heterogeneity in the meso-fracture damage around a large fault and 

analyse it in the context of the larger macro-damage structures (Chapters 3 and 4). 

2. Map and compare the heterogeneity in pulverisation at similar scales along a 

mature fault with a wide zone of pulverised rock and an intermediate fault with 

incipient pulverisation (Chapter 5). 

3. Map heterogeneity in micro-fractures on both thin section and outcrop scales and 

consider the distribution within the context of both meso-fracture and macro-

fracture damage (Chapter 6). 

Finally, I will attempt to link all of the findings together and consider the implications 

within the context of the current state of the literature, which I have outlined in detail in 

this chapter.   
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Chapter 2 

 

Geological context to the study areas 
 

 

I present in this chapter a brief description of the regional and local geology to provide 

context to the investigation. As with any geological study the longer term history of the 

region is a necessary part in formulating a coherent story, and developing a better 

understanding of how these results fit into the bigger picture. 

The regional geological context for the Borrego, Laguna Salada, and San Andreas faults 

is focused on the development of the plate boundary system on the western margin of the 

North American Plate from subduction dominated to a dextral slip-slip shear zone. The 

vast majority of the work in this thesis is focused on results obtained from the Borrego 

and Laguna Salada faults, both of which are found in the Sierra Cucapah mountain range 

to the southwest of the large border town of Mexicali. A more detailed description of the 

local geology of the Sierra Cucapah and surrounding area is included to provide a 

thorough context for these two faults. Features of this geological setting are referred to in 

Chapters 3, 4, and 6. 
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1 Regional setting – the geology of western California and Baja 

California 

Located along the western coast of the US and Mexico, California and Baja California 

straddle the active boundary between two tectonic plates marking the West American 

continental margin. The rocks found along this margin show a general aging trend inland 

towards the East with tectonically distinctive slivers of progressively older material 

unconformably overlying a complex metamorphic basement of Early to Middle 

Proterozoic age.  

The region has been volcanically active throughout its history, with episodes ranging 

from minor, localised intrusions to extensive arc batholiths. Type and mode of 

emplacement are strongly controlled by the tectonic evolution along the margin.  

 

1.1 Early formation and tectonic history 

The formation and evolution of the entire Eastern Pacific rim is controlled by the tectonic 

interactions between oceanic plates forming the bed of the Pacific Ocean and the 

continental plates of the North, Central and Southern Americas. The entire western 

seaboard of the North American Plate (NAP) has been formed through the accretion of 

‘exotic’ terranes onto a much older continental margin in a process called plate accretion 

(Condie, 1982).  

In the early Triassic an extensive volcanic arc system formed along the length of the NAP 

following the onset of the Eastward subduction of the Farallon Plate. Subduction resulted 

in the accretion of several offshore island provinces onto the western margin of the NAP, 

leading to the extensive exotic terrane sequence sutured to the Palaeo-Phanerozoic 

continent. Large batholith provinces of felsic to intermediate composition were emplaced 

along the entire coast between 140 and 80 Ma, as the volcanic arc system developed from 

island arc to continental arc settings (Gromet and Silver, 1987; Lee et al., 2007; Ortega-

Rivera, 2003). South of Los Angeles, these form what is known as the Peninsular Ranges 

Batholith (PRB), a granitic belt of up to 40 km wide and over 1000 km long down the 

length of the Baja California peninsula, one of the largest geological units in North 

America (Gastil, 1975). The PRB makes up the southernmost section of string of batholith 

complexes which run the entire length of the North American west coast from Alaska to 

the southern tip of Baja California.  
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Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram showing the formation of a volcanic arc over continental crust as a 
consequence of subduction of the Farallon Plate beneath the North American Plate. Between 85 and 21 
million years ago changes in the subduction style of the Farallon Plate led to periods of volcanic quiescence 
followed by re-initiation and westward migration of the volcanic arc. Sourced  from Meldahl (2011). 

 

Continued eastward subduction saw the initiation of intracontinental extension and 

formation of the Basin and Range province. This was accompanied by the eastward 

migration of Island Arc volcanic centres, and a gradual decline of plutonic intrusion into 

the Cenozoic (Figure 2-1) (Morton, 2014). Evolution of the coastal subduction zone and 

associated back arc extension was sustained throughout the Mesozoic and into the 
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Cenozoic when tectonic processes gradually shifted plate boundary interactions to strike-

slip faulting. 

 

1.2 Recent tectonics 

Recent tectonic activity in the Southern and Baja California region has been dominated 

by the right-lateral regional shear imparted by the relative motion of the Pacific Plate 

against the North American Plate. Local variations in the regional stress regime caused 

by complexities in the fault network – kinking, crosscutting, and splay junctions – have 

resulted in areas of compression and rapid to moderate uplift in sections of the Peninsular 

and Transvers Ranges. In some areas this can be over 1 m per 1000 years, but generally 

between 0.1 and 1 m per ka (Orme, 1999).  

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Block diagram showing the 
evolution of the subduction zone along 
the North American west coast into a 
strike-slip zone in the late Oligocene 
period. The Pacific plate has a 
relatively North-North East motion 
vector compared to the North American 
plate which converts motion between 
the plates to roughly boundary parallel. 
Subduction splits the Farallon Plate 
into the Juan da Fuca and Cocos 
Plates. Image sourced from Stoffer 
(2006). 
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1.2.1 Formation of the right-lateral shear zone 

Right-lateral transpression came into effect in the late Oligocene at around 28 Ma 

(Stoffer, 2006) when the spreading ridge between the Farallon and Pacific plates reached 

the subduction zone. This resulted in the splitting of the Farallon Plate to produce the Juan 

da Fuca (JdFP) and Cocos Plates, and development of a direct contact between the Pacific 

and North American Plates (Figure 2-2). The north-northeast motion vector of the Pacific 

plate results in roughly boundary parallel movement relative to the NAP, transforming 

the older subduction zone into one dominated by dextral strike-slip displacement.  

Sustained subduction of the JdFP and Cocos Plate in local sections along the western 

NAP caused the expansion of the strike-slip section throughout the Miocene and the 

eventual evolution of the San Andreas Fault System (SAFZ). As the shear zone 

developed, slivers of the coastal accretionary wedge were stripped from the NAP to be 

incorporated onto the margin of the migrating Pacific plate. As a result, the San Andreas 

system outcrops up to 150 km inland, and a slice of coastline stretching almost 2,500 km 

south from San Francisco has gradually been dragged northwards relative to the land on 

the east of the shear zone (Figure 2-3). Total lateral displacement has been measured by 

correlating geological units from the eastern and western sides of the fault zone, with 

estimates for maximum displacement varying between 300 and 500 km (Crowell, 1962; 

Stoffer, 2006). Although most of this is accommodated along the SAFZ, there are many 

offshoots, splays and secondary strands (Figure 2-3) which in some areas can account for 

significant amounts of offset, reducing the direct role of the San Andreas Fault in regional 

displacement. The result of this network of branching fault zones is the formation of a 

patchwork of small triangular basins and hills separated by flat planes. 

Displacement along the left-lateral Garlock Fault probably triggered the counter-

clockwise rotation of the Mojave Desert, which may have deflected the shear zone by up 

to 80 km towards the west (Garfunkel, 1974). The westerly deflection has produced a 

kink in the San Andreas called ‘the Big Bend’, the geometry of which causes an extensive 

compressional zone and the formation of the Transverse Range orogenic belt. 

Deformation in the Transverse Ranges is characterised by intense fold-thrust tectonics 

and rapid uplift rates exceeding 1.0 m per 1000 years (Orme, 1999). 
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Figure 2-3: Map showing the extent of the San Andreas strike-slip system. The in-land trace of the shear 
zone starting at San Francisco in the north to the Gulf of Mexico is the result of microplate capture (terrain 
accretion) along the Pacific margin. When zoomed in the simplistic model of a single plate bounding fault 
turns out to be much more complex, with multiple fault zone corridors forming sub-parallel to the main San 
Andreas Fault. Image on the left was modified from Wallace (1990), fault traces on the right were 
downloaded from the USGS website. 

 

1.2.2 Formation of the Gulf of Mexico 

The thin crustal region of the southern Basin and Range province provided a zone of 

weakness subsequently exploited by transtensional tectonics in the mid to late Miocene 

(Angelier et al., 1981). Strain localisation along the Gulf of California fault zone (a 

southern extension of the SAFZ) saw the formation of an intracontinental spreading 

centre and the opening of the Gulf of California (Sea of Cortez), separating the Baja 

California peninsula from mainland Mexico. The Gulf tectonics is characterised by short 

spreading axes offset by longer dextral transform faults so that relative displacement is 

dominated by strike-slip motion (Figure 2-4). Studies dating extension along the Gulf 

have revealed a younging towards the north, suggesting that the transtensional spreading 

centre is migrating northwards (Lonsdale, 1989; Schubert and Garfunkel, 1984).  
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2 Geology of the Sierra Cucapah area 

The Sierra Cucapah is a narrow NW-SE striking belt of steep mountains east of the 

Peninsular Ranges (Sierra Juarez), just south of the US border, in Baja California, Mexico 

(Figure 2-6a). The range exposes a predominantly crystalline basement in a fault-bounded 

horst block, sandwiched between the Cerro Prieto (east) and Laguna Salada (west) 

sedimentary basins. The rugged terrain of the range, a by-product of the arid environment 

and rapid uplift, means that despite relatively low maximum elevation of around 1000m, 

its high topographic relief creates a striking contrast to the expansive, sub-sea-level basins 

that surround it (Figure 2-5). Towards the south, the Sierra Cucapah extends into the N-

S striking Sierra El Mayor. Combined, the two ranges form a geographically continuous 

topographic ridge 77 km long and between 6-10 km wide.  

 

Figure 2-4: Map of spreading 
within the Gulf of Mexico, 
characterised by short spreading 
axes offset by extended right-
lateral transform faults. Prior to 
approximately 10 Ma the Baja 
California Peninsula would have 
been attached to the NAP. 
Extension dating indicates 
extension propagating 
Northwards. Figure from 
Angelier et al. (1981). 
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Figure 2-5: Satellite image of the Laguna Salada region showing the rugged, high topographic relief of the 
Sierra Cucapah mountain belt (striking NW, right of centre) in comparison to the flat subsea basins on 
either side. Sourced from NASA image repository. 

 

The area is located on the western margin of the Gulf of California-Salton Trough 

province. It forms part of the Southern San Andreas tectonic regime where relative plate 

motion is oriented ~20° oblique to the trend of the rift. This produces strongly 

transtensional shearing that combines crustal thinning with dextral wrenching, and 

generates a net right-lateral, oblique-slip regional displacement (Dorsey and Umhoefer, 

2012; Lizarralde et al., 2007; Umhoefer, 2011; Withjack and Jamison, 1986). While most 

of the motion between the Pacific and North American plates occurs along the Cerro 

Prieto fault to the east (Figure 2-6), around 15% of the plate motion has been redistributed 

westwards from the main plate boundary fault system and accommodated within the 

Cucapah network and faults in Laguna Salada (Bennett et al., 1996; Fletcher et al., 2016; 

Mueller and Rockwell, 1995a; Savage et al., 1994). This westward distribution of strain 

is characteristic of the ‘Southern Domain’ of the San Andreas fault system, described by 

Axen and Fletcher (1998). 
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The formation of the Sierra itself is the result of footwall uplift along the Laguna Salada 

Fault since approximately 3 Ma ago (Figure 2-7). Although the fault itself is much older 

than this, ~12 Ma, early displacement is thought to have been entirely dominated by 

dextral slip, only transitioning to oblique slip at around 3-4 Ma (Martı́n-Barajas et al., 

2001; Savage et al., 1994). The Sierra is internally dissected by a complex network of 

interconnected low- and high-angle faults, dominated by large, km-scale, range parallel 

faults, with displacements of 100s to 1000s of metres. Smaller faults in a wide range of 

orientations are found throughout the area forming splays, links, and accommodation 

structures between the larger faults. Variations in fault orientation, geometry, and position 

within the network, results in an uneven distribution of lateral and vertical motion 

(Hauksson et al., 2011), producing a network of faults representing the entire spectrum 

of transtensional displacement vectors (Barnard, 1969; Fletcher et al., 2014b; Mueller and 

Figure 2-6: Regional geological map of the Sierra Cucapah area. The metamorphic and plutonic basement 
of the Sierra Cucapah horst block bound to the SW and NE by the Laguna Salada and Cerro Prieto 
sedimentary basins. Large NW striking faults dissect the Cucapah ranges which are geographically 
continuous with the south-striking Sierra El Mayor. The yellow star indicates the epicentre of the Mw7.2 
2010 El Mayor-Cucapah (EMC) earthquake which propagated NW along large faults in the Sierra 
Cucapah. The rupture jumped from stratigraphically higher to stratigraphically lower faults as it migrated 
NW (Fletcher et al., 2014b). CRF – Canyon Rojo Fault, SMD – Sierra Mayor Detachment. 
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Rockwell, 1991). In 2010, the Mw 7.2 El Mayor Cucapah earthquake ruptured sections 

of nearly every major fault in the Sierra Cucapah including the portions of the Borrego 

Fault and Laguna Salada that form the focus of this thesis (Fletcher et al., 2014b; Teran 

et al., 2015b). The results indicate that many of the larger faults, including the Borrego 

Fault, may be linked at depth and ultimately controlled by an unnamed, sub-optimally 

oriented keystone fault dipping approximately 45° towards the east (Fletcher et al., 2016; 

Hauksson et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2011). The 2010 event gave new 

insight into how multiple faults with diverse slip directions accommodate the triaxial 

strain of transtensional shearing in a single earthquake (Fletcher et al., 2016; Fletcher et 

al., 2014b; Huang et al., 2017; Teran et al., 2015b; Zhou et al., 2016).  

 

 

Figure 2-7: Schematic block model of the development of the Laguna Salada Basin and Sierra Cucapah 
ranges by motion along the Sierra Mayor Detachment (SMD) and Laguna Salada Fault. Modified from 
(Martı́n-Barajas et al., 2001) 

 

Basement rocks exposed in the Sierra Cucapah predominantly consist of Cretaceous 

granitoid plutons, and Palaeozoic metasediments, mainly gneiss and marble, which are 

juxtaposed with more recent Miocene and younger fanglomeratic, deltaic, and volcanic 

units (Barnard, 1969). The Palaeozoic metasediments are the oldest rocks found in the 
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area, forming metamorphic core complexes that exist in the El Mayor and northern 

Cucapah ranges. Later felsic melts intruded into the older metamorphic rocks, and can be 

differentiated based on age, mineral, and chemical characteristics. Plutons to the west 

form part of the regionally extensive Peninsular Ranges Batholith, while plutons in the 

Cucapah ranges display characteristics of late stage melt injections around the periphery 

of the PRB (Grove, 2003; Grove et al., 2003; Moniz, 2008). The Cucapah plutons are 

composed of three distinct melts: (1) the La Puerta tonalite (~96 Ma), (2) Cucapah 

Granodiorite (~93 Ma), and (3) a melanocratic phase of the granodiorite that is thought 

to have been emplaced between the two (Barnard, 1969; Mueller and Rockwell, 1991). 

All are medium to coarse grained with ages derived from U-Pb zircon dating by Moniz 

(2008).  

A pervasive weak alteration can be found in most of the plutonic rocks, usually as the 

replacement of biotite by chlorite and clays. Moderate alteration appears to be linked to 

hydrothermal upwelling along some of the larger faults in the Cucapah range (including 

the Borrego Fault), and is more commonly present in areas of higher fault complexity. 

The replacement of biotite with chlorite and oligoclase with albite indicates significant 

hydrothermal circulation within the damage zone (Dorsey et al., IN PREP), and gives 

these rocks a distinct pale green colouration. Intense alteration, identified by a dark green 

colour and near total replacement of the protolith, is almost entirely limited to bands of 

intense deformation close to the Laguna Salada Fault.  

The uplifted massifs of Mesozoic crystalline basement are flanked by the structurally 

segmented Laguna Salada and Cierro Prieto rift basins. Sedimentary fill reaches 

thicknesses ~3-5 km (Chanes-Martínez et al., 2014; Martín-Barajas et al., 2013; Pacheco 

et al., 2006) and includes both marine and continental deposits that are largely derived 

from the erosion of the Colorado Plateau (Dorsey and Martín, 1999; Dorsey, 2010). Early 

formation of the basin was controlled by displacement along the low angle Sierra Mayor 

Detachment (Figure 2-7, first panel), before extension shifted onto the Laguna Salada 

Fault between 3-4 Ma (Figure 2-7, second panel). In its current form, Laguna Salada is a 

typical playa lake as defined by Briere (2000), and experiences cyclical periods of 

flooding and evaporation related to overflow from the Colorado River (Dorsey and 

Martín, 1999; Martı́n-Barajas et al., 2001). 

Along the eastern margin of the Laguna Salada Basin large alluvial fan deposits form at 

the boundary between the basin and the Sierra Cucapah and Sierra El Mayor ranges 

(Mueller and Rockwell, 1995b; Spelz et al., 2008). Conglomerates with clasts ranging 
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from pebble to boulder are transported from within the mountain belt through deeply 

incised arroyos (wadi-wadi) that drain approximately perpendicular to the range. 

Intermittent storms from the Pacific reach the area from the west resulting in flash floods 

and intense erosion that contributes to the sharp, rugged topography and large 

conglomerate clast size. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Damage Zone Heterogeneity on Seismogenic Faults 

in Crystalline Rock; a Field Study of the Borrego 

Fault, Baja California. 
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Chapter summary 

This chapter has been published in the Journal of Structural Geology, Volume 137, 

August 2020, doi: 104016. The main changes from the published paper are that some of 

the Supplementary Information has been added to the main text (namely, details from the 

methodology section, details of statistical analysis determining heteroscedasticity within 

the dataset, including Table 3-3, and a discussion on the implications of heteroscedasticity 

in Section 5.1.2). There is some repetition in the introduction and geological setting 

sections that have already been addressed in Chapters 1 and 2. 

Complex fracture damage around large faults is often simplified to fit exponential or 

power law decay in fracture density with distance from the fault. Noise in these datasets 

is attributed to large subsidiary faults or random natural variation. Using a detailed field 

study of the damage zone of the oblique-slip Borrego Fault (Baja California), I show such 

variations are the expression of systematic damage heterogeneity. Using measurements 

of fracture density along eight linear fault-perpendicular transects and analysis of a unique 

high-resolution 68 m2 structural map (containing 11,114 fractures), I define the damage 

zone profile for two segments of the Borrego Fault. Both segments display power law 

decay trends that define footwall damage zone widths of ~85 m and ~120 m for the NW 

and SE segments respectively. Large uncertainties in these widths demonstrate the 

importance of including error estimations in these kinds of studies. 

Using a range of statistical analyses, the dataset is discovered to be heteroscedastic – i.e. 

scatter of fracture density measurements increases towards the fault. This is quantified 

using the variance in fracture density, which decays with distance from the fault following 

an inverse exponential relationship, to background variance at ~16 m. Spatial analysis of 

the high-resolution fracture map reveals a patchy distribution of high- and low-intensity 

clusters at metre- and decimetre-scales. I attribute high-intensity clusters to local 

complexity caused by interactions between minor subsidiary faults (10-2-10-1 m 

displacement) in the damage zone. Fracture density differences between high- and low-

intensity clusters decrease with distance from the fault, demonstrating a systematic 

change in outcrop-scale damage heterogeneity.  

Abbreviations used in this chapter: 

DZW   – effective damage zone width 

BFD  – background fracture damage/density  
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1 Introduction 

In crustal fault zones, dynamic rupture and fault slip is typically hosted within a narrow 

fault core, surrounded by a fracture damage zone (Figure 3-1) of up to 100s of metres in 

width (e.g. Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003; Chester and Chester, 2000b; Chester and Logan, 

1986; Rowe et al., 2013; Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Scholz, 1987; Sibson, 1986, 2003). 

This damage is accrued by a combination of aseismic/quasi-static (e.g. Chester and 

Chester, 2000b; Childs et al., 2009; Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Faulkner et al., 2011b) and 

coseismic processes (e.g. Aben et al., 2016; Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009; Johri et al., 

2014a; Okubo et al., 2019; Rempe et al., 2013a; Rice et al., 2005; Sagy and Korngreen, 

2012b; Xu et al., 2012). Fractured rock can have significantly different mechanical and 

hydraulic properties to intact rock, and so the damage zone plays a fundamental role in 

crustal fluid flow and the mechanics of faulting and earthquakes. Firstly, damaged fault 

rocks are generally more permeable with higher surface area than intact rocks, and hence 

play a key role in the migration of fluids and precipitation of minerals in and around fault 

zones over the seismic cycle (e.g. Evans et al., 1997; Hennings et al., 2012; Lawther et 

al., 2016; Lockner et al., 2000; Seront et al., 1998; Sibson, 1994). Secondly, damaged 

rocks have reduced elastic moduli, cohesion and yield strength (e.g. Bruhn et al., 1994; 

Callahan et al., 2019; Faulkner et al., 2006; Griffith et al., 2012; Griffith et al., 2009; 

Walsh, 1965), resulting in reduced elastic wave velocity, which can cause attenuation and 

potentially non-linear wave propagation effects during ruptures (e.g. Wu et al., 2009). 

The amount and spatial variation of these reductions can directly modify rupture 

dynamics/style/shape (e.g. Cappa et al., 2014; Dunham et al., 2011a; Huang and 

Ampuero, 2011; Okubo et al., 2019), and lead to the generation of slip pulses that can 

accelerate the transition to supershear rupture (e.g. Harris and Day, 1997; Huang and 

Ampuero, 2011). Significant velocity reductions within a fault zone results in the 

structures trapping seismic waves that can continuously perturb stresses on the fault 

during earthquakes. Finally, the dynamic generation of damage as the earthquake rupture 

propagates can itself influence the dynamics of rupture propagation. This can be done by 

increasing energy dissipation (e.g. Andrews, 2005), modulating the rupture velocity 

(Cappa, 2011; Huang et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2017) and modifying the size of the 

earthquake, changing the efficiency of weakening mechanisms such as thermal 

pressurisation of pore fluids (e.g. Brantut and Mitchell, 2018; Noda and Lapusta, 2013), 

and even generating additional seismic waves (e.g. Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009).  
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With increasing displacement and fault maturity, fracture damage zones increase in both 

width and complexity (Figure 3-1). This increased width and complexity is due to 

overprinting of incremental fracture damage, which leads to heterogeneity in off-fault 

damage structures. Furthermore, strong rock-type dependencies (Bistacchi et al., 2010; 

Loveless et al., 2011; O'Hara et al., 2017) and the influence of pre-existing structures (e.g. 

Brogi, 2011; Myers and Aydin, 2004) can also lead to spatial heterogeneities in damage 

formation. Heterogeneous damage patterns lead to heterogeneous mechanical and 

hydraulic properties of the same scale and distribution. Thus, quantifying damage 

heterogeneity is fundamental in understanding the complex effects and feedbacks on 

earthquake processes. To date, most observations of damage heterogeneity are limited to 

qualitative description only (Caine et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2002; Gudmundsson 

et al., 2010). 

Most classical fundamental studies of fault zone damage were based on detailed 

qualitative structural geology techniques (e.g. Crider and Peacock, 2004; Price and 

Cosgrove, 1990). This approach identified three broad zones of damage, based on the 

type, intensity, and extent of fracturing; tip, wall, and interaction damage (Kim et al., 

2000; Kim et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Peacock et al., 2016) (Figure 3-1a). Initially, 

interaction and tip zones show the most complex and intense damage, while wall zones 

develop more complexity as the fault grows through cumulative slip (Kim and Sanderson, 

2008; Madariaga, 1983; Rousseau and Rosakis, 2003). More recent quantitative 

approaches of damage analysis have been developed in order to answer fundamental 

questions on the seismic cycle, such as fault strength, fluid flow properties and rupture 

dynamics. To do so, it was necessary to simplify the complex off-fault damage so that 

usable mathematical expressions describing the spatial and temporal distribution of 

damage could be derived (e.g. Chester et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2016; Savage and Brodsky, 

2011; Shipton and Cowie, 2003) (e.g. Figure 3-1d,e). For simplicity, we apply the 

following damage terminologies (adopted from Shipton and Cowie (2001)) for 

fault/fracture length scales relative to the main fault, where main fault length is >km: (1) 

Macro-damage, 1-3 orders of magnitude smaller [101-103 m]; (2) Meso-damage, 3-5 

orders of magnitude smaller [10-2-101 m]; and (3) Micro-damage, >5 orders of magnitude 

smaller [<10-2 m]. Results from studies measuring micro- and meso-fracture densities on 

fault perpendicular transects show that across-fault 1-D damage profiles can be simplified 

to fit either an exponential decay model (log-normal linear regression) (Mitchell and 

Faulkner, 2009), or a power law decay model (log-log linear regression) (Johri et al., 
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2014b; O'Hara et al., 2017; Savage and Brodsky, 2011).  These quantitative studies do 

not address the patterns in damage heterogeneity observed in many of the datasets, and 

although there are many field studies of off-fault damage, it is problematic to compare 

datasets due to a lack of consistency in the data sampling techniques, the scales at which 

damage is measured (micro, meso, and macro), terminology and nomenclature, 

lithological and tectonic differences, and variations in analytical approach (Choi et al., 

2016). 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Schematic representation of the distribution of damage around a fault collated and modified 
from various sources (Faulkner et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Peacock et al., 
2016; Shipton and Cowie, 2003). a. shows the distribution of macro-damage around a fault. [Continues on 
next page]  
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Despite heterogeneous damage distributions within fault zones having been shown to 

theoretically have significant effects on earthquake ruptures (e.g. Cappa, 2011), our 

understanding of the distribution of off-fault damage heterogeneity and how it scales with 

increasing fault maturity is surprisingly poor. This is in part due to little being known 

about the relative contributions of quasi-static and dynamically induced fractures in 

seismic fault zones, and how this damage evolves cumulatively in time and space. To 

complicate matters, with increased pressure and temperature at depth, the structure, 

mechanical, and hydraulic characteristics of a fault zone are subject to constant change 

(e.g. healing and/or sealing) during the seismic cycle as the fault evolves (e.g. Eichhubl 

et al., 2009; Faulkner et al., 2010; Rempe et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2017). 

In this study we aim to address the data gap between qualitative and quantitative 

descriptions of meso-scale (10-2-101 m long faults/fractures) fault damage heterogeneity 

by performing a comprehensive high-resolution field study and analysis of outcrop-scale 

fracture patterns along the km-scale active Borrego Fault, Baja California. While most 

existing studies are limited to measuring damage trends on one or two fault perpendicular 

transects, we collected an extensive along-strike dataset of eight transects and made a 

mm-scale resolution 2D fracture map from a damage zone outcrop on a river bed 

pavement with 100% exposure. This dataset allows us to quantify the distribution of 

heterogeneities at decimetre to decametre scales, providing a detailed characterisation of 

the distribution of meso-scale damage around large seismogenic faults. The 2D damage 

map presented here may offer improved insights into the cumulative growth of off-fault 

damage, and how this feeds back into the faulting and earthquake process. This dataset 

also allows the critical comparison of different fracture sampling techniques, and the 

impact of sampling resolution/density on quantifying fault damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
[Continued from previous page] The wider, more intensely damaged zones occur at the fault tips and areas 
of fault interaction. There is no scale on the image as this distribution is consistent along faults ranging all 
visible scales from cm-km. b. and c. show the distribution of meso-scale damage in a sheath around large 
faults, the width scaling with displacement so that it is widest near the centre (b), and tapers towards the 
tips (c). d. and e. The influence of large subsidiary faults that have their own macro- and meso-damage 
zone, is clearly shown in the simplified/averaged meso-fracture density and permeability transects (black 
arrows). CR – Country Rock; DZ – Damage Zone; FC – Fault Core; LSF – Large Subsidiary Faults. 
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2 Geological setting 

For this study we selected the Borrego Fault, an active, seismogenic fault in the Sierra 

Cucapah range of Northern Baja California, due to having a monolithic igneous basement, 

a well-documented seismic record, access to outcrops, and known coseismic damage 

following a Mw 7.2 earthquake in 2010 (Teran et al., 2015b). This fault has 3-8 km of 

displacement (Barnard, 1969), and therefore we consider it to be of intermediate maturity 

relative to larger crustal scale faults such as the San Andreas. Syn-kinematic deformation 

was limited to relatively shallow conditions, occurring at depths less than 2 km (Fletcher 

et al., 2014b) and temperatures of less than 200°C (Dorsey et al., IN PREP).  

 

2.1 Local geology and morphology of the Borrego fault, Baja California 

The Borrego Fault is located on the western side of the Sierra Cucapah mountain range 

in Baja California, Mexico (Figure 3-2a). The Sierra Cucapah are a narrow belt of 

mountains in an uplifted horst block striking NW-SE, exposing the predominantly 

crystalline basement rocks, bound by the Cerro Prieto and Laguna Salada sedimentary 

basins to the east and west. Located on the western margin of the Gulf of California-

Salton Trough province, the area is part of the Southern San Andreas tectonic regime, 

currently undergoing right-lateral transtensional regional displacement (Dorsey and 

Umhoefer, 2012; Lizarralde et al., 2007; Umhoefer, 2011; Withjack and Jamison, 1986). 

The range is dissected by a complex network of interconnected faults, dominated by large, 

km-scale faults oriented parallel to the range, with displacements of 100’s to 1000’s of 

metres. The 2010 Mw7.2 El Mayor Cucapah earthquake ruptured sections of most major 

faults in the Sierra Cucapah, including portions of the Borrego Fault (Fletcher et al., 

2014b; Teran et al., 2015b).  

Basement rocks exposed in the Sierra Cucapah predominantly consist of medium-coarse 

grained Cretaceous granitoid plutons and Palaeozoic metasediments (mainly gneiss and 

marble), which are juxtaposed with Miocene and younger fanglomeratic, deltaic, and 

volcanic units (Barnard, 1969). Most of the plutonic rocks show a pervasive weak deuteric 

alteration that is characterised by a chlorite-epidote-titanite assemblage (Dorsey et al., IN 

PREP). Moderate alteration arises from circulation of Na- and Mg-rich hydrothermal 

brine (Dorsey et al., IN PREP), and is spatially related to faults in the region.   
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Figure 3-2: Regional and local geology of the study area. a. metamorphic and plutonic basement of the Sierra 
Cucapah horst block is bound to the SW and NE by the Laguna Salada and Cerro Prieto sedimentary basins. 
The yellow star indicates the epicentre of the Mw7.2 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah (EMC) earthquake which 
propagated NW along the path of the red fault lines. The rupture jumped from stratigraphically higher to 
stratigraphically lower faults as it migrated NW (Fletcher et al., 2014b). b. Local geology around the 5 km 
long section of the Borrego Fault studied in this paper. The fault consists of two distinct sections, NW and SE, 
separated by a 600 m northward bend and bifurcation at point (3). The SW section (4) dips gently towards 
the NE and has formed a wide array of fault scarps. The NW section has two segments, (1) a steep, linear 
strand continuous with the SW Borrego Fault, and (2) a gently dipping strand branching towards the west 
where it interacts with the buried Laguna Salada Fault to form the Paso Inferior accommodation zone. Both 
sections bound the narrow Borrego basin, forming an asymmetrical graben with the SW dipping Cascabel 
Fault. The two horst blocks, SW of (1) and (4), expose plutonic tonalite and granodiorite in which we 
performed detailed meso-fracture studies. 
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The Borrego Fault is a NE dipping structure with a 28-31 km surface trace, directly 

adjacent to the west-dipping, range-bounding Laguna Salada Fault. The bedrock hosting 

the Borrego Fault consists of tonalite and melanocratic phase granodiorite with a grainsize 

between 2-10 mm. These rocks outcrop extensively in the footwall of the fault, and are 

well exposed in deeply incised drainage channels that extend up to 100 m away from the 

fault core. Hanging-wall rocks are comprised mainly of Pliocene-Quaternary 

fanglomerate and alluvial sediments overlying metasedimentary and volcanic units, 

hosted in a long, narrow graben bound to the NE by the Cascabel Fault. The Cascabel 

Fault dips steeply towards, and is intersected by the Borrego Fault at a depth of 1-2 km. 

Palaeoseismic studies revealed evidence of four surface ruptures similar to the 2010 El 

Mayor-Cucapah earthquake with an average recurrence interval of ~10 ka (Hernandez et 

al., 2013). The fault morphology is relatively complex, with two distinctly different 

segments separated by a northward bend about a third of the way along the fault, starting 

in the North (Figure 3-2b, label (3)). These segments will be referred to from here on as 

the NW and SE segments, with the splay roughly half way along the bend as the dividing 

point.  

2.1.1 SE segment 

The predominantly linear SE segment extends about 18 km southeast of the bend where 

it terminates on the Laguna Salada Fault. The segment dips between 40-65° and is 

characterised by shear structures and high strain material, hosted within a diffuse array of 

scarps and splays. This represents a multi-strand fault core that at its widest is around 50 

m thick (Teran et al., 2015b) (Figure 3-3). The segment hosts 6-8 km of displacement 

(Fletcher et al., 2020), with a lateral to vertical ratio of approximately 3:1.  

2.1.2 NW segment 

The NW segment consists of two strands that split at the apex of the dividing bend: A 

steep strand striking parallel to the SE segment, and a more gently dipping strand oriented 

towards the west (labels (1) and (2) in Figure 3-2b respectively). The total offset is 

distributed almost equally between the two strands (Fletcher et al., 2020) but the steep 

strand is more favourably oriented for accommodating lateral displacement (L:V ratio of 

~2 (Fletcher et al., 2014b)). A single core, formed of clay gouge, cataclasite bands, and 

ribbons of entrained hanging-wall material, is found along much of the steep strand. The 

core is up to 1.5 m thick and is at places dissected and buried in the hanging-wall by more 
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recent ruptures. In this study we only consider the steep strand in future reference to the 

NW segment. 

In the footwall along the NW segment, immediately adjacent to the core, we observe 

intensely shattered rock, characterised by a gritty to powdery texture when handled. This 

material comprises up to 70% of the rock mass adjacent to the core, reducing to 20-30% 

after 0.2-1 m, and negligible volumes after 2-3 m. Pods or lenses of intact material, 3-20 

cm in size, are found throughout this part of the inner damage zone and progressively 

increase in both abundance and size with distance from the core. Preservation of the 

original rock fabric and grain boundaries suggest that most of this volume accommodates 

only small amounts of shear which is limited to narrow, crosscutting bands of 

ultracataclasite and gouge. The rock is characterised by predominantly in-situ sub-grain 

shattering, resulting in a grainsize reduction to silt/fine sand. This severe reduction of 

grainsize and similarity to textures described by Dor et al. (2006a) leads us to interpret 

this as a zone of partial pulverisation (e.g. Aben et al., 2017a; Dor et al., 2006a; Mitchell 

et al., 2011; Reches and Dewers, 2005; Wechsler et al., 2011). We differentiate 

pulverisation from grus by the lack of significant weathering products, its structural 

context, and substantial grainsize reduction. Pulverisation is rarely found in the footwall 

of the damage zone along the SE segment of the fault, but occurs more commonly in less 

sheared pods within the wide multi-core zone. This partially pulverised zone is the subject 

of additional study. 

 

2.2 Field sites 

The field sites consist of eight transects and a bedrock pavement, all located in the 

exposed footwall (Figure 3-3). We quantified meso-fractures (cm to tens of m long) along 

the transects, and studied the meso-fracture distribution in 2D at the bedrock pavement. 

The inclusion of transect data allows direct comparisons to be made with observations 

and methodologies from existing literature, while also providing context to the unique 

dataset obtained from the 2D pavement. 
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Figure 3-3: Locations of field sites along the Borrego Fault, split into NW and SE segments. In-situ 
measurements of meso-fracture density were collected along eight transects in total, four along each 
segment. A detailed 2D fracture map was made from high resolution photographs on the river platform 
outcrop which was then used to create nine transects for further analysis. On each segment the transects 
are numbered 1 to 4, starting from the Southeast (i.e. NW_T1 is the closest to the river platform outcrop). 
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2.2.1 Linear transects (x8) 

Four transects were selected on each fault segment. Along the NW segment, the transects 

were spaced at 100-200 m intervals between 1-2 km NW of the dividing bend. On the SE 

segment, one transect was located within the dividing bend, and three were distributed 

evenly between 300 m and 1500 m along the SE section (Figure 3-3). All transects were 

located in drainage channels that were oriented roughly fault-perpendicular, and provide 

semi-continuous linear outcrops that extend upslope away from the fault.  

2.2.2 Pavement 

A kilometre NW of the dividing bend along the NW segment, within the channel floor of 

a dry 5-6 m wide arroyo, a bedrock pavement provided continuous exposure from the 

2010 fault rupture surface up to 20 m into the footwall damage zone. Downward 

displacement of the hanging-wall during the 2010 rupture produced a 1.7 m high dam in 

the downstream portion of the drainage arroyo. Following heavy storms in 2012-2013, 

the uplifted footwall was stripped of overlying sediment to reveal a near horizontal 

pavement of basement tonalite (Figure 3-4). 

The exposed rock on the pavement is composed of an undulating fault core between 0.5-

1.3 m thick and an intensely fractured tonalite comprising the footwall damage zone. 

Weak to moderate alteration in the damage zone is evidenced by a slight green colouration 

of the rock, but original rock fabric and texture are preserved. The fault core is formed of 

red-brown gouge with a distinct shear fabric and incorporated hanging-wall clasts. These 

clasts are mainly composed of fragments, lenses, and ribbons of Palaeozoic 

metacarbonates that have been partially assimilated into the gouge. 
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Figure 3-4: a. Drone image of the NW horst-block with the Borrego Fault and unnamed antithetic fault 
illustrated for clarity. The red line indicates the 2010 EMC rupture surface along the Borrego and green 
lines show the locations of the four NW transects. The damage zone width (DZW) of 85-90 m, derived from 
transect and pavement studies (see results section), is marked by the dotted line and provides context for 
the 2D pavement study. The two images on the right show the Arroyo bed before (2010) and after (2016) 
flash floods that scoured off overlying sediments to expose the basement rocks. The photos were taken from 
the yellow dot, looking south towards the river outcrop. b-d. Field photos of meso-fractures from pavement 
and transects. Yellow arrows = minor subsidiary faults; White arrows = fractures with cataclasite infill; 
Black arrows = open fractures with no mineral infill. Several minor subsidiary faults on the pavement 
crosscut one another so that offsets may be measured (b). 

 

 

 

3 Methodologies 

3.1 In-field meso-fracture transects 

There have been several methods used for the collection of in-situ meso-fracture data 

from transects oriented roughly perpendicular to studied faults. They can be separated 

into three groups: (1) Continuous 1D scanlines (e.g. Berg and Skar, 2005; Brogi, 2008; 
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Choi et al., 2016; Micarelli et al., 2006b; O'Hara et al., 2017); (2) point location line 

sampling (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009); and (3) point location area sampling 

(Micarelli et al., 2006b).  

We could not perform the more robust continuous 1D scanline methodology suggested 

by Choi et al. (2016) for several reasons: (1) the irregular, blocky exposure that is found 

along the Borrego Fault; (2) the relatively high fracture density; (3) the need for a vertical 

measurement dimension to capture sub-horizontal fractures, and (4) time limitations in 

the field. Instead, we collected meso-fracture data following a modified version of the 

line sampling method for measuring discontinuity spacing/frequency (also referred to as 

line density or line counting method – e.g. Faulkner et al. (2010); Wilson et al. (2003a)), 

and as also described in the 'Suggested Methods' published by the ISRM Commission on 

Standardization of Laboratory and Field Tests (ISRM, 1978). We recorded the number of 

fractures spanning more than one grain (>2 cm long) that intersect two perpendicular 30 

cm rulers (horizontal ~ fault perpendicular, and vertical), to obtain the linear density of 

fractures (number of fractures per metre). Measurements were taken from vertical 

exposures along the steep sides of the drainage channels where outcrop quality was best. 

At each sample location along a transect (see Figure 3-5), we recorded three non-

overlapping measurements to capture the range of fracture densities more accurately.  

For better quality results, higher sampling coverage should coincide with the greatest 

expected rate of change in the damage zone fracture density profile. Hence, if the Borrego 

Fault displays exponential or power law decay, in meso-fracture density, similar to other 

faults, then sampling frequencies should be highest where the most rapid decay in density 

is expected. I assumed an exponential decay model for meso-scale fracture damage in 

crystalline rock (Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009) and estimated the damage zone width 

(DZW) of the Borrego Fault by combining the linear damage zone width vs. fault 

displacement relationship shown by Savage and Brodsky (2011) and Choi et al. (2016) 

with data from a preliminary damage zone survey. This estimate yielded a DZW of 30-

70 m, with the most rapid decay in fracture density occurring within 20 m of the fault 

core, on which I designed the sampling frequency (Figure 3-5). Note that, in practice, 

measurements were also dependent on outcrop quality and exposure. All distances from 

the fault were corrected for topographic effects and fault dip.  

Using a power law decay model, instead of the exponential decay model that I used, to 

design a sampling frequency would increase the estimated DZW but push the rapid decay 

in fracture density closer to the fault core. Hence, the exponential model produced a more 
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conservative sampling frequency (i.e. higher sampling densities extending further from 

the fault). If the Borrego Fault does not display either of these two decay models, the 

higher sampling density close to the fault should not appreciably skew the data.  

 

 

Figure 3-5: a. A simple approximation of the damage profile in the footwall of the Borrego Fault based on 
the common models of damage decay, published displacement-DZ width scaling relationships, and a 
preliminary fault survey to estimate the rough distances shown on the plot. b. The resulting design for 
sample frequency along each transect. Final sample locations are ultimately limited by exposure quality 
and other field conditions. 

 

 

3.2 2D Pavement 

For the river platform outcrop, I generated a 2D dataset by performing continuous area 

sampling and digitising the entire visible fracture network. The procedure used is outlined 

below: 

1. The section was cleaned of debris and sediment to expose the underlying fracture 

network. This was performed by a combination of brushing, using a broom and 

hand brush, and removal, using a leaf blower.  
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2. A 1m grid was lain over the cleaned area using string and secured to the outcrop 

with nails. 

3. High resolution photographs were taken of each grid square using a DSLR 

camera. Each metre was photographed looking directly down and at two 45° 

angles. Care was taken to maintain consistent lighting conditions and the same 

distance between the camera and platform for every photo. Images had pixel 

resolutions of ~1 mm. 

4. Grid photos were imported into Adobe Illustrator and the fractures traced directly 

onto the image. The same image magnification was used in all cases so that the 

smallest fractures captured remained as consistent as possible. Images were traced 

at random in order to reduce any unconscious bias towards the expected distance-

fracture density relationship. 

Once all images had been traced they were stitched together, using the Envelope Distort 

tool (Adobe Illustrator) to remove the effects of camera parallax, and any fractures 

crossing the grid lines connected to create a continuous network. Some smaller fractures 

close to grid lines were duplicated due to overlapping images. Referencing the photos, 

one of each duplicate was removed to remove artificially high fracture densities where 

images overlapped. Final image resolution was ~2 mm per pixel. 

Analysis of the digital fracture network was performed using both 1D and 2D techniques. 

For 1D analysis, I made transects both parallel and perpendicular to the fault, with the 

aim of producing results that could be directly compared to the larger transect study. 

Performing a 1D analysis on the 2D digital dataset effectively moderates for any variables 

introduced by the additional dimension. The 1D analysis results were compared with 

those from the 1D transects to confirm the representativeness of the pavement for the 

entire Borrego Fault damage zone, and hence also the representativeness of the 2D 

analysis.  

I generated seven 16.5 m long and two 9 m long transects through the digital fracture 

network by overlaying a grid of 50x50 cm cells to give a continuous string of box counts. 

From the individual grid cells, I extracted data on fracture density/intensity, strike 

orientations, and fracture length distributions. The high density of data allows for more 

robust statistical analysis to be performed. I performed standard statistical analysis 

including variance (S2), standard deviation (S), and semi-interquartile range (SIR) on the 

fracture data. S2, S, and SIR all provide a measure of spread relative to the dataset mean 

at any given distance, so their statistical validity assumes that the mean trendline is an 
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accurate representation of the overall damage profile. SIR removes the influence of 

outliers in the dataset but requires a large dataset as the sample size is reduced after the 

removal of data at the extremes of the distribution.  

To analyse fracture spacing patterns, I generated additional scanlines from the digital 

fracture network at 10 cm intervals in four orientations (fault parallel, fault perpendicular, 

and two oblique sets at 45° to the fault). From these scanlines I generated a table of the 

locations of every fracture intersecting a given scanline. Fracture spacing was analysed 

using the coefficient of variance (Cv), which effectively quantifies how spaces are 

distributed along a given scanline (Li et al., 2018). Cv = 1 indicates a random distribution 

of fractures, Cv < 1 relates to a more even distribution, and Cv > 1 means fractures tend 

to form clusters. I derive Cv for scanlines in several orientations (fault parallel, fault 

perpendicular, and two oblique sets at 45° to the fault), using the CorrCount software and 

the methods described in Marrett et al. (2018) and Li et al. (2018). Fractures were not 

separated based on their orientation. 

2D analysis was performed using the Fracture Intensity Map and Fracture Orientation 

functions in FracPaQ, a MATLABTM toolbox designed for quantifying fracture patterns. 

A complete description of the FracPaQ toolbox and where to access it is outlined in Healy 

et al. (2017).  

 

3.3 Accounting for potential sources of error 

3.3.1 Background fracture density (BFD) 

I measured background fracture density at various locations between 150-1000 m from 

the fault in areas considered to be free from the influence of faulting. At these localities I 

took photos and performed the line sampling technique. The measured background 

fracture densities in the SE horst block generally ranged between 9-35 m-1 

(fractures/metre) but with sporadic extremes as low as 3 m-1 and as high as 45 m-1. I found 

a higher background fracture density, ranging between 12-38 m-1, in the NW footwall 

block (Figure 3-3), with similar extremes (3-45 m-1) in small patches. The average BFD, 

calculated from frequency distributions and using one standard deviation for the 

uncertainty, is 24 m-1 [20-29 m-1] and 27 m-1 [23-30 m-1] for the SE and NW horst blocks 

respectively. Variance (S2) in BFD measurements is 5.5 m-2 for the SE block and 4.7 m-2 

for the NW block. 
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BFD for the 2D analysis was obtained using box counts from the photos taken at the same 

resolution as the photos of the pavement. The measured number of fractures, which 

exhibited no clear preferred orientation, ranged between 20-120 m-2, with an average and 

uncertainty of 61 m-2 [45-80 m-2]. 

3.3.2 The influence of major subsidiary faults 

I recorded the location of major faults, whether predating or subsidiary to the main 

Borrego structure, on every transect of both segments. I define ‘major faults’ as structures 

containing cataclasite or gouge zones, visibly increased damage intensity along most, or 

all, of their length, and greater than 20 cm displacement (with some exceeding 101 m). 

Subsidiary fault displacement was determined using offset markers such as quartz veins, 

cross-cutting shear bands (Figure 3-4b), or patches of compositional variation. On faults 

where the precise displacement was difficult to determine, I used observable fault length 

as a proxy (Dawers and Anders, 1995; Grasemann et al., 2011). Major subsidiary faults 

were recorded because they significantly impact fracture density. When sampling within 

their range of influence – 0.2-5 m depending on displacement – I noted peaks in fracture 

density above the general trend (Figure 3-6a,b). These faults are thus sufficiently large to 

have accrued their own local meso-damage zones (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009). I 

separated the measurements affected by the increased damage around major subsidiary 

faults so that the resulting trend provides the closest approximation to a meso-damage 

zone associated to the Borrego fault only.  

Faults containing a core (often poorly developed), non-continuous/limited wall damage, 

and displacement of only a few centimetres (generally <20 cm) are considered minor 

subsidiary faults, and I do not separate measurements taken near these faults. Note, I 

differentiated between major and minor faults by the presence of a continuous damage 

zone rather than a precise displacement cut-off. All of the subsidiary faults observed on 

the pavement were minor (Figure 3-4b, Figure 3-7b).   

 

 

4 Quantitative meso-damage results 

The results from the 1D transect study provide an overview of the damage zone 

surrounding the Borrego Fault, giving spatial context to the pavement. This dataset is 
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similar to previous damage zone studies, and so I can compare it to both historic datasets, 

and the 2D study described in Section 4.2 (pg. 125). From the transect data I also identify 

key questions that are addressed more thoroughly using the high-resolution 2D dataset.  

While most meso-fractures display opening mode characteristics (Figure 3-4c,d), many 

of the longer fractures (>m) display evidence of shear displacement with cataclastic fill 

(Figure 3-4b,c). Very few of the meso-fractures in the damage zone along the Borrego 

Fault are infilled by minerals. Those fractures which are infilled are primarily sealed with 

green chlorite, and cm wide alteration halos are observed along some of the larger 

fractures.  

 

4.1 Transect data 

We observe similar maximum meso-fracture densities of 70-81 m-1 within the first 5 m of 

the fault for all transects along the SE and NW fault segments, which is 2.5-3 times higher 

than the background fracture density (Table 3-1). For transects where measurements 

commenced directly against the fault core, we observed maximum fracture densities at 3 

m from the core for the NW transects, but adjacent to the core for the SE transects (Table 

3-1). This ‘shifted maxima’ is likely caused by a bias arising from the partially pulverised 

zone along the NW segment. Partially pulverised rock within 0-3 m (occasionally 

extending up to 5 m) obscures the observation of meso-fractures (>2 cm in length), and 

thus reduces meso-fracture counts. Furthermore, our observations suggest that non-

pulverised blocks within the pulverised zone have a notably lower damage intensity than 

expected. Therefore, we elected to ignore data from the partially pulverised zone for the 

regression models of the NW segment. The SE segment lacks pulverisation in the damage 

zone, and damage maxima were measured adjacent to the fault core. 

Damage density and rate of damage decay clearly both decrease with distance from the 

fault, producing a concave up profile (Figure 3-6a,b). The spread of densities also 

significantly narrow, with distance from the fault core, resulting in a wedge-shaped 

distribution where the largest span is close to the core. The distribution tapers with 

distance from the core towards the background variance (Figure 3-6a,b). We used 

variance (S2) to quantify the spread at each distance interval from the fault core to 

quantitatively describe this wedge-shaped distribution. By doing so, we identify a clear 

decrease in the along-strike variance away from the core (Figure 3-6c,d). A prominent 

transition occurs along both segments at 10-15 m from the fault, separating an inner zone 
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of high and irregular variance from an outer zone of uniform and low variance that 

extends into the undamaged host rock. There is no statistical relationship between the 

number of samples at a given distance from the fault and the variance, indicating that the 

observed trend is likely not caused by bias in the sample number. An anomalously high 

value, at 90 m on the SE segment, may be caused by a nearby major subsidiary fault. 

 
Table 3-1: Data and power law regressions from the eight individual transects, scatter plots, and averages 
for the NW and SE segments of the Borrego Fault 

Transect 
ID 

Transect 
Length 

(m) 

Damage 
Zone Width 

(DZW)  
(m) 

Maximum 
Fracture 
Density 
(#m-1) 

Distance 
of fracture 

density 
maxima 

from fault 
core (m) 

R2 Power Law 
Slope 

Coefficient 

NW_T1 50 96.1 
[67.9 - 162.8] 

71 3.5b 0.93 0.304 
[± 0.025] 

NW_T2 65 72.3 
[54.2 - 112.4] 

74 8b 0.94 0.364 
[± 0.028] 

NW_T3 45 121.4 
[81.6 - 222.5] 

80 3.5 0.90 0.265 
[± 0.025] 

NW_T4 150 79.8 
[54.0 - 144.7] 

75 4 0.86 0.269 
[± 0.032] 

NW 
Scatter 

Plot 
 

83.6 
[51.3 - 181.8]a   0.78 

0.308 
[± 0.015] 

NW 
Average  

81.9 
[51.3 - 169.9]a   0.96 

0.314 
[± 0.013] 

SE_T1 150 99.1 
[45.8 - 208.6] 

73 2.5b 0.92 0.245 
[± 0.019] 

SE_T2 80 - 79 4.5 0.39 - 
SE_T3c 3.5  81 0   

SE_T4 90 102.9 
[47.8 - 215.3] 

69 3.5b 0.98 0.247 
[± 0.007] 

SE Scatter 
Plot  

111.9 
[37.1 - 410.0]a 

  0.64 
0.216 

[± 0.012] 

SE 
Average 

 
121.6 

[36.9 - 518.5]a 
  0.88 

0.204 
[± 0.014] 

Results from exponential and logarithmic regression models can be found in Appendix B.3. All errors 
without symbols are derived using the uncertainty in background damage.  
a Combined error from 95% confidence interval (based on the standard error of the model) and 
uncertainty in average BFD  
- too much scatter to derive a reliable DZW (R2 < 0.4) 
b Maxima is at the closest available measurement to the fault core (i.e. no measurement adjacent to FC). 
c transects that are not long enough to individually derive an DZW  
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We averaged the meso-fracture densities from the four transects on each segment to 

produce a representative trend. In natural logarithmic space, fracture density versus 

distance from the fault core is revealed as a linear trend (Figure 3-6e,f), suggesting power 

law decay with distance: 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛, (1) 

where 𝑦𝑦 is the fracture density, 𝑎𝑎 is a fault constant, 𝑥𝑥 is the distance from the fault core, 

and 𝑛𝑛 is the slope coefficient, which is negative due to the inverse x-y relationship. We 

Figure 3-6: Results of the transect studies along the NW and SE segments of the Borrego Fault. a. and b. 
Scatter plots of all measurements, constrained to 90 m from the fault to better show the wedge-shaped 
distribution with increased spreading towards the FC. Measurements influenced by LSF damage are shown 
in red and removed from subsequent analysis. c. and d. The degree of spreading is quantified by the 
variance which shows a transition at 13-15 m between an inner zone of high, scattered variance, and an 
outer zone of low variance at or below the background level. This point has been marked on both graphs 
by the red dashed line. e. and f. The DZW is found using a power law regression on the average fracture 
density from the four transects on each segment. 95% confidence intervals are calculated in R using the 
standard error. The first three measurements in e. are ignored from the regression due to pulverisation 
(see main text). 
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obtained the best fit for a power law trend for each fault segment (Table 3-1). The damage 

zone width (DZW) for each fault segment was then estimated from the intersection of the 

regression-line with the average background damage. Uncertainties were derived using 

the 95% confidence of the trend and the errors on the average background density 

(modified from Knott et al. (1996)). We obtained a footwall DZW of 82 m [51-170 m] 

for the NW strand, and 122 m [37-519 m] for the SE strand. Note an exponential model 

fits the data better for some transects, but for most, including the NW and SE combined 

and averaged datasets, a power law model provided a better fit (for individual transect 

results see Appendix B.3) and has more randomly distributed plot residuals (Appendix 

B.5). A power law model also corresponds to elastic models of deformation produced 

from a point or line source, that suggest a power law decay in stresses with distance from 

the fault (Love, 1927). 

The results of the transect study show that the pavement, which extends outward to ~20 

m from the fault core, offers an observation window of approximately 11-38% of the total 

damage zone width, but covers 65-75% of the damage decay. In addition, the pavement 

covers the apparent high-low variance transition distance between 10-15 m from the fault 

(Figure 3-6c,d), allowing us to examine the characteristics of this zone in more detail.  

 

4.2 2D pavement data 

A total of 11,114 fractures were traced on the pavement over a 68 m2 area (Figure 3-7). 

This covers two orders of magnitude of fracture lengths, from a minimum length of 2 cm 

to a maximum traceable length of 5 m, so that the traced elements are 4-6 orders of 

magnitude smaller than the Borrego Fault length. Fracture lengths follow a power law 

distribution between 0.2-2 m (Figure 3-8e). Smaller fractures (<0.2 m) were 

underrepresented due to intentional detection limits set by limiting magnification, as well 

as difficulties in identifying some small fractures, while observation of larger fractures 

(>2 m) were affected by outcrop scale (i.e. truncation of fractures extending past the edges 

of the sampling area). 
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We observe a counter-clockwise rotation of the dominant fracture orientation from fault 

sub-parallel within 1-2 m of the fault core, to around 35° after 10 m from the core (Figure 

3-7d). Over the same length scale, we see a clear transition from a single dominant 

fracture set to two fracture sets. The fracture density maxima (around 500 m-2) measured 

for each pavement transect (Table 3-2) are located between 1-2.5 m from the fault core. 

Similar to the NW 1D-transects, we attribute this shift to a bias caused by pulverisation, 

rather than a real reduction of fracture density within the initial 1-1.5 m. Therefore, we 

omit these values when calculating the DZW.  

Minor outcrop-scale subsidiary faults offset smaller fractures by several centimetres, up 

to a maximum of 20 cm. It was not possible to determine the relative timing of individual 

minor subsidiary faults and so these offsets could not be used as displacement indicators. 

Several of the larger minor subsidiary faults displayed halos of alteration and thin strands 

of brown clay-gouge. These zones of increased alteration may imply higher porosity 

linked to micro-fracture damage associated with the minor subsidiary faults. Based on 

these characteristics (measurable shear displacement and/or >2 mm thick cores), we 

identified and mapped the minor subsidiary faults on the pavement (Figure 3-7b). 

4.2.1 1D transects from 2D dataset 

Fracture density results from the 1D analysis derived from the pavement correspond well 

with the results from the larger scale transect study: we observe a similar tapering effect 

in scatter, and the power law regression for the average trend projects to intersect the 

background density at 90 m [44-258 m] (Figure 3-8a,b). The power law regression is 

justified by the goodness of fit (R2, Table 3-2 and Appendix B.4), plot residuals 

(Appendix B.5), and the Breusch-Pagan statistical test, detailed in Section 4.2.2. 

Regression lines for individual transects intersect the average background density 

between 52-134 m, displaying 43-49% deviation from the averaged regression, and 

~160% change between the smallest and largest DZW (Table 3-2). While the average 

Figure 3-7: [On previous page] a. Drone image of the 20x5 m river platform showing the exposed tonalite 
damage zone and 0.5-1.5 m thick fault core (reddish-brown strip with white lenses). In this image only the 
first half of the outcrop has been cleaned, which results in a slightly paler colour. b. Map of minor 
subsidiary faults and geological units that make up the FC and DZ on the river platform. The 4x18 m grid 
outlines the area imaged for fracture digitisation. c. Digital fracture network containing 11,114 fractures 
manually traced on high-resolution images. d. Rose plots of fracture orientations at various distances from 
the fault showing the rotation and divergence of the main fracture orientation with distance from the fault. 
The solid red line shows the orientation of the dominant fracture set relative to the main Borrego Fault 
trace, and the dashed red line (that appears after 9 m) shows the second, possibly conjugate set of fractures.   
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values show little scatter around the regression (R2 = 0.89), individual transects display 

significant scatter, with R2 values ranging from 0.31-0.80. 

Total fracture length and fracture density share the same inverse relationship with 

distance from the fault (Figure 3-8c). The ratio of the two indicates that fractures become 

longer with distance from the fault (Figure 3-8d), on average. The relative proportion of 

space between fractures within the 5-10, 10-15, and 15-20 cm bins all increase away from 

the fault, while the proportion of 0-5 cm space drops from 50-60% in the first 4 m to 

under 40% towards the end of the pavement (Figure 3-8f). Note that spacing data was 

measured along fault parallel scanlines at 50 cm intervals, and is therefore only 

representative of changes in the along-strike spacing with distance. 

 

Table 3-2: Data and power law regressions from each transect, spaced at 0.5 m along the river platform, 
the scatter plot of all this data, and the averaged transect.   

Transect  

ID 

Damage Zone 
Width (DZW)  

(m) 

Maximum 
Fracture 
Density 
(#m-1) 

Distance of 
fracture 
density 

maxima from 
fault core (m) 

R2 Power Law 
Slope 

Coefficient 

T2 97.2 
[59.4 - 181.2] 

412 1 - 1.5 0.58 0.421 
[± 0.070] 

T3 - 432 1 - 1.5 0.31 - 

T4 133.9 
[79.9 – 256.9] 

512 1 - 1.5 0.52 0.403 
[± 0.074] 

T5 69.4 
[45.9 – 116.7] 

516 1.5 - 2 0.64 0.504 
[± 0.073] 

T6 51.5 
[35.8 - 81.6] 

452 2 - 2.5 0.80 0.571 
[± 0.056] 

T7 76.1 
[49.4 - 131.4] 

408 4.5 - 5 0.68 0.480 
[± 0.061] 

T8 69.4 
[46.0 - 116.8] 

464 1.5 - 2 0.68 0.504 
[± 0.064] 

Scatter 
Plot 

90.4 
[45.6 - 241.0]a   0.60 0.445 

[± 0.024] 

Averaged 
Plot 

89.9 
[44.3 - 257.5]a 427 1 - 1.5 0.89 0.456 

[± 0.029] 

T1 and T9 only extend to half the outcrop (T1 from 0-8.25 m and T9 from 9.5-18.5 m), and as a result are 
not directly compared with T2-T8. The data on these two transects is still included in the scatter plot, 
graphs in Figure 3-8, and contributes to the average values. All errors without symbols are derived using 
only the uncertainty in background damage.  
a Combined error from 95% confidence interval (based on the standard error of the model) and 
uncertainty in average BFD.  
- too much scatter to derive a reliable DZW (R2 < 0.4). 
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4.2.2 Fracture distribution statistics 

Along-strike variance (S2) in fracture density (Figure 3-9a) decays more clearly and 

gradually with distance from the fault than observed in the transect studies (Figure 3-

6c,d). The Semi-Interquartile Range (SIR), that excludes outliers, shows a similar inverse 

relationship with distance (Figure 3-9b), suggesting that the observed spread of fracture 

densities in Figure 3-8a is not caused by outlying measurements. Both S2 and SIR show 

Figure 3-8: Fracture measurements of data from the nine artificial 1D river outcrop transects. a. All 
fracture density measurements from artificial transects T1-T9. b. Average fracture density plot with DZW 
determined from the power law regression. 95% confidence intervals generated from standard error in R. 
Measurements effected by pulverisation shown in grey are ignored from the regression. c. Total fracture 
length per area vs. distance from the FC. Values are the average of measurements from all nine transects. 
d. Mean fracture lengths calculated by total fracture length/number of fractures in each 0.5 m bin. e. 
Cumulative frequency vs. fracture length plot for all 11,114 fractures in the digital fracture network. 
Dashed lines indicate where the data begins to deviate from a power law distribution. f. Distribution of 
fracture spaces along 34 fault perpendicular scanlines. Fracture spaces have been binned into 5 cm 
intervals. 

n = 0.456 
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a reversal of the inverse relationship in the 1 m closest to the fault core, with a sharp 

inflection at around 1.5 m (Figure 3-9a,b). This is likely caused by partial pulverisation, 

which effects the fracture density measurements in that zone. When the values at 0.5 and 

1 m are removed, the data exhibits a linear and exponential inverse relationship with 

distance for SIR and S2 respectively.  

 

 

Figure 3-9: Statistical analysis of data from the nine artificial 1D river outcrop transects. a. Variance and 
b. Semi-Interquartile Range are used to quantify the spread of fracture density data around the mean decay 
trend. A sliding window of 1 m was used to calculate both of these values. c. Coefficient of variance for 
fracture spacing calculated along fault parallel scanlines. d. Maximum and minimum fracture density 
values at varying distances from the fault core.  

  

Both the minimum and maximum fracture densities decrease with distance from the fault 

and display concave up decay profiles, but with a steeper decay rate for the maximum 

density curve (Figure 3-9d). This suggests that distance has a stronger effect on the 

maximum fracture density than the minimum, which results in a decrease in the difference 

between the maximum and minimum with distance from the fault.  

The systematic change in variance along the independent variable on the x-axis, in our 

case ‘distance from the fault’, indicates heteroscedasticity. Homoscedasticity is one of 

the Gauss-Markov assumptions, and is an important characteristic of the data generating 

process of a system that determines which model estimators are statistically robust. A 
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Breusch-Pagan test (Breusch and Pagan, 1979) performed on this dataset in R indeed 

shows that the system is heteroscedastic (χ2 > 3.841 and p-value < 0.05) (Table 3-3). This 

may indicate that the model is misspecified. When the data is reanalysed using the natural 

log of ‘Y’ (log[fracture density]), the system returns to homoscedasticity, and remains so 

in both log-linear, and log-log space, suggesting that the exponential and power law are 

more appropriate functional forms. A description for how to interpret the results from a 

Breusch-Pagan test is included in Appendix A.1. 

 
Table 3-3: Breusch-Pagan test statistics and p-values for different regression models for the river platform 
scatter plot. The χ2 reference table and instructions for understanding these results can be found in 
Appendix A.1. 

 Linear Exponential  Logarithmic Power law 

χ2 38.385 2.1871 26.214 0.2819 

p-value 5.807 x 10-10 0.1392 3.056 x 10-7 0.5955 

 

 

The coefficient of variance (Cv) along fault perpendicular and oblique scanlines are 

scattered around Cv = 1, without a clear spatial trend. Cv values along fault parallel 

scanlines also show a relatively random distribution, but depict a distinct difference 

between 0-9m (average Cv 0.94) and >11m (average Cv of 0.83) (Figure 3-9c). Taken 

independently, the two sections are characterised by relatively constant Cv values without 

significant change with distance. Fractures thus tend to be spaced randomly closer to the 

fault, and slightly more evenly further from the fault. It should be noted that this analysis 

only describes the clustering in the fault parallel direction, and so these results may not 

represent the entire 2D - or even 3D - fracture network. 

4.2.3 2D analysis of meso-scale fractures 

The digitised 2D fracture network was analysed using the ‘Estimated Intensity, P21’ 

function in FracPaQ, which produced a contour map of fracture intensity on the pavement 

(Figure 3-10). Fracture intensity is defined as fracture length per area. The function is 

performed for each pixel of the fracture network, with the calculation considering a radial 

area based on the size of the scan circle (sampling area) defined in the FracPaQ GUI.  
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Figure 3-10: a. Drone image of the platform outcrop, trimmed to the dimensions of the 17x4 m grid. b. Digitised 
fracture network with minor subsidiary faults highlighted with thicker lines. c. and d. Fracture intensity 
contour maps of the entire fracture network generated using FracPaQ, with minor subsidiary faults overlain. 
c. A decimetre-scale pattern emerges when the analysis is performed using a scan circle with diameter between 
0.24-0.55 m. High-intensity patches correspond with locations of minor subsidiary faults, notably with fracture 
tips or the areas where fractures interact (e.g. stepovers, crosscuts, splays, or terminations). Low-intensity 
patches associate with gaps between minor subsidiary faults or along poorly developed wall damage zones. 
Some of these points are highlighted with pink (high-intensity) and blue (low-intensity) arrows, and correlate 
the intensity maps (c/d) with the digitised fracture network (b). [Continues on next page] 
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Absolute values of intensity depend on the calculation area; thus, the relative distribution 

of the fracture intensity can only be evaluated on the measurement scale defined by the 

scan circle. Image and tracing resolution limit the smallest scan circles to 5 cm diameter, 

while outcrop size limits diameters to several metres. We performed multiple iterations 

using scan circles ranging between 0.1-1.3 m diameter to assess the impact of scale on 

fracture intensity results. Larger diameters smoothed the distribution, reducing the 

contrast between nearby peaks and troughs, while small diameters amplify the 

heterogeneity. We identified three groups of scan circles that depict distinctly different 

fracture intensity patterns over two discrete scales. Between 0.24-0.55 m diameter, the 

outputs all show the same clear decimetre scale distribution (Figure 3-10c). This 

distribution changes with scan circle size until >0.8 m after which most of the decimetre 

scale features vanish and larger metre scale patterns emerge (Figure 3-10d). Below 0.24 

m the results become more variable between iterations. We choose scan circles of 0.38 m 

and 1.14 m diameter as representative of the dm and m-scale distributions respectively 

(Figure 3-10c,d). 

At both the dm and m-scale, damage accumulates into high and low intensity clusters, 

that form a patchy distribution with a weakening trend away from the fault. On the scales 

analysed, no part of the outcrop exhibits zero intensity which indicates fracture spacing 

of <10 cm between all sets. There is some apparent alignment of nodes and anti-nodes 

into weak ‘corridors’ at a high angle to the main fault trace. These are secondary features 

to the main quasi-cellular patterns that appear discreetly at both the dm and m-scale. 

The wedge-shaped distribution of fracture density measurements with fault perpendicular 

distance observed in both the 1D pavement analyses (Figure 3-8a) and the wider transect 

study (Figure 3-6a,b) can also be interpreted from the fracture intensity map (Figure 3-

10d), where the absolute difference between peaks and troughs (hot and cold colours) 

becomes smaller with distance from the fault. Peaks change from 50 to 26 m-1, while 

troughs change from 24 to 10 m-1 over the length of the pavement. The greatest relative 

difference between node and anti-node intensities is marginally larger closer to the fault 

with up to 400% variation in the first 4 m compared to 300% after 14 m. This indicates 

that although absolute spread increases towards the fault, there appears to be a fairly 

consistent relative spread between 0-17 m. 

 

[Continued from previous page] d. Large scan circles (>0.8 m diameter) show meter-scale patterns which 
are discrete from the dm-scale pattern. e. Fracture intensity map of minor subsidiary faults only, showing 
increasing intensity towards the FC with a high-intensity patch at ~15 m. 
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4.2.4 Minor subsidiary fault distribution 

Based on visual interpretation of Figures 3-10c-e, there is generally a good agreement 

between the locations of minor subsidiary faults and increased damage intensity. 

Specifically, high-intensity patches in the dm-scale distribution correlate well with where 

subsidiary faults interact or terminate (Figure 3-10c). Low-intensity patches are primarily 

located within the blocks bound by minor subsidiary faults, as well as along portions of 

their length where there is no interaction with other subsidiary faults. The metre-scale 

distribution shows a slightly more tenuous link, although generally speaking, higher 

intensities are found where more subsidiary faults interact (Figure 3-10d).  

If meso-damage heterogeneity is controlled by minor subsidiary faults in the damage 

zone, we would expect to see more minor subsidiary faults where we observe the largest 

meso-fracture heterogeneity. We therefore completed a FracPaQ analysis on the digitised 

subsidiary fault map (Figure 3-10e), and find that fault intensity increases towards the 

fault core where heterogeneity is also highest. We also see that the amount of tips and 

intersections between minor subsidiary faults decreases with distance from the fault core. 

 

 

5 Discussion 

In this study we have presented a comprehensive high-resolution dataset quantifying the 

amount and distribution of fracture damage surrounding the seismically active Borrego 

Fault. We used a variety of sampling methodologies and analyses to assess the overall 

structure of the Borrego Fault, observing patterns in fracture heterogeneity in the damage 

zone that display systematic spatial relationships to minor subsidiary faults and distance 

from the main Borrego Fault. Such insights allow us to interpret mechanisms for the 

formation of this heterogeneity in the damage zone, and contribute improvements to 

existing fault damage zone evolution models. 

 

5.1 Structure of the Borrego Fault 

There are several important characteristics that differentiate the fault structure of the NW 

and SE Borrego Fault segments: Orientation, core structure, displacement magnitude, slip 
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vector, and macro-damage complexity. These differences are so considerable that we 

suggest that for the purpose of comparison they can be treated as two separate faults. By 

doing so, observations of systematic trends in heterogeneity along both segments can 

reasonably indicate that this feature might also be observed along other faults. 

5.1.1 Estimation of damage zone width 

The average fracture density for the NW and SE fault segments both exhibit a concave 

up distribution with distance from the fault core (Figure 3-6a,b), which is similar to 

damage profiles observed on many other faults worldwide (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 

2009; O'Hara et al., 2017; Savage and Brodsky, 2011). Fracture density with distance 

from the fault core follows a power law distribution for both fault segments. We 

established a damage zone width on the footwall section of the fault, of 82 m [51-170 m] 

for the NW segment, and 122 m [37-519 m] for the SE segment. Fracture density results 

from the pavement yield a DZW of 90 m [44-258 m], which is consistent with the NW 

transects. Compared with studies on the relationship between damage zone width-

displacement (Briere, 2000; Choi et al., 2016; Evans, 1990; Faulkner et al., 2011b; Savage 

and Brodsky, 2011), these results are within error of the expected range of 30-1000 m for 

total fault zone width (Savage and Brodsky, 2011), and 20-140 m for footwall DZW in 

fractured rock (Choi et al., 2016). It remains unclear whether deviation in the DZWs of 

individual transects from the average DZW is related to undulation in the DZW over 

hundreds of metres along-strike, or simply due to inherent methodology errors/bias. For 

the pavement, any deviation in DZW is a true error as the transect spacing is too small to 

expect DZWs to vary by up to 110m (~200%). Note that the long tail of a power law 

distribution means that error in background densities yields very large changes to the 

DZW.  

5.1.2 Damage heterogeneity 

We observe an increasing spread of the data towards the fault, forming a distinctive 

wedge-shaped distribution in the scatter plots (Figure 3-6a,b and Figure 3-8a). We use 

the variance of this data as a direct proxy for fracture heterogeneity. The improved 

coverage of the 2D study allowed a more thorough investigation of the variance trends 

that we initially observed in the transect study. The abrupt 13-15 m transition in variance 

initially observed in the transect study was not observed in 2D, and we instead noted a 

more gradual variance increase from approximately 16 m towards the core. The statistical 

measures of the spread of the data from the pavement (Figure 3-9a,b) show inverse 
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exponential (S2) or quasi-linear (SIR) relationships with distance that intersect the x-axis 

between 18-20 m, but reach the background levels slightly closer to the fault core. This 

suggests that the outer section (>18 m) of the damage zone has a relatively constant 

background level variance in fracture density that increases at an exponential rate between 

18-16 m from the fault. The abrupt variance transition identified from transect data 

(Figure 3-6c,d) is likely the result of incomplete sampling. We can thus define an inner 

and outer damage zone, where the inner damage zone is characterized by increased 

heterogeneity. This wedge shaped distribution can also be seen in historical datasets (e.g. 

Micarelli et al., 2006a; O'Hara et al., 2017; Schulz and Evans, 2000; Smith et al., 2013), 

although as far as the authors are aware, has never been addressed in discussions. Schulz 

and Evans (2000) go as far as drawing a wedge-shaped envelope around their data points 

(representing a minimum and maximum damage range), but make no comment on the 

widening trend towards the fault.  

The observed variance profile can be explained by a local, quasi-cellular damage 

distribution visible in the fracture intensity maps (Figure 3-10). This decimetre and metre-

scale patchiness likely causes much of the scatter observed in datasets of previous transect 

studies (at least in crystalline rock) that has previously been attributed to a “natural” or 

“background” random heterogeneity (Caine et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2002; 

Gudmundsson et al., 2010). The results in this study, however, show that there is a clear 

trend in variance with distance from the fault, which links to a systematic increase in 

meso-damage heterogeneity close to the fault.  

In statistics, the systematic trend in variance is called heteroscedasticity, and appears to 

be an inherent property of the meso-damage generating process. By identifying that the 

system is heteroscedastic we determine that the dataset violates the Gauss-Markov 

assumption of homoscedasticity. However, by replotting the data using the natural log of 

‘fracture density’, or the log of both ‘fracture density’ and ‘distance from the FC’ we 

return the system to homoscedasticity. As a result, least squared estimators are no longer 

a statistically robust way of generating linear and logarithmic models, but are sufficient 

for exponential or power law models. Coincidentally, probably based on the generally 

concave shape of average trend lines, most studies in the literature generated decay 

models using log-linear or log-log regression. Our observation of heteroscedasticity helps 

validate these models, suggesting that they are statistically sound. Alternative linear 

estimators exist that can correct for heteroscedasticity in the ‘Y’ variable (e.g. generalised 
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least squares), which we suggest should be used when regressing linear or logarithmic 

meso-fracture DZ models. 

 

5.2 Evolution of damage zone heterogeneity 

Our data shows a clear increase in heterogeneity of fracture density with increasing 

proximity to the fault core, which is likely due to the presence of localised damage 

surrounding subsidiary fault structures. We now consider the following: (1) how damage 

is localised to form the heterogeneous, patchy network; and (2) how the variance of 

fracture density is amplified within that pattern of distribution, particularly as we 

approach the fault. 

 

5.2.1 Role of minor subsidiary faults 

Our work shows a strong correlation between mesoscopic fracture intensity and minor 

shear fractures in the damage zone (Figure 3-10c), and both of these structural elements 

increase in intensity toward the fault core. This demonstrates a strong strain gradient 

within the damage zone. When combined with the intensity gradient (Figure 3-10), the 

gradual rotation of minor subsidiary faults towards the core (Figure 3-7d) indicates that 

they formed under the influence of a stress field modified by the Borrego Fault, which 

hence also suggests that they postdate the formation of the Borrego Fault. Additionally, 

lack of increased alteration along many minor subsidiary faults on the pavement indicate 

that these faults formed at lower P-T conditions and/or reduced fluid-rock ratios (Lawther 

et al., 2016). While we argue that this evidence suggests many subsidiary faults formed 

at mature stages of the Borrego Fault, we cannot rule out the possibility that some faults 

formed early in the evolution of the Borrego Fault. Relationships between mesoscopic 

fracture and minor subsidiary faults in the damage zone present a classic conundrum of 

which came first, “the chicken or the egg?” There is general consensus that small faults 

evolve into larger faults through the formation of mechanical linkages, stress 

concentration at fracture tips, and strain softening associated with progressive cataclasis 

(e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Dawers and Anders, 1995; Segall and Pollard, 1983). 

Therefore, it is likely that pre-existing weaknesses produce heterogeneities in mesoscopic 

fracture intensity, which in turn leads to further localization of strain and formation of 

subsidiary faults at larger scales. 
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The spatial distribution of subsidiary faults and damage heterogeneity over smaller scales 

may be used to constrain their relative formation ages. Importantly, the distribution of 

decimetre scale high intensity patches (nodes) observed on the pavement appears to be 

strongly associated with zones of interaction between minor subsidiary faults, and the tip 

zones of individual minor subsidiary faults (Figure 3-10c). We hypothesise that this is 

predominantly due to the increased complexity and intensity of the ‘macro-damage’ (as 

we defined in the introduction) distributed around the subsidiary faults in those zones 

(e.g. Kim et al., 2004). In this case macro-damage forming around these subsidiary faults 

is part of the meso-damage when considered relative to the Borrego Fault. Consequently, 

we suggest that much of the observed patchiness, at least at the decimetre scale, was 

produced as a result of stress concentration during the formation and growth of minor 

subsidiary faults in the damage zone. This may indicate pseudo-fractal scaling of 

processes in the damage zone, whereby heterogeneity in the distribution of meso-scale 

damage along the main fault, is controlled by the distribution of macro-scale fractures 

along subsidiary faults. The data demonstrates the importance of minor subsidiary faults 

in producing damage in the damage zones of large seismogenic faults. This is consistent 

with the ‘slip-patch’ model of damage zone growth proposed by Shipton and Cowie 

(2003), and supports the hypothesis that incremental slip events contribute to the 

progressive development of the mesoscopic fracture fabric of a fault zone (Savage and 

Brodsky, 2011). 

Increased intensity of minor subsidiary faults towards the core leads to more interaction 

between faults and therefore more high intensity patches (Figure 3-10). Two things are 

necessary to progressively increase variance by increasing the number of nodes: First, the 

blocks between subsidiary fractures should remain relatively undeformed, and second, 

the number of interaction and tip zones, and therefore the number of high intensity 

patches, should increase. Once areas of high fracture intensity are developed, the resultant 

reduction in elastic moduli (e.g. Bruhn et al., 1994; Faulkner et al., 2006; Griffith et al., 

2012) preferentially focuses further fracturing in those patches. This helps to reduce stress 

concentration in neighbouring intact blocks, limiting their internal deformation and 

exacerbating the systems variance over time. Intact blocks are likely to reduce in size over 

time by progressive growth of new minor subsidiary faults and by damage migrating 

incrementally inwards from the edges. The heterogeneity remains observable however as 

long as the blocks remain larger than the sampling scale. As strain accumulates, the intact 

blocks likely shrink to the point that they cease to exist at a given scale. Such a transition 
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could be associated with the transformation of rock volumes of the inner damage zone to 

form new material that is added to the fault core. 

Fracture intensity and subsidiary structures have been linked in several studies that noted 

increasing fracture intensity towards the fault cores of large subsidiary faults (e.g. Berg 

and Skar, 2005; Mayolle et al., 2019; Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Savage and Brodsky, 

2011; Shipton and Cowie, 2001). Berg and Skar (2005) noted that many fractures were 

spatially associated with subsidiary faults, and suggested that subsidiary fractures often 

display increased intensity along their trace. Their examples consisted of faults with 

offsets of several metres and their own consistent, along strike, damage zones. 

Nevertheless, in their main outcrop fracture network, it appears that increased fracture 

intensity concentrates preferentially at the interaction and tips zones, and not along their 

entire length. A fracture intensity map would need to be made from their digitised fracture 

network in order to demonstrate this definitively. Shipton and Cowie (2003) provide a 

similar dataset and conclusions, but also include fracture intensity maps. Their results 

show higher damage intensities along the lengths of some of the large subsidiary faults, 

while smaller shear fractures (synonymous with their ‘slip-surfaces’ and our minor 

subsidiary faults) show a distinctly patchy fracture intensity along-strike, and clear peaks 

at the few interaction zones present in their outcrops. It is important to note that both of 

these datasets are obtained from porous sandstones with mesoscopic damage dominated 

by deformation bands that only accommodate a few millimetres of offset (Aydin and 

Johnson, 1978; Shipton and Cowie, 2001). As faults are generally sparse in the damage 

zones of these examples, especially over the 100-101 m length scale, the effect of minor 

subsidiary structures contribute less to the generation of patchy heterogeneity. 

5.2.2 Additional factors 

Damage localisation in the observed patterns could also be explained by initial 

heterogeneities in the country rock properties, either in the lithologic/chemical 

composition of the granitoid host rock, or pre-existing background damage (e.g. Brogi, 

2011). However, our background fracture density analysis did not indicate significant pre-

existing structural or chemical heterogeneities in the same patterns observed in the 

damage zone.  

Major subsidiary faults with well-developed damage zones clearly have a significant 

influence on the larger scale (10’s of metres) distribution of damage in the damage zone. 

Corridors of high-density damage surrounding these larger faults, up to several metres 
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wide, have been observed in multiple field studies (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; 

Schulz and Evans, 2000; Smith et al., 2013), and the tip and linking zones of these larger 

faults likely also produce zones of intensified damage at scales larger than those mapped 

here. While care was taken to remove these influences, we cannot rule out effects of larger 

subsurface or obscured structures on our dataset. 

 

5.3 Conceptual damage zone evolution model 

Our data suggests that fracture damage zones evolve primarily through the growth and 

nucleation of minor subsidiary faults, and the concentration of smaller fractures around 

their fault tips and interaction zones consistent with mechanisms suggested by Shipton 

and Cowie (2003) for the slip-patch model. As the fault matures, existing subsidiary faults 

grow and new, smaller shear fractures nucleate, preferentially in and towards the inner 

damage zone (Gudmundsson et al., 2010) where reduced strength and elastic moduli 

favour fracturing. This creates a positive feedback where, with more fault tip and 

interaction zones, more high fracture intensity patches are generated, increasing the 

variance towards the fault core over time (Figure 3-11). 

Variance (including S, and SIR) can be increased through one of two processes, (1) by 

increasing the total difference between the minimum and maximum densities, or (2) by 

changing the distribution of densities within the spread so that there is a higher proportion 

of measurements at both extremes (i.e. a shift from normal to bimodal distribution). The 

minimum meso-fracture density cannot decrease over the lifetime of a fault (at shallow 

P-T conditions, with low fracture healing rates), and maximum fracture densities are 

similar along both mature and immature faults (i.e. 101-103 m displacements) (Mitchell 

and Faulkner, 2009). Therefore, the spread of fracture densities does not increase once 

the damage maximum is formed, and probably changes very little with increasing fault 

maturity. This suggests that variance can only increase over time by shifting the fracture 

density distribution at a given distance towards a more bimodal distribution. This is 

achieved by increasing the number of fracture density peaks while maintaining a 

relatively constant minimum density.  
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Figure 3-11: Conceptual models of fracture distribution within the damage zone. A simplified standard 
damage zone model (above) and a modified model (below), incorporating a patchy fracture intensity 
distribution and a systematic increase in heterogeneity, defined by an increase in variance, towards the 
fault core. D1-D3 indicate increasing displacement along the main fault, from an already intermediate 
stage in D1. The grey cone around the average meso-fracture profile represents the decreasing spread of 
measurements from a maximum close to the fault core to background levels at a distance less than the 
damage zone width. High-intensity patches develop in the tip and linking zones of minor subsidiary faults 
in the damage zone, which increase in frequency as the fault matures. Low-intensity patches occur in blocks 
bound by minor subsidiary faults and shrink with fault maturity as they are dissected by new faults and/or 
damage migrates inwards from their edges. Eventually minor subsidiary faults may grow/link to become 
major subsidiary faults, their own mesofracture damage zones forming a corridor of increased damage 
(instead of patches) – not shown in this schematic.   

 

Using a space-for-time substitution we interpolate that minor subsidiary fault density 

increases close to the main fault as it matures, resulting in more tip and interaction zones. 

This results in an increase of high-intensity damage patches, while the blocks between 

minor subsidiary faults remain comparatively undeformed, conserving the lower 

minimum fracture intensity. We thus expect a rise in the variance in the damage zone 
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close to the fault core, that decays exponentially to background variance at a shorter 

distance than the average fracture density decays to the background fracture density. We 

show that the damage zone is divided into an inner and an outer zone based on increased 

complexity caused by minor subsidiary faults, which is demonstrated by the increasing 

variance from background levels. In the case of the Borrego Fault this transition occurs 

at around 16 m from the fault core. 

As low-damaged, inter-fault blocks get smaller through crosscutting by new minor 

subsidiary faults, the observed heterogeneity changes, transitioning towards smaller 

scales with increasing fault maturity. This is supported by the dm-scale pattern observed 

on the fracture intensity map (Figure 3-10c), where the low-intensity patches, close to the 

fault, are smaller and account for less area than the high-intensity patches, whereas the 

opposite is observed further from the fault. The apparent shift indicates that as the fault 

grows, the distribution of damage transforms from large troughs with small, infrequent 

peaks, to small troughs separated by larger, linked peaks (Figure 3-11). 

 

5.4 Assessment of methodologies for fracture density quantification: 1D vs. 2D 

We note marked improvement in the observation of the fault zone structure with increased 

sampling resolution and density, particularly in relation to heterogeneity in the damage 

zone. From our dataset we can compare 4 different resolution scales: (1) single transect 

studies with point measurements perpendicular to a fault; (2) diffuse multi-transect 

studies over several hundred metres along-strike; (3) concentrated multi-transect studies 

performed on a single outcrop with near-continuous data coverage; and (4) high-

resolution 2D mapping of fractured outcrops.  

1D transects show significant deviation, up to 50%, in DZW from the average damage 

zone trend, for both the widely spaced transects (with an average of three measurements 

at each sampling interval), and for densely spaced transects on the same outcrop 

(pavement transects). We therefore conclude that measurements from single transects do 

not fully represent the fault damage zone, even when three measurements are taken at 

each sampling interval. The common practice technique of averaging two or more 

transects provides a more representative damage zone profile, but conceals the 

fundamental property of variance in fracture density. However, uncertainty remains 

regarding how much variation in transect DZWs are a product of measurement error or 

method uncertainty, rather than real changes in the DZW along-strike. The concentrated 
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multi-transect study on the pavement demonstrates that relative percentage differences of 

88% can be explained by incomplete sampling of the heterogeneous damage profile for 

transects that did not extend through the damage zone. Exponential and logarithmic decay 

models have shorter tails which reduces the deviation between individual transects by a 

factor of ~10 (see Appendix B.5). Whatever the cause, our data shows significant errors 

related to deriving the representative DZW, and even when an average representative 

transect is produced, these errors should be provided to account for any uncertainty.  

While the high-resolution digital fracture network undoubtedly allows for more detailed 

and varied analysis, the necessary outcrop quality and additional time costs of manually 

tracing fractures makes it impractical in most fault studies. A 3D plot of fracture densities 

from the 9 continuous box-count transects (Figure 3-12) shows that several of the key 

observations from the 2D analysis (Section 4.2.3) do not necessitate digitising the fracture 

network. For example, a metre to sub-metre heterogeneity pattern can be discerned from 

the 3D plot, which is similar to the fracture intensity map generated in FracPaQ. While 

the resolution of the plot derived from the continuous box-count transects is certainly 

lower than the fracture intensity map (50-100 cm rather than 10-30 cm), many of the same 

high and low intensity patches were observed (marked in Figure 3-12).   

We show that the spreading trend can be identified from 4 transects, each with 2-3 discrete 

measurements at every interval (Figure 3-6). From continuous along-strike sampling with 

at least 9 measurements we can build a more complete picture of the heterogeneity, and 

quantify the system’s variance trend (Figure 3-9). Based on the comparison of results 

from the different methodologies, we suggest that the best way to sample outcrop-scale 

heterogeneity, when either time or access to good 2D outcrops is limited, is to increase 

the number of non-overlapping measurements at each transect, rather than increasing the 

number of transects. 
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Figure 3-12: Comparison between the results of a concentrated multi-transect, and detailed 2D fracture 
mapping study. Similar peaks can be found in both, highlighted by dashed regions, however the 2D fracture 
intensity map contains a lot more detail that is smoothed in the concentrated multi-transect plot. Faults 
drawn beyond the 2D fracture intensity map provide a schematic representation of the minor subsidiary 
fault network extending beyond the outcrop limits. Red arrows highlight zones of increased meso-fracture 
intensity. 

 

Sample scale also plays an important role in observing damage heterogeneity. 

Measurements at scales larger than the density heterogeneity scale average the difference 

between high- and low-density patches. Along the Borrego Fault we sampled the transects 

using a 30 cm measurement window, so we were more likely to collect a representative 

coverage of the dm-scale meso-damage pattern (Figure 3-10c). Sampling with a 1 m 

measurement window might have suppressed the difference sufficiently to conceal the 

variance trends observed in the multi-transect study. We hypothesise that the scale of 

heterogeneity might evolve over the lifetime of a fault, progressing towards smaller scales 
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as intact blocks are gradually consumed by minor subsidiary faults. Thus, a changing 

scale of heterogeneity should be considered when choosing the sampling scale for a given 

fault study, specifically on more mature faults. 

Clearly, more measurements (higher sampling density) allows us to more accurately 

observe the details of fracture distribution, but it also requires proportionally more time 

to collect these measurements. While high-resolution 2D fracture maps provide useful 

insights into damage distribution, they are also unnecessary for simply determining the 

DZW of a fault. For future meso-scale damage zone studies, we suggest the following 

‘best practice’ methods to capture as much of the damage characteristics as possible, and 

to obtain a more representative damage zone profile: 

1. For simple damage zone width studies: 

i. Measure multiple transects at various distances along-strike to account for 

a potentially undulating damage zone width. Check that fault displacement 

is consistent at all of these transects, and hence does not influence the 

DZW. 

ii. Take at least two measurements at every sampling location on each 

transect, giving a minimum and maximum damage value. Ideally a third 

measurement for the ‘representative’ damage at each distance from the 

fault should also be collected. 

iii. Ensure shorter sampling intervals in the inner damage zone where the 

greatest rate of damage decay occurs.  

2. For more detailed datasets: 

i. Where good quality outcrops exist, perform at least one concentrated 

multi-transect study to quantify metre to sub-metre scale heterogeneity 

and to verify the existence of systematic change in variance 

(heteroscedasticity) in the dataset. For this, a high-resolution digital 

fracture network is unnecessary, as it requires a significant time cost. 

Similar results can be obtained by collecting near continuous point 

measurements of fracture intensity using line counting methods.  

ii. Measurement lengths should be dependent on the smallest fracture 

spacing, but are ideally in the 30-50 cm range to best capture sub-metre 

heterogeneity. 

iii. Mapping of both minor and major subsidiary faults is crucial to compare 

with any spatial trends in fracture density. 
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5.5 Implications 

Our results demonstrate a clear heterogeneity in both the amount and the distribution of 

fracture damage adjacent to the fault core. This heterogeneity decreases to background 

levels over a distance shorter than the measured damage zone width. Fracture damage 

provides a first order control on fluid flow in tight rocks, so that mineralisation that occurs 

due to the circulation of fluids in the damage zone will be governed by the distribution of 

this heterogeneity. Therefore, we infer that permeability in the damage zone is focused 

into patches of high-density fracture damage along the zones of interaction between minor 

subsidiary faults. These quasi-cellular regions of high permeability in two dimensions are 

likely to form a well-connected network in three dimensions, with sub-vertical conduits 

governed by the dominant minor subsidiary fault orientation acting as the principal fluid 

pathway in the damage zone.  

Many studies now use realistic damage profiles as inputs for rupture propagation models 

(e.g. Cappa, 2011; Okubo et al., 2019; Thomas and Bhat, 2018). We suggest that such 

heterogeneity should be incorporated both along strike and with distance from the fault. 

Additionally, models of the coseismic evolution of faults should consider that damage 

heterogeneity increases with subsequent ruptures. Depending on the scale of earthquake 

propagation, these heterogeneities may influence wave propagation and affect dynamic 

processes such as thermal pressurisation and pulverization. 

 

6 Conclusions 

We demonstrate that mm-cm resolution fracture mapping provides a more accurate 

representation of the distribution of damage at meso-scales relative to off-fault damage 

characterised from 1D datasets. This allows for improved quantitative analysis of the 

damage zone and gives better insights into the mechanisms that control fault evolution. 

Our key observations are that variance (i.e. a spatial spreading of fracture densities) in 

damage increases with proximity to a fault, and that seismically active faults in crystalline 

rocks display a patchy distribution of fracture damage with discreet patterns over 

decimetre and metre scales. The observed variance trend is the result of both the ratio and 

disparity between high- and low-intensity patches in the decimetre-scale distribution 

increasing towards the fault core. We suggest that the pattern is controlled by the 
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distribution of macro-damage produced on shear-accommodating minor subsidiary 

fractures, with most patches of high fracture intensity corresponding to areas of 

complexity at the tip and interaction damage zones of these fractures. This demonstrates 

the importance of minor subsidiary faults in the evolution of off-fault damage, and is 

consistent with existing models of fault zone growth, such as the modified slip-patch 

model (Shipton and Cowie, 2003). Thus, apparent outcrop-scale disorganised 

heterogeneity is more systematic than first assumed. We used these systematic trends to 

identify an inner and outer damage zone that can be separated based on where the variance 

begins to increase above the background noise. From these results we presented a 

conceptual model for damage zone evolution in which minor subsidiary faults continue 

to nucleate and grow throughout the development of the fault, leading to increased 

damage heterogeneity with fault maturity.  

Where detailed mapping is not feasible (e.g. limited exposure or time constraints), the 

increase in variance can be observed, albeit with reduced accuracy, using high-density 

sampling of fracture density along multiple transects. Four transects appear to be 

sufficient, but more importantly, multiple measurements, at each distance along a 

transect, will better uncover smaller scale heterogeneities. 

Our data indicates that fault rupture propagation models should consider heterogeneous 

regions of damage distribution, not only along the strike of a fault, but also trends in 

damage heterogeneity in the rock perpendicular to a fault. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Meso-fracture damage and alteration around the 

Laguna Salada Fault 
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Chapter summary 

In this chapter I present the results of a meso-fracture density study on the Laguna Salada 

Fault in the Sierra Cucapah, Baja California. Measurements were collected along nine 

fault perpendicular transects using the same methodology as on the Borrego Fault, with 

slight differences in the sampling frequency, so that the results provide a complimentary 

dataset to those presented in the previous chapter.  

I demonstrate that similar trends in heterogeneity are observed on the Laguna Salada 

Fault, indicating that a systematic decrease in heterogeneity with distance from the fault 

may be a universal phenomenon. Certainly, it indicates that the Borrego Fault is not a 

unique outlier, and that this feature of fault damage should be considered in models of 

fault zone evolution. Moreover, spikes in variance further from the fault core can be 

attributed to the presence of other large faults in the footwall of the Laguna Salada. These 

faults appear to have displacements on the order of 100 metres, suggesting that even much 

smaller faults than the Laguna Salada and Borrego might display similar trends in 

heterogeneity. 

The footwall rocks along the Laguna Salada Fault have undergone moderate to intense 

hydrothermal alteration as a result of a high geothermal gradient and fluid migration 

through the damage zone. Alteration intensity is linked to fracture density, with more 

intense alteration corresponding to higher fracture densities. This results in a patchy 

distribution of alteration which mimics the metre and sub-metre scale patchy distribution 

of fracture density and overprints the larger trend of alteration reducing with distance 

from the fault. 
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1 Introduction 

Key concepts of fracture formation and distribution around large faults have already been 

covered in extensive detail in the literature review (Chapter 1, Section 4) and introduction 

to the previous chapter. Here I contribute a second dataset to support the interpretations 

drawn in the previous chapter, and link the observation of patchy damage on outcrop 

scales to similar patterns in alteration intensity.  

Hydrothermal alteration is fundamentally linked to the flux, temperature, and mineral 

composition of fluids moving through and interacting with rocks (e.g. Browne, 1978). 

Fault zones are often associated with increased alteration due to the higher permeability 

within the heavily fractured damage zone (e.g. Arancibia et al., 2014; Kristensen et al., 

2016), providing favourable pathways for fluids to move through the crust (Caine et al., 

1996; Evans et al., 1997). Several studies linking permeability to fracture density have 

approximated the permeability profile through damage zones in tight rocks to exponential 

or logarithmic decay models (Achtziger‐Zupančič et al., 2016; Gomila et al., 2016; 

Mitchell and Faulkner, 2012). Measurements of samples from natural fault zones show 

that permeability in these rocks can be between two to six orders of magnitude higher in 

the inner damage zone than in the host rock (e.g. Evans et al., 1997; Mizoguchi et al., 

2008). However, several studies note that permeability within the damage zone is highly 

heterogeneous, leading to large variations along strike and significant scatter around the 

simplified fault-normal profile (e.g. Fairley and Hinds, 2004; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 

2003).  

Faulting typically produces a dramatic time dependent effect on the permeability structure 

of surrounding rocks due to repeated successions of fracturing and recovery during the 

seismic cycle (Boullier, 2011; Boulton et al., 2017). Furthermore, fluids interacting with 

the rock cause mineralogical and chemical alteration of the protolith, which has a 

significant impact on the chemical and physical properties of the rock within the damage 

zone. The damage zone may also provide fluid pathways to the fault core, leading to core 

rock and gouge alteration, and thereby modify the behaviour of the fault (e.g. from 

seismogenic to stable sliding) (e.g. Gratier et al., 2011; Lockner et al., 2011). These fluid-

driven processes can lead to significant geochemical and mineralogical anisotropies in 

fault zones (Evans and Chester, 1995; Goddard and Evans, 1995). Thus, the interplay 

between damage and alteration around faults is in itself a complex process that plays a 

vital role in the evolution of the fault zone. 
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While implications for permeability in the damage zone can be inferred from results in 

the previous chapter, more direct evidence is necessary to link heterogeneities in both 

permeability and meso-damage density. To address this requirement, I present in this 

chapter results of fracture density and alteration intensity along transects across the 

footwall damage zone of the Laguna Salada Fault. Alteration along the fault is the product 

of fluid-driven processes, requiring the presence and replenishment of hot, mineral rich 

fluids (Browne, 1978). I therefore consider the use of alteration intensity as a proxy for 

hydrothermal flux (at the time of alteration). Hence, recording both alteration intensity 

and fracture density should allow us to make a more direct comparison between fracture 

density and permeability within the fault damage zone.  

 

 

2 The Laguna Salada Fault 

The Laguna Salada Fault is the main range-bounding structure to the southwest of the 

Sierra Cucapah, forming the southwest-dipping boundary between the uplifted crystalline 

basement and the Laguna Salada sedimentary basin to the west (Figure 4-1). The fault is 

continuously exposed along the entire south-western flank of the Sierra Cucapah (~40 

km) with a surface expression that extends further southeast and northwest to a total 

length of at least 80 km (e.g. Rockwell et al., 2015), though it may be longer if it merges 

with other faults in the region at depth. Although originally thought to represent the 

southward continuation of the Elsinore Fault (Mueller and Rockwell, 1991; Savage et al., 

1994), more recent reassessment of the rupture kinematics and along the Laguna Salada 

Fault suggest that it likely propagated northwest towards the Elsinore Fault. Furthermore, 

new estimates of its displacement exceed 11 km, which is between 2-4 times as much as 

observed along the Southern Elsinore Fault (Rockwell et al., 2015).  

Displacement along the fault has evolved from strike-slip in its early stages, to roughly 

equal dextral and normal oblique-slip observed currently. The normal component is at 

least 4 km based on the thickness of Plio-Quaternary sediments in the Laguna Salada 

Basin (T. Rockwell 2016, pers. comm., 10 April; D. Kelm, SDSU unpublished thesis, 

1971). Displaced alluvial deposits indicate a recurrence interval of large earthquakes of 

around 1-2ka, and an average slip rate of 2-3mm/yr (Mueller and Rockwell, 1991; 

Mueller and Rockwell, 1995a). The most recent event occurred in 1892, producing up to 
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5m displacement (1.25:1 dextral to normal) and thought to be at least Mw7.1 (Hough and 

Elliot, 2004; Rockwell et al., 2015). Low erosion rates have preserved the scarp from this 

rupture, which can still be seen clearly today. Sections of the fault were reactivated during 

the 2010 Mw7.2 El Mayor Cucapah (EMC) earthquake that led to subsidence of the 

footwall in some areas by up to 40 cm (Fletcher et al., 2014a; Rockwell et al., 2015; Teran 

et al., 2015a).  

 

Figure 4-1:Summary geological map of the Sierra Cucapah and surrounding region. The northwest striking 
range bounding Laguna Salada Fault is highlighted with a bold line. The footwall horst block is in a 
dilational stepover between the Laguna Salada and Borrego fault.  

 

The Laguna Salada Fault is in a dilational step-over with the Borrego Fault, resulting in 

a stress state conducive to the formation of extensional fractures and lowering of local 

fluid pressure (Gillerman and Sibson, 1988; Sibson, 1987). This, coupled with the high 

regional geothermal gradient (Chávez et al., 2000) generates conditions that are 

favourable for rupture-induced hydrothermal mineralization which is observed in 

abundance along much of the Laguna Salada Fault.  

For reference, a summary of the regional and local geology is presented in Table 4-1. A 

more detailed description of the geology of the Sierra Cucapah range can be found in 

Chapter 2, Section 3.  
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Table 4-1: Summary of key geological information for the Laguna Salada Fault field study 

 

 

2.1 Laguna Salada Fault core 

The Laguna Salada Fault core can be seen outcropping on or near several of the transects 

in this study. It is consistently 1-2 m thick at all outcrops and comprised of a fine grained 

reddish brown gouge with well-defined shear fabric. Fragments of intensely altered 

footwall rock are entrained as green lenses or ribbons within the core up to several 

decimetres long. In some places the contact between the fault core and altered footwall 

rocks produces an intriguing sheet of pale white material approximately 5 mm thick 

(Figure 4-2, T1.a). In other locations the contact has a much finer grained, laminated 

layering between 1 and 1.5 cm thick (Figure 4-2, T9.a). In at least two locations, material 

from this contact is seen forming injection veins that penetrate several centimetres into 

Section Key geological information Key references 
Regional Setting • Southern San Andreas System. 

• Transitional Tectonics dominated by right lateral 
oblique-slip with E-W extension. 

• Basin and range half Horst-Graben system to the East 
of the Peninsular ranges. 

• Predominantly NW-SE striking structures.  
• Arid environment. 

Barnard (1969) 

Dibblee Jr (1954) 

 

Local Geology • Footwall – medium-course grained crystalline  
basement (granodiorite and tonalite). 

• Hanging-wall – 4 km of Plio-Quaternary sediments  
(alluvial fan conglomerate, lacustrine, 
playa, and volcaniclastic deposits). 

• Pervasive weak chlorite-sericite alteration with 
moderate to intense alteration spatially associated the 
main fault trace. 
 

(Dorsey and 
Martín, 1999) 

(Mueller and 
Rockwell, 1991) 

Fletcher et al. 
(2014b) 

(Dorsey et al., IN 
PREP) 

Fault Morphology 

 

 

 

 

• ~80 km long linear surface trace. 
• >11 km right-lateral oblique-slip. 
• Seismogenic - capable of exceeding Mw7.0. 
• Currently Active - last major activity 1982 Mw7.1-7.3,  

also partially reactivated in 2010 
(Mw 7.1)  

• Recurrence interval of large events ~1-2 ka. 

(Mueller and 
Rockwell, 1995a) 

(Rockwell et al., 
2015) 

 

Displacement 
Exhumation 
Dip 
Fault core  
L:V ratio 
Pulverisation 

>11 km 
< 5 km (probably 2-4 km based on sediment thickness) 
55-70° dip 
Single-strand, 1-2 m thick red clay gouge 
~2:1 
None found in the footwall damage zone. 
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the footwall rock (Figure 4-2, T9.b). This is likely to represent one of the long term 

principal slip planes of the fault. A sample of one of the injection veins was taken and 

analysed using an electron probe, the results of which suggest that this might be a 

pseudotachylyte (Rowe and Griffith, 2015). Those results can be found in Appendix C.1. 

 

 
Figure 4-2: Images of the Laguna Salada fault core at various locations along the fault. T1 shows the 
representative core towards the NW of the mapping area, T7 in the central section, and T9 towards the SE. 
All examples show the intensely altered granodiorite footwall immediately adjacent to the fault core which 
is composed of a foliated red gouge. Foliations within the gouge are roughly parallel to the fault (T1.b). 
The contact between the core and altered footwall often displays a narrow band (o.2-2 cm) of very fine 
grained laminated material with colours ranging white, brown or black. This zone is marked with yellow 
arrows in T1.a and T9.a. In two locations material from this band has been observed injecting into the 
altered footwall in veins 5-8 cm long and 0.5-1 cm thick at the opening. One of these examples is 
photographed in-situ and marked with a yellow arrow in T9.b. analysis shown in Appendix C.1 suggests 
that these are pseudotachylytes. Images at T1 and T9 are looking southeast, T7 is looking northwest.     
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2.2 Alteration 

As mentioned in the geological setting (Chapter 2, Section 3), a weak background deuteric 

alteration is found pervasively throughout the Sierra Cucapah (Dorsey et al., IN PREP). 

The Laguna Salada Fault acts as one of the major fluid conduits in this part of the Sierra 

Cucapah, leading to more intense alteration occurring along its length. This increased 

alteration is visible as a dark green band ~10-20 m thick from satellite images and Google 

Earth, and was verified during a preliminary field survey of the fault. Following the 2010 

EMC rupture, salty geothermal fluids began flowing from the fault, ponding at one 

location between Fan 2 and Fan 3 (between transects 6 and 7) (Figure 4-3). A soil trench 

dug in Fan 3 near the spring yielded observed temperatures of ~70°C at just 1 m depth 

(T. Rockwell 2016, pers. comm., 13 April). All this is testament to the long term increased 

geothermal gradient in the area (Nehring and D'Amore, 1984), and extensive fluid-rock 

interactions along the Laguna Salada Fault. 

 

 

3 Field Sites 

Measurements were collected along nine fault perpendicular transects over an along-

strike distance of 8.1 km. The locations of these transects are shown in the map in Figure 

4-3. All measurements were made in the granodiorite/tonolite uplifted footwall horst 

block that is bound to the northwest by the Borrego Fault. The southeast facing slope of 

the Sierra Cucapah range experiences more erosion than the northwest, leading to more 

deeply incised arroyos and generally better outcrop quality. Some arroyos have cut 

through the entire horst block connecting the narrow graben between the Borrego and 

Cascabel faults to the Laguna Salada Basin. Some channels could better be described as 

canyons, with vertical sides extending in some areas to a height of 30 m. Often physical 

barriers such as debris fields or cliff faces prevented progress further into the footwall. A 

total of 19 arroyos were surveyed for suitability. 
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Figure 4-3: Locations of the nine transects along the Laguna Salada Fault. A geothermal spring that started 
flowing following the 2010 EMC rupture is marked with a yellow dot. Surface ruptures of the 1892 Mw7.1-
7.5 LS earthquake (blue) and 2010 Mw7.2 EMC earthquake (red) are based on mapping by Mueller and 
Rockwell (1995a) and Teran et al. (2015a). 

 

A pervasive scree of rubble and boulders covers most of the area between the arroyos. 

The intersecting joints near the fault form sharp, blocky lithons that results in angular, 

uneven outcrops (Figure 4-4). Much of the outcrop along the steep ridges has experienced 

significant weathering, with the upper-most parts commonly forming grus which breaks 

down into a granular mass. Landslides are not unusual along many of the arroyo walls, 

exposing large volumes of unweathered material from higher slopes.   
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Figure 4-4: Angular, blocky topography and debris fields typical of much of the exposure along the Laguna 
Salada transects. Photo was taken in the afternoon looking southeast.  

 

 

 

4 Methodology 

The same methodology for measuring fracture density along the Borrego Fault was used 

for measurements on the Laguna Salada. Three non-overlapping measurements per 

location were recorded using perpendicular 30 cm rulers for linear fracture density counts. 

Details of this can be found in Section 3.1 in Chapter 3 (pg. 116). Measurement frequency 

followed the same pattern that was defined for the Borrego fault, but based on the 

approximated decay trend for the Laguna Salada Fault. Like for the Borrego Fault, the 

schematic decay trend was approximated using a more conservative exponential model, 

displacement vs. damage zone width relationships from faults in the literature, and a 

preliminary survey of the fault. This informed the planned sampling intervals depicted in 

Figure 4-5 below. 
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Figure 4-5: Model decay trend and planned sampling intervals for the Laguna Salada Fault. 

 

The influence of major subsidiary faults on any measurements was noted and these have 

been removed from further analysis. However, they are included in the scatter and average 

plots, and colour coded red in order to distinguish them from other measurements (Figure 

4-9). The average background meso-fracture density (BFD) for the horst block has 

already been defined in Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3 as 24 m-1 [20-29 m-1]. The full range 

of fracture densities making up the background are 9-35 m-1 with sporadic extremes 3 m-

1 and 45 m-1. Variance in BFD measurements is 5.5 m-2. 

 

4.1 Alteration intensity 

For five of the nine transects I recorded the intensity of alteration at each meso-fracture 

measurement. Alteration at each measurement on transects 1, 3, 5, and 8 was not recorded. 

For this I used a qualitative scale and attributed different intensities of alteration to four 

categories that could be easily distinguished in the field; (1) background alteration, (2) 

weakly increased alteration, (3) moderately increased alteration, and (4) intensely 
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increased alteration. A field description of each category is defined in Table 4-2 and field 

photos are included in Figure 4-6. 

In general, the green colouration observed in the altered rock is consistent with the 

chlorite-epidote-titanite assemblage deuteric alteration that also effects the river platform 

rocks on the Borrego Fault (Dorsey et al., IN PREP). The reduction in observable quartz 

proportion in the most intensely altered category suggests mobilisation and removal of Si 

under temperatures exceeding 200°C, above which the solubility of quartz increases 

dramatically (e.g. Verma, 2000).  

 

Table 4-2: Descriptions of qualitative alteration categories used for logging alteration intensity in the 
field. 

# Alteration 
category 

Field description 

0 background 
alteration 

Many of the biotite crystals have been replaced with chlorite, 
giving them a distinct dark green-brown colouration. Other 
minerals appear to remain unaltered in hand specimen.  

1 weakly 
increased 
alteration 

Slight pale green discoloration to the rock and almost all biotite 
crystals replaced with chlorite. Most discoloration is limited to 
fracture planes on which a green-brown to red-brown patina has 
developed. A faint green varnish can be seen on some grain 
boundaries. 

2 moderately 
increased 
alteration 

Significant green discolouration no longer limited to fracture 
surfaces. All biotite has been replaced and feldspars show signs 
of alteration. The rocks original coarse grained texture is still 
preserved. Green colouration effects between 10-40% of the rock 
mass.  

3 intensely 
increased 
alteration 

Parts of the rock are dark green with small patches remaining a 
pale green colour and displaying preserved texture. The minerals 
are notably softer than in the parent rock when scratched with a 
steel blade. Green colouration effects between 40-95% of the 
rock mass. 
In the most extreme examples the entire rock is dark green in 
colour with a waxy lustre and almost none of the rock’s original 
minerals remain. Notably the quartz fraction is reduced relative 
to the parent granodiorite. The remineralisation also results in a 
change of the rock’s texture so that few of the original grain 
boundaries are recognisable from hand specimen.  
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5 Results 

The results from the field study of the Laguna Salada Fault are separated into qualitative 

field observations of the structures found in the damage zone and quantitative 

measurements of meso-fracture densities and alteration along transects. The footwall of 

the Laguna Salada has a highly complex damage profile due to the influence of several 

Figure 4-6: In-situ photos of the four categories of alteration. a and b images of categories 2 and 3 show 
examples of less and more intense varieties of those categories. 
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large range parallel faults. Care was taken to identify and extract the influence of these 

structures so that a representative damage profile could be determined for the Laguna 

Salada Fault. 

 

5.1 Structural observations 

Most of the small fractures that were counted for line densities are Mode I tensile joints. 

A green-brown patina occurs on many fracture surfaces resulting from the deposition of 

alteration minerals. These are probably comprised predominantly of chlorite and sericite, 

which are both deuteric alteration minerals that were common in samples analysed from 

the Borrego Fault (Dorsey et al., IN PREP). In some places this patina has a reddish brown 

colour which I attribute to the oxidation of iron during the weathering of chlorite. 

Although minerals are clearly being deposited within the fractures, very few are 

completely sealed, resulting in a network with few obstacles to fluid flow.    

5.1.1 Inner damage zone (0-5m) structures; strain partitioning and intact blocks 

Within 5 m of the fault core there are several indicators that strain is being accommodated 

in the inner damage zone. In a few locations, notably near transect 1, fracture sets are 

observed to produce what appears to be a weak S-C shear fabric (Figure 4-7a). Interpreted 

C-bands dip at approximately 45° towards the west and S-fabric dips gently to the 

southwest/west which is consistent with the top-to-the-west movement sense on the 

Laguna Salada Fault. Starting just north of the spring and continuing for some distance 

further southeast, a dense interconnected network of gouge seams is present near the fault 

core (Figure 4-7c-e). Individual seams do not extend particularly far, usually less than a 

few metres, with a thickness of millimetres, up to a maximum of 2 cm. There is some 

evidence, such as infill of stepovers and thin injection veins, that the gouge has fluidised 

at points during the fault’s history. In other locations the intensely altered rock close to 

the fault core has been brecciated and cemented with a fine grained red matrix. Fragments 

in these breccias range from granule to pebble sizes with the matrix comprising between 

5 and 40% of the rock’s volume. This is characteristic of mosaic to crackle breccias as 

defined by Woodcock and Mort (2008). As there are no orientation markers in these rocks 

it is unclear whether fragments have been rotated. It should be noted that these features 

are not seen at all locations along the fault. Much of the rock adjacent to the fault core 

shows little sign of shear, with fractures in these areas overwhelmingly displaying Mode 
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I characteristics. No pulverised material was observed near the core of the Laguna Salada 

Fault.  

 

 

Figure 4-7: Evidence for strain partitioning into the inner damage zone. a. apparent weak S-C shear fabric, 
b. mosaic/crackle breccia with altered fragments cemented with a fine grained red matrix, c. dense network 
of crosscutting gouge seams, d/e. examples of branching and infilled dilational jogs in some gouge seams. 
All images are within 5 m of the fault core which is to the right (i.e. all images are looking approximately 
southeast). 

 

5.1.2 Subsidiary faults 

Quartz veins and mafic dykes are prevalent in the area and can be used to determine 

displacement along many of the subsidiary faults in the damage zone (Figure 4-8b). Based 

on these field observations, the majority of the shear fractures observed are minor 

subsidiary faults, showing small offsets ranging from centimetres to around 20 cm. This 

classification is consistent with the definition of minor subsidiary faults in Chapter 3. 

Measured slip along these small faults at various locations indicates that they account for 
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only a few metres of accumulative displacement within the inner 10-15 metres of the 

damage zone. This represents less than 0.1% of the strain accommodated on the Laguna 

Salada Fault.  

The definition for major subsidiary faults used here is the same as in the previous chapter; 

faults with greater than 20 cm displacement, well defined cm thick gouge zones, and 

visibly increased damage intensity along most of their length. Most of these structures 

have displacements on the metre-scale, with very few recording displacements greater 

than 10 m. All major subsidiary faults contain gouge cores, many of which show evidence 

of fluidisation, i.e. injection veins (Figure 4-8e). Almost all of these major faults are 

associated with increased alteration, which forms as a 5-50 cm thick halo along much of 

their length (Figure 4-8c-e). 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Field observations of a. minor subsidiary faults, b. large footwall faults, and e-e. large 
subsidiary faults. Measurements of displacement on minor subsidiary faults indicates only 2-8 m 
displacement is accommodated on these structures within 15 m of the fault core. Large footwall faults have 
displacements of at least 40 m and are associated with high fracture density and intensely increased 
alteration within zones 5-10 m wide. The footwall fault in b. is located at ~180 m from the fault core along 
T1. c-e. show bands of intensely increased alteration associated with major subsidiary faults (5-30 cm 
thick) that contain a > 1 mm thick gouge core and increased fracture density along their length. c. gouge 
along a major subsidiary fault forming an injection vein.   
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5.1.3 Large faults in the footwall horst block 

Between transects 1 and 6, several very large faults were observed in the footwall within 

200 m of the Laguna Salada Fault, notably occurring at approximately 20 m, 40 m, 70 m, 

and 180 m. South of the geothermal spring only one large fault is observed between 150-

200 m from the Laguna Salada Fault. Although they all appear to have a similar geometry 

to the Laguna Salada Fault, dipping at between 50-80° towards the west/southwest, their 

relative timing of formation and tectonic relationship to the Laguna Salada Fault is 

uncertain. What is certain is that they extend at least several kilometres and can be traced 

between multiple transects. While the displacement on these faults is unknown (reliable 

displacement markers are lacking), a minimum of at least 30-50 m is assumed based on 

complete removal of dissected dykes in their hanging-wall. Using their length and extent 

of surrounding damage, notably increased within ~5-7 m of the faults, I estimate that their 

true displacement likely exceeds 100 m. All of these faults contained a single narrow core 

of gouge between 3-20 cm thick that was present in almost all exposures.  

The faults at 40 m and 70 m are associated with clearly increased alteration which in some 

cases was the most obvious indicator of their presence. In most parts a 1-2 m thick band 

of intense alteration delineates these two faults with increased alteration extending a 

further 1-5 m on either side. Along some transects the band of intense alteration associated 

with the fault at 70 m was up to 10 m thick (see Figure 4-8b). In most locations these 

faults were preferentially eroded which was expressed in the topography as incised 

valleys with strikes roughly parallel to the Laguna Salada Fault. Using this geomorphic 

feature these large faults could often be traced quite easily between transects. 

Between 200-600 m a further 3-5 large faults were observed along various transects, but 

these became hard to trace between transects due to rugged topography, difficult access, 

and poorer outcrop quality with increasing distance from the Laguna Salada Fault. The 

presence of some of these faults further in the footwall were interpreted from bands of 

increased alteration and meso-fracture density or diffuse zones of intense faulting in some 

areas extending for up to 100 m. Almost all of these structures were synthetic but steeper 

than the Laguna Salada Fault with dips generally exceeding 60°. The presence of so many 

large faults results in a complex damage profile through the horst block between the 

Laguna Salada and Borrego faults. With this in mind, I limited the data analysis to within 

200 m of the Laguna Salada Fault which is expected to cover most of the damage zone 

while excluding some of the more complex regions of faulting further into the horst block. 
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5.2 Linear transect damage analysis 

The influence of the large footwall faults between 0-200 m on fracture density was 

sometimes difficult to determine along some transects in the field. Along most transects 

where the faults outcropped, the increased fracture intensity was clearly visible as the 

fault was approached, but the precise extent of its influence was often harder to judge. 

Along other transects poor exposure or disappearance of these structures altogether made 

this more challenging, and measurements were taken from wherever exposure allowed. 

Interpreting and removing the influence of these faults from the dataset is a key part of 

the analysis performed in this section. 

I show two versions of the meso-fracture density dataset, one where all the data between 

0-200 m from the fault is displayed, and one where the locations of the measurements 

within 5 m of the interpreted location of the large footwall faults have been removed. In 

both of these datasets obvious influence of large faults in the damage zone had already 

been noted and the measurements separated, so what remains is what was interpreted in 

the field to be ‘uninfluenced’ by any large faults.  

The maximum fracture density is significantly higher here than along the Borrego Fault, 

at between 105-120 m-1, and occurs in most locations directly against or within 1 m of 

the fault (Table 4-3). Notably reduced fracture density maxima close to the core were 

measured at T7 and T8. Along both of these transects large pods of particularly intact 

material were present immediately against the fault core, resulting in significantly 

reduced fracture density maxima. These pods extended for 5-10 m into the damage zone 

and appeared to be laterally continuous for only between 10-30 m. Smaller metre-scale 

lenses of intact material were observed along other transects, but generally these were 

more common at distances greater than 5 m from the fault, and usually did not span all 

three measurements at a given location. However, even these more intact zones fracture 

densities are comparable to those measured along the Borrego Fault (70-81 m-1).   
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Table 4-3: Fracture density maxima data from the nine individual transects along the Laguna Salada 
Fault. 

Transect 
ID 

Transect 
Length (m) 

Maximum Fracture 
Density (#m-1) 

Distance of fracture 
density maxima 

from fault core (m) 

T1 130 116 1 

T2 65 105 0 

T3 90 98 2.5a 

T4 160 103 0.5a 

T5 190 75 5b 

T6 170 106 0.5b 

T7 50 73 0.5b 

T8 65 72 2.5 

T9 75 118 0 

a A very similar maxima occurs closer to the fault core. 
c Maxima is at the closest available measurement to the fault core (i.e. no measurement adjacent to FC). 
 

 

Damage profiles for individual transects show a clear decay in fracture density with 

distance from the fault with obvious influence from the three large faults at approximately 

20 m, 40 m and 70 m from the fault (Figure 4-9). The precise distance of these faults from 

the main Laguna Salada Fault core varies between transects, and notably in transect 5 

they are not visible. At transect 6 a diffuse array of smaller subsidiary faults occurs 

between 50-70 m rather than the single large fault that is seen along transects 1-4. It is 

unclear whether this is part of the same structure or something else entirely. All three of 

these faults disappear somewhere just north of the spring, and so transects 7-9 are free 

from their influence. A large amount of scatter is seen in many of the transects and can 

be directly linked to the large footwall faults and high concentrations of major subsidiary 

faults. To compensate for this, I identified data from each transect that correlated to the 

intervals of increased fracture density close to the large faults. These measurements are 

marked with open circles in the plots in Figure 4-9, and are ignored from the regression 

analysis (Table 4-5).  
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5.2.1 Damage zone width and variance profile 

When all the data is shown together the plot displays a very clear wedge shaped 

distribution in scatter that is similar to that observed along the Borrego Fault (Figure 4-

10a,b). Variance decays steadily from a peak of around 70 m-2 reaching background levels 

at around 100 m (Figure 4-10c,d). Both of these plots show notable spikes occurring in 

the intervals around the large footwall faults. With this data removed the highly scattered 

variance profile narrows onto a clearer concave up decay profile. A sharp decay occurs 

within 20 m of the fault core after which the variance fluctuates above the background 

until around 100 m. A Breusch-Pagan test (Table 4-4) shows that in all cases the dataset 

fails the conditions required for homoscedasticity at 95% confidence, with the results for 

linear, exponential, and logarithmic models considered very to extremely statistically 

significant (Abramowitz et al., 1988). However, if our conditions are lowered to 97.5% 

(χ2 > 5.024) the results for the power law can be accepted as homoscedastic. 

 

 

Table 4-4: Breusch-Pagan test statistics and p-values for Laguna Salada data with corrections made 
removing data from intervals along  transects influenced by the large faults at ~20 m, ~40 m, and ~70 m . 
The χ2 reference table and instructions for understanding these results can be found in Appendix A.1 

 Linear Exponential  Logarithmic Power law 

χ2 27.061 7.973 81.354 4.009 

p-value 1.971 x 10-7 0.0047 2.2 x 10-16 0.0453 

 

 

 

The average trend still contains a substantial amount of scatter, particularly occurring 

between 20-100 m, which leads to considerable uncertainty when calculating the damage 

zone width. Linear, exponential, logarithmic, and power law functions were fit to the data 

from each transect and the scatter and average plots (Table 4-5). Based on combined 

results from the regression coefficients, plot residuals (Appendix C.2), and the Breusch-

Pagan test, the dataset was determined to be best represented by a power law functional 

form. This yields a damage zone width of 218 m [71-875 m] for the Laguna Salada Fault. 

Results for individual transects range from 30 to 492 m, which represents a percentage 

difference of 177%.  
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5.3 Alteration intensity 

Alteration is clearly associated with the Laguna Salada Fault, with intensity inversely 

related to distance from the fault. I separated the data from northwest and southeast of the 

spring as these two regions had visually differing alteration profiles (Figure 4-11). The 

average trends show that alteration decreases following a quasi-linear to exponential 

Figure 4-10: Results of the transect studies along the Laguna Salada Fault showing all data (left hand side), 
and data corrected for the large footwall faults in T1-T6. Corrections were made by removing data from 
intervals along transects influenced by the large faults at ~20 m, ~40 m, and ~70 m (marked with red arrows 
in a. and c.). a. and b. Scatter plots of all measurements showing a wedge-shaped distribution, with increased 
spreading towards the FC. c. and d. The degree of spreading quantified by the variance which shows an 
increase from background levels at ~100m. e. and f. average value for each interval plotted in log-log space. 
e. measurements effected by subsidiary faults plotted in red. f. The DZW is found using a power law regression, 
with 95% confidence intervals calculated in R using the standard error. 

n = 0.228 
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decay, reaching background levels at around 40 m in transects northwest of the spring, 

and between 50-60 m southeast of the spring (Figure 4-11f,g). In areas outside the 

influence of major subsidiary faults, the distribution of alteration is best described as 

patchy at sub-metre and metre scales. Even in larger areas that can be defined mostly by 

a single category, small pods, lenses and ribbons of both more and less altered material 

can often be observed. Generally speaking, with increasing distance from the main fault 

patches of intense alteration become smaller and fewer while moderate and weakly 

increased alteration increase in proportion. The intensity of alteration within this patchy 

distribution can change rapidly over very short distances. In some locations close to the 

fault, pods of almost unaltered material are completely surrounded by intense alteration, 

while at larger distances, narrow bands of intense alteration along subsidiary faults are 

observed cutting through weakly altered rock. 

The large footwall faults display significantly increased alteration within their vicinity, in 

parts up to 10 m wide (Figure 4-11a-c), which complicates the profiles of transects 

northwest of the spring. Along these faults, alteration intensity is consistently higher, and 

extends further, in the hanging-wall than in the footwall. The two faults at 40 m and 70 

m are associated with the most intense alteration, with a narrower band along the fault at 

20 m and a notably more moderately altered, but wide zone along the fault between 150-

200 m.  

Correlating alteration to fracture density shows a strong link between higher fracture 

densities and more intense alteration. At a given measurement location along each 

transect, higher fracture densities are consistently associated with higher alteration 

intensity. For intervals that had multiple intensities present, and were not influenced by 

subsidiary faults, the fracture densities increased on average by 8.1% (cat 0-1), 16.9% 

(cat 1-2), and 14.5% (cat 2-3) between each category of alteration intensity (last column 

in Table 4-6).  
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Figure 4-11: Alteration profiles through the Laguna Salada damage zone. Alteration is based on the 
categories defined in Table 4-2 and colour coded accordingly. The data points represent the average of the 
alteration values at each distance from the fault along a transect, with error bars showing the full range. 
a-e. profiles for individual transects: a. T2, b. T4, c. T6, d. T7, e. T9. f. and g. average profiles for the 
transects north (a-c) and south (d, e) of the spring. The locations of the large footwall faults in transects 
north of the spring are marked by dashed red lines. The red shaded regions represent a wide zone of diffuse 
subsidiary faulting, and uncertainty in the exact location of the large footwall faults. Alteration intensity 
near these faults is significantly increased. 
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Table 4-5: Table comparing alteration intensity to fracture density.  

  % Increase in fracture density from previous category 

Alteration 
category 

Average 
fracture 

density (#m-1) 

Using average 
fracture density 
(all transects) 

When occurring 
at the same 
sampling 
location 

Same sampling 
location 

(removing SF) 

0 22.4 [± 8.5]    

1 54.9 [± 14.4] 145.1 8.1 8.1 

2 78.8 [± 9.8] 43.5 27.7 16.9 

3 93.8 [± 10.0] 19.0 17.7 14.5 

Values in the last two columns are calculated only from sampling locations where multiple alteration 
categories were recorded. This was calculated for each location and then averaged for all transects. The 
data was plotted with distance from the fault to determine if any systematic relationship existed. The scatter 
was sufficient to indicate that the distribution was random. Therefore, the values in the last two columns 
are considered independent of distance from the fault, with values in the last column also independent of 
major subsidiary faults (SF). 

 

 

 

6 Discussion 

The Laguna Salada Fault is comprised of a 1-2 m thick single gouge core with a complex 

footwall damage zone that extends to 218 m [71-875 m]. The footwall damage zone can 

be reasonably differentiated into two zones, an inner zone (0-20 m) in which variance 

rapidly decreases from a peak near the fault core, and an outer zone (>20 m) with lower, 

near background levels of variance (Figure 4-10d). The inner zone is characterised by 

moderately and intensely increased hydrothermal alteration (Figure 4-11) and can be 

further subdivided into 0-5 m and 5-20 m based on evidence that strain is portioning into 

the damage zone (Figure 4-7). Heterogeneity in damage density decreases systematically 

through the damage zone, reaching background levels at around 100 m (Figure 4-10d) 

while alteration intensity decreases to the regional background level at around 50 m.   
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6.1 Interpretation of the large footwall faults 

Several large west to southwest dipping faults in the footwall of the Laguna Salada have 

displacements of 10’s to 100’s of metres and have their own damage zones that interact 

and overprint onto the damage profile of the Laguna Salada Fault. Fracture density, 

variance, and alteration all increase as these faults are approached.  

It appears that the faults at 20 m and 40 m merge just southeast of transect 6 while the 

zone of diffuse faulting between 50-70 m on T6 could be related to a fault stepover or 

increased complexity at the termination of the fault at 70 m. Either way all three faults 

disappear somewhere between T6 and T7, possibly splaying off the main Laguna Salada 

Fault. While these faults may be subsidiary structures to the Laguna Salada Fault, another 

interpretation is that some of these faults, as well as some of the other large faults at 

greater distances in the footwall, could possibly represent decapitated strands of the 

Laguna Salada Fault. Faulting in much of the Sierra Cucapah is thought to be ultimately 

controlled by a buried ‘keystone fault’ or ‘progenitor fault’ on which many of the large 

faults root at depth (Fletcher et al., 2016). Based on waveform inversions from the 2010 

EMC rupture this fault is thought to dip gently (28-48°) towards the east (Wei et al., 

2011), display normal top to the east displacement, and intersect the Laguna Salada Fault 

at a depth of between 7 and 10 km (Fletcher et al., 2016). If this keystone fault cuts across 

the Laguna Salada Fault it could be displacing the top 7-10 km of the fault towards the 

east, effectively decapitating the fault. It is therefore possible that some of these large 

faults with similar orientations to the Laguna Salada Fault could be decapitated strands 

that have been abandoned as a new active strand forms in the east. Other, smaller strands 

could represent transient breaches that may have been active over only a few ruptures as 

the fault was in the process of migrating westward onto a new, longer lived ‘head’. 

Potentially supporting this theory are the surface ruptures associated with the 1892 

Laguna Salada earthquake and 2010 EMC earthquake towards the southeast of the study 

area starting at transect 7 (Figure 4-3). The ruptures of both of these events surfaced 

between 200-500 m west of the main Laguna Salada Fault trace. These new escarpments 

could indicate that the current surface strand of the Laguna Salada Fault is in the process 

of being abandoned and may already be displaced significantly by the keystone fault at 

depth. The fact that there are two distinct scarps at ~200 m and 500 m could lend further 

weight to the transient nature of some of the intermediate strands that form as the fault is 

in the process of migrating westward. The location of the spring that formed following 

the 2010 rupture event coincides remarkably well with where slip transitions from this 
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new active strand back onto the main strand of the Laguna Salada. This area probably 

forms a relay ramp between the two strands, a zone often associated with more intense 

fracturing (e.g. Childs et al., 2009; Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016) which could be 

concentrating fluid flow (Figure 4-12). 

 

 

Figure 4-12: Schematic diagram of fluid flow through a relay structure (Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016). 
Increased fracture intensity within the relay structure leads to a concentration of fluid flow in this part of 
the fault. This could be the case for the Laguna Salada Fault where a stepover zone has formed as 
displacement transitions from a new active strand ~300 m in the hanging-wall to the main range bounding 
strand. This zone coincides with a spring that began flowing at the surface following the 2010 EMC rupture. 

 

 

6.2 Feedback between alteration and damage 

The width and shape of alteration profiles through the damage zone of the Laguna Salada 

Fault varies significantly between transects, but all follow a gradual reduction from 

intensely increased alteration (category 3) adjacent to the fault core to background levels 

(category 0) at distances shorter than the damage zone width. The average profiles for 

transects north and south of the spring show that alteration is slightly more intense in the 
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south, extending to around 50-60 m compared to ~40 m in the north. Observations in the 

field suggest that there is a strong control by major subsidiary faults, most of which have 

narrow halos of increased alteration, which may act as primary conduits to transport fluids 

through the damage zone. 

Comparison of alteration intensity to fracture density shows that the two are intrinsically 

linked with more intense alteration occurring more frequently at measurements of higher 

fracture density. Correcting for distance shows that the relationship holds at all distances 

from the fault suggesting that as an independent variable, fracture density has a significant 

effect on alteration intensity irrespective of distance from the fault (Table 4-6). It is likely 

that this relationship is responsible for the smaller scale pattern in alteration that is 

superimposed onto the larger damage zone scale trend. Because alteration can be used as 

a proxy for fluid flow this result suggests that the patches of high fracture density likely 

form a more connected network in three dimensions that allows fluids to move more 

easily through the damage zone. If the patches of high fracture density were not connected 

we would not expect an increased flow rate, despite the locally increased permeability, 

and therefore would not see a relative increase in alteration occurring in those areas. 

What remains unclear however, is to what extent the alteration is influencing fracture 

density. We know that changing mineralogy has significant effects on the physical 

properties of a rock (e.g. Hoek and Karzulovic, 2000; Wintsch et al., 1995) which can 

lead to changes in the way the rock reacts to the stresses during the seismic cycle. 

Alteration could therefore make the rock more or less susceptible to damage, or perhaps 

change the types of damage that it might experience. For example, studies show that 

dynamic pulverisation is highly dependent on lithology (Aben et al., 2017a), so altering 

the mineral composition of the parent granodiorite, a rock known to undergo dynamic 

pulverisation (Dor et al., 2006a), may be one reason that pulverisation is not observed on 

the Laguna Salada Fault, but is along the Borrego Fault. The higher fracture densities 

observed along the Laguna Salada Fault (90-120 m-1) compared to the Borrego Fault (70-

80 m-1) might attest to the fact that the altered rock is capable of sustaining much higher 

meso-fracture densities without transitioning to microscopic fragmentation. Bruhn et al. 

(1994) performed experimental analysis of similarly altered granites and found that 

increased alteration led to changes in the elastic moduli and decreases in P- and S-wave 

velocities. Although the effect on elastic moduli from alteration was much less than that 

caused by fracturing, it did result in decreased VP/VS which was significant enough to 

partially offset the increase in VP/VS in fractured rock (Bruhn et al., 1994).     
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7 Conclusions 

Several parallels are observed between the Laguna Salada and Borrego faults that support 

the arguments made in the previous results chapter. Importantly, the Laguna Salada Fault 

dataset displays a similar wedge shaped distribution and decreasing variance from the 

fault core demonstrating a systematic reduction in heterogeneity with distance from the 

fault. Additionally, alteration intensity is also patchy at similar scales to fracture density 

and is intrinsically linked to the density of fractures in the damage zone. This supports 

the suggestion in the previous chapter that the patchy fracture density in 2D forms part of 

a more connected network in three dimensions and acts as a primary control for fluid 

migration in the damage zone. 

1. Systematic trends in the heterogeneity of meso-fracture density are not unique to 

the Borrego Fault, and appear to delimit an inner damage zone characterised by 

increased variance above the background level. This may be a universal feature 

of large faults (in crystalline rock at least). 

2. Large faults in the damage zone, subsidiary or otherwise, present regions of 

increased complexity that not only result in increased fracture density, but also 

increase variance within their range of influence. This complexity leads to large 

differences between the profiles of individual transects, percentage difference 

between the DZW of transects on the Laguna Salada Fault is 177% compared to 

50% on the Borrego Fault which does not experience these large faults in its 

damage zone. This makes it particularly clear that single transects are not likely 

to be representative of the fault’s damage zone. 

3. A representative decay profile in a complex damage zone is difficult to 

characterise with single transects, but becomes clear when more transects are 

measured. Here I show that the damage around the Laguna Salada Fault can be 

depicted fairly well with nine along strike transects.  

4. Alteration intensity is clearly linked to distance from the fault, but is also more 

weakly correlated to high meso-fracture densities and major subsidiary faults. 

These zones act as pathways for fluids due to increased permeability. The 

observation suggests that the patchy meso-fracture density pattern that we observe 

in 2D likely forms part of a more interconnected network in three dimensions. 

5. While the precise feedback between alteration and fracture damage is unclear and 

likely very complex, it seems feasible that intense alteration modifies the rock’s 
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properties and contributes to the higher maximum damage observed along the 

Laguna Salada Fault compared to the Borrego Fault (90-120 m-1 compared to 70-

81 m-1). 

6. Both the Laguna Salada and Borrego faults have registered similar Mw7-7.5 

earthquakes, are of comparable length and displacement (to within an order of 

magnitude), and have sections with narrow, single fault cores, but only the 

Borrego Fault has a zone of partial pulverisation. This could be due to the effect 

of alteration on the rock properties, differences in fault geometry. There is no 

evidence to suggest that the Borrego Fault would sustain higher rupture velocities, 

and for this to be the cause. 
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Chapter 5 

 

The pathway to pulverisation; patchy heterogeneous 

damage as a precursor to dynamic shattering 
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Chapter summary 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I have focused on the distribution of meso-scale fracture damage 

around large seismically active faults with the aim of sampling the variance that we 

observe at outcrop scales in the field. The datasets offer new insights that help describe 

some of the complexity that we have known to exist around such structures, and go some 

way to explaining how they might form. Now we see how these features might develop 

further as the fault continues to evolve. This chapter focuses on the most intense examples 

of off-fault damage, so-called pulverised rocks, and describes their distribution at the 

same scale of observation as the preceding chapters. Pulverized rocks can be seen as an 

end member of intense damage in a continuum of cumulative off-fault damage. The 

concept was introduced in Chapter 1 (Section 3.2) as one of the only verifiable indicators 

of dynamic (coseismic) off-fault damage in the field, and touched upon in the description 

of the Borrego Fault in Chapter 3. 

First, I expand the current field-based definitions for pulverisation to include results from 

the most recent literature. To this purpose, I provide a review of the existing field 

descriptions of pulverized rock on the SAF, and update these to include four categories 

of pulverisation intensity that can be used as a guide to identification in the field. 

Extending the definition to include lower intensity expressions of pulverisation allows us 

to recognise the phenomenon in its earlier stages, as well as capturing more detail in the 

mapping of previously identified pulverised zones.  

Using these revised definitions, I compare the distribution of mesoscopic damage and 

pulverisation around the Borrego Fault with detailed 1:10 maps that were collected of the 

much larger zone of pulverisation around the San Andreas Fault. The results show similar 

features in the distribution of both immature and mature pulverised zones, and a 

heterogeneity spacing that closely resembles that observed in meso-fracture density 

(Chapter 3). I suggest that this could be indicative of pulverisation born out of an inherited 

heterogeneity originally defined by the distribution of meso-fractures much earlier in the 

fault’s development.   
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1 Introduction 

Off-fault damage is accrued by a combination of aseismic/quasistatic deformation (e.g. 

Chester and Chester, 2000a; Childs et al., 2009; Cowie and Scholz, 1992) and by 

coseismic processes (e.g. Aben et al., 2016; Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009; Johri et al., 

2014a; Rempe et al., 2013a; Rice et al., 2005; Sagy and Korngreen, 2012b; Xu et al., 

2012). With increasing displacement, fracture damage zones increase in both size and 

complexity, with the overprinting of incremental fracture damage leading to off-fault 

heterogeneous damage structures. Constrained by the seismogenic depth, fault damage 

zones reach a maximum width of a few hundred metres at displacements somewhere 

between 300 and 3,000 m (Figure 5-2) (Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Scholz, 2019). After 

the maximum width is reached any further damage continues to be accrued internally 

within the existing damage zone. Results from the Borrego and Laguna Salada faults 

(Chapters 3 and 4) show that there are systematic trends in the heterogeneity of meso-

scale damage with distance from the fault, and that this is likely controlled by the 

distribution of minor subsidiary faults in the damage zone. However, to date, little is 

known about the relative contributions of quasi-static and dynamically induced fractures 

in seismic fault zones, and how this damage evolves cumulatively in time and space.  

Several recent studies on seismically active and exhumed fault zones have focussed on 

the origin of uniquely identifiable coseismic damage such as dynamically pulverized 

rocks, a type of intensely damaged fault rock which has undergone minimal shear strain 

while being thoroughly fractured at the micron scale (e.g. Dor et al., 2006a; Mitchell et 

al., 2011; Rempe et al., 2013a; Rockwell et al., 2009). This structural texture is considered 

as the end-member for a continuum of coseismic fracture damage. Analysis of 

dynamically pulverised rocks may allude to the specifics of the dynamic stresses involved 

during their origin, and their possible feedback on earthquake ruptures. Laboratory 

studies on coseismic stress wave loading in the damage zone are very novel (e.g. Aben et 

al., 2016; Doan and Gary, 2009; Fondriest et al., 2017; Griffith et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 

2011), and this rapidly expanding subject illustrates the potential of damage zone rocks 

as recorders of palaeo-earthquake conditions (Doan and Gary, 2009; Rowe and Griffith, 

2015). Nevertheless, uncertainty abounds regarding the precise nature of the dynamic 

loading mechanisms responsible for the formation of these unique features. Recent 

publications have so far advocated for compression during supershear ruptures (Doan and 

Gary, 2009; Wechsler et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2011), tensile wrinkle-like ruptures on bi-
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material faults (Ben-Zion, 2001; Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005), or accumulation through 

repeated sub-Rayleigh ruptures, either in tension (Griffith et al., 2018) or compression 

(Aben et al., 2016; Doan and d’Hour, 2012).  

Widespread dynamic pulverisation was initially observed in the field as broad zones of 

10’s to 100’s of metre wide considered to consist almost entirely of textures termed ‘rock-

flour’ (Brune, 2001; Dor et al., 2006a). Such zones are limited to very large ‘mature’ 

faults (displacement >10 km) capable of hosting magnitude 7 events and above (e.g. Aben 

et al., 2017a). This suggests that only large earthquakes are capable of dynamically 

pulverizing rock, either by progressive damaging through successive events (Aben et al., 

2016; Doan and d’Hour, 2012; Xu and Ben-Zion, 2017) or by a single supershear rupture 

event (Doan and Gary, 2009; Yuan et al., 2011). Furthermore, these field observations 

are almost always limited to crystalline rocks on large strike-slip faults such as the San 

Andreas Fault and the Arima-Takatsuki Tectonic Line in Japan. This has led some authors 

to speculate that lithology and fault kinematics might play a significant role in the 

formation of dynamic pulverisation.   

Field studies have shown that the damage structure of dynamically pulverised rock is 

complicated and heterogeneous, and spans several scales of observation from 

macroscopic (e.g. Dor et al., 2006a; Rempe et al., 2013a) to microscopic (e.g. Aben et al., 

2016) – while pulverisation is inherently dominated by fractures at the microscale. 

However, guided by the current field definitions of pulverisation – more detail on this in 

the next section – most research efforts to date have focused on the wide zones of rock-

flour around large faults, and no natural examples of insipient, or early stage pulverisation 

are known to have been identified. Additionally, it has been alluded to in several studies 

(Dor et al., 2006a; Rempe et al., 2013a) that while pulverization demonstrates pervasive 

micro-fracture damage at the grain scale, significant heterogeneity of damage can be seen 

at the 10’s cm scale.  At outcrop scale, pulverization is presented in ‘pods’ of varying 

damage intensity, and this distribution has not yet been fully documented. In Chapter 3 I 

described the presence of a narrow zone of in-situ shattering to well below the grain-scale 

found along some sections of the Borrego Fault. The apparent lack of shear in much of 

this material suggested that it was indeed the result of dynamic processes, and likely 

represents an early stage of pulverisation. This demonstrates that while pulverisation 

probably does occur along smaller displacement faults, they lack the widespread zones of 

pulverization that have become synonymous with the term in the literature, and 

consequentially, might have been overlooked in many cases. As a result, little is known 
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about how the huge volumes of pulverised rock might evolve from damage around less 

mature faults. 

Here, we aim to elucidate such an evolution of damage with fault maturity by studying 

the transfer of damage heterogeneity through time and damage length scales. I present 

two field datasets on damage intensity and damage heterogeneity or ‘patchiness’, 

obtained in the damage zones of two faults: The Mojave section of the San Andreas Fault 

(SAF) in California, USA, and the Borrego Fault (BF) in Baja California, Mexico (Figure 

5-1). The SAF is a large, mature fault with 300+ km of displacement and extensive 

outcrops of typical ‘rock flour’ pulverised rock (e.g. Dor et al., 2006a). The BF is an 

intermediate fault with 3-4 km of displacement that has developed only small patches of 

pulverised material in some parts of the fault close to the core. Both faults are 

seismogenic, predominantly strike-slip, and have similar coarse crystalline granitic rock 

in the footwall that has not been significantly exhumed, 1-3 km and 1-2 km for the SAF 

and BF respectively (Chester, 1999; Dor et al., 2009; Fletcher et al., 2014a). The damage 

zones around both of these faults can be considered ‘mature’, in that they have reached 

the apparent maximum width defined by the thickness of the seismogenic zone (Figure 

5-2). These similarities allow us treat the BF as a proxy for what the SAF might have 

looked like in the past. Based on this assumption we perform a space-time substitution to 

effectively compare two time intervals depicting immature and mature pulverisation. 

Differences between the two faults should reflect the process of continued internal 

deformation within the damage zone once the maximum width has been reached. Before 

performing such a substitution however, an update of the current field definitions (Dor et 

al., 2006a) is required. More detailed categorisation of distinguishable features in the field 

permits for better mapping of heterogeneities in pulverised outcrops.  
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Figure 5-1: Maps of the two field sites, including regional and local geology, and images of the terrain and 
outcrops. (A1/B1) Regional geology showing the main faults, basement (crystalline and metamorphic 
rocks), volcanic rock, and sedimentary cover (white). (A2/B2) Local geology along portions of the Borrego 
and San Andreas faults (A2) 1:10,000 scale mapping performed by this research group. (B2) Littlerock 
local geology based on mapping by Barrows et al. (1987), Plate 1F. (A3) Drone image of the Borrego Fault 
showing the river platform outcrop and 2010 EMC fault scarp. 2010 and 2016 images of the river platform 
are before and after flash floods that exposed the granodiorite footwall rocks. The yellow transect in A2 
and A3 shows the location of the Borrego Fault pulverisation mapping transect. Images taken from the 
yellow marker. (B3) Locations of panel mapping along the SAF perpendicular arroyo (blue markers), and 
typical example of badlands-style morphology developed in pulverised rocks. Image taken from the yellow 
marker. 
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Figure 5-2: Scaling of damage zone width with fault displacement in low-porosity rocks. The Borrego Fault 
is marked with a yellow symbol and the San Andreas Fault marked with red symbols. The graph shows the 
transition from a positive power law relationship to a plateau at > several hundred metres of displacement, 
signifying the saturation of damage zone width constrained by the depth of the seismogenic zone (Ampuero, 
2014). The transition point postulated by Scholz (2019) is marked with a dashed line. The red region 
indicates the range of fault displacements along which wide zones of pulverised rocks have been observed. 
Modified from Scholz (2019), data from Savage and Brodsky (2011), Faulkner et al. (2011b) and Chapter 
3 of this thesis.  

 

 

 

 

2 Dynamic pulverisation: a field definition 

Dynamic pulverisation was first described by Brune (2001) on granites and gneisses along 

the Mojave section of the SAF. Prior to this, these rocks may have been inadvertently 

misidentified as cataclasites or gouges (e.g. Barrows et al., 1987) as part of the textural 

classification of fault rocks (Sibson, 1977). However, dynamic pulverised textures are 

distinctly different to shear-dominated fault rocks such as cataclasites, breccias, and 

gouge, as proposed in the first field definition by Dor et al. (2006a): The original texture 

of the rocks is well preserved – suggesting little to no shear or rotation of individual 

fragments – and a powdery rock-flour texture is produced when pressed by hand, 

disintegrating the individual constituent crystals. Dor et al. (2006a) recognised that 

pulverisation in crystalline rock occurs in various intensities, distinguishing between 
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pervasive and weak/selective pulverisation. They characterised rock as “selectively 

pulverized” when only some of the crystals yield powdery texture or only certain rock 

domains within the exposure are pulverized. 

The term dynamic pulverisation as defined by Dor et al. (2006a) for polymineralic 

crystalline rock has been used for other lithologies as well, such as sandstone (e.g. Dor et 

al., 2009; Peppard et al., 2018), where pulverisation is limited to a few individual grains 

(Aben et al., 2017b; Whearty et al., 2017), and lime- and dolostones (Fondriest et al., 

2015; Fondriest et al., 2017; Sagy and Korngreen, 2012a; Schröckenfuchs et al., 2015). 

In these lithologies, the original definition for dynamic pulverisation strictly does not 

apply anymore (i.e. the powdery texture is missing). In addition, dynamic pulverisation 

has been used to describe fragmented grains holding no shear or rotation in rocks near 

deeper fault zones (Boullier et al., 2018; Soda and Okudaira, 2018; Sullivan and 

Peterman, 2017), rather than the vast volumes in shallow fault zones. These deep rocks 

have undergone significant recovery to form so-called ‘pseudomorphic’ structures that 

are next to impossible to identify from hand-specimens in the field. This wealth of new 

results necessitates a revision of the cluttered lexicon on dynamic pulverisation, where 

we aim to establish a workable field definition with a broader lithological application.  

First, some clarification on the terminology is required. Because of pulverisation’s 

etymological origins in the Latin ‘pulvis’ meaning dust, we suggest this term be used only 

in reference to the micron-scale fragmentation characteristic of the ‘rock-flour’ 

endmember observed in tight crystalline rocks. Instead the term ‘dynamic shattering’ 

might be better suited to cover the range of intensities observed at different locations and 

in different lithologies (Aben et al., 2017b; Dor et al., 2009; Fondriest et al., 2015; 

Peppard et al., 2018; Whearty et al., 2017). Based on the observations from those studies 

we propose the following series of terms to breakdown dynamic shattering into various 

distinguishable intensities: 

(1) Mesoscopic shattering; a dense network of extensional fractures with multiple sets 

(at least 3-5), delimiting fragments ranging from a few centimetres to a few 

millimetres.  

(2) Microscopic shattering (or grain shattering); fragmentation drops to sub-

millimetre scales. Interconnected open fractures lead to a reduction in cohesion 

that can be overcome through manual handling. Most of the rock disaggregates 

into fine/medium sand to granule sized fragments (0.125-4 mm) on the Udden–

Wentworth scale (Wentworth, 1922). 
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(3) Pulverisation; based on the presence of powdered rock (rock-flour texture), mud-

silt (< 62.5 μm) on the Udden–Wentworth scale, and can be separated into three 

distinct categories:  

(i) Non-pervasive; where a large proportion of crystals are either intact, or 

only fragmented.  

(ii) Pervasive-selective; where pervasive or near-pervasive pulverisation is 

mineral specific, occurring in stiff minerals like quartz, but compliant 

minerals remain intact (e.g. phyllosilicates). 

(iii) Pervasive; all crystals or grains are pulverised, giving a rock-flour texture. 

In reality, true pervasive pulverisation, where every grain has been 

reduced to micron-scale powder, is likely impossible. Indeed, particle size 

distributions of ‘pervasively pulverised’ samples show the presence of 

remnant grains up to 5 mm diameter. 

Two characteristic features are present in all of the above intensities, the prevalence of 

open fractures and the preservation of the primary features of the host rock indicating a 

lack of shear within the shattered volume. Crucially, the spatial setting of these features 

within the deformation gradient of a large fault (i.e. close to large faults) is key to their 

identification in the field. This sequence is likely to represent a damage continuum, and 

so categories may become difficult to distinguish at the transitions, or depending on the 

observation scale multiple intensities may be present but below measurement scale and 

therefore averaged/grouped into a single category. Field and thin section examples for 

each of the intensities defined above have been collated in Figure 5-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: (On next page) Field and thin section examples of the five categories of dynamic shattering. 
Thin sections were made from samples of pulverised and partially pulverised rocks at locations along the 
San Jacinto and San Andreas faults. The two images outlined in red (first mesoscopic and microscopic 
shattering images) are of dynamic shattering in lime/dolostones, taken from Fondriest et al. (2015).  
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At the outcrop scale, extensive volumes of shattered material from mesoscopic to 

pulverised all exhibit distinct badlands topography (Dor et al., 2006a; Fondriest et al., 

2015; Mitchell et al., 2011; Peppard et al., 2018; Wilson, 2004). Intensely pulverised 

outcrops of granitic material are often a pale white colour, which can easily be seen in 

aerial photographs. In crystalline rock, microscopic/grain shattering and non-pervasive 

pulverisation can both have a similar textural appearance to grus; granular disintegration 

of crystalline rock due to chemical and mechanical weathering in arid to semi-arid 

environments (Bates and Jackson, 1984). Differentiation from grus can be made based on 

the lack of significant weathering products (iron oxide staining and biotite alteration) and 

its structural context within the fault deformation gradient (Dor et al., 2006a; Wilson, 

2004). Outcrops of mesoscopic shattering are highly friable and collapse easily into 

mounds of loose, angular gravel. Although the bulk of the rock volume is considered to 

host little shear, numerous crosscutting small shear or cataclasite zones are observed in 

almost every outcrop of pulverisation (Brune, 2001; Dor et al., 2006a; Fondriest et al., 

2015; Wechsler et al., 2011; Wilson, 2004).  

 

 

3 Heterogeneous pulverization on a mature fault (San Andreas Fault)  

Extensive outcrops of pulverised rock are widespread along the Mojave section of the 

San Andreas Fault (Dor et al., 2006a), providing key localities for detailed analysis of the 

pulverization phenomenon (Dor et al., 2009; Muto et al., 2015; Rempe et al., 2013a; 

Rockwell et al., 2009; Wechsler et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2005). The slip rate along this 

portion of the SAF has been the topic of numerous studies, with the current rate thought 

to be between 2.5 cm/yr and 3.5 cm/yr (Bennett et al., 2004; Matmon et al., 2005; Powell 

and Weldon, 1992). Near the town of Littlerock, cumulative mapped displacement is 

~160 km, partitioned over several successively active strands across a zone of ~4-5 km 

wide (Barrows et al., 1987). However, observations of displaced geological units older 

than those found near Littlerock (Miocene and older) suggest that the total offset along 

the SAF over its entire lifetime is nearer to ~300 km (Dibblee Jr, 1989; Powell et al., 

1993). The currently active strand has accumulated at least 21 km of slip, and is situated 

between the older Punchbowl and Little Rock faults (Figure 5-1B2), both of which carry 

a substantial percentage of the long-term displacement of the fault zone (44 km and ~21 
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km respectively) (Chester, 1999; Dor et al., 2006b; Powell et al., 1993). The last major 

event that ruptured this segment was the M7.9 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake (Harris and 

Simpson, 1996). 

 

3.1 Observations and interpretation of heterogeneity from current literature 

Dor et al. (2006a) recognized that dynamic pulverisation in crystalline rock occurs in 

various intensities and mapped accordingly, distinguishing between 

homogenous/pervasive and weak/selective pulverisation. Their 1:12,000 and 1:24,000 

mapping along this segment of the SAF recorded the distribution of five categories of 

damage; (I) weak fracturing (II) fragmentation (III) intense fracturing (IV) weak/selective 

pulverization (V) pervasive pulverization. They noted a clearly disparate distribution of 

pulverisation at 100-1000 m scales with significant changes occurring along strike and a 

notable asymmetry across the fault. Along some parts of the fault, outcrops of pulverised 

rock are near-continuously observed up to 500 meters distance from the principal fault 

plane, while in others pulverisation is not found even 10-20 m from the fault (Dor et al., 

2006a). 

At their higher resolution 1:12,000 mapping, Dor et al. (2006a) observed decametre-scale 

(101 m) pods of unpulverised rock (categories II and III) within a large zone of pervasively 

pulverised rock at their horse trail campground locality (see Fig. 4b in their paper). They 

also noted the difficulty of interpolating damage intensities between outcrops due to the 

pattern of pulverisation changing rapidly over short distances. Wilson (2004) notes the 

presence of apparently intact material at the Fort Tejon pulverised outcrop, but does not 

describe its distribution. Outcrop scale heterogeneity within a ~50 m wide pulverised zone 

was also postulated from high-resolution geophysical surveys by Rempe et al. (2013a) at 

another location near Littlerock. Differences between laboratory and field measurements 

suggested that there may be volumetric heterogeneities within the pulverised volume at 

scales exceeding the wavelengths of their study, therefore greater than metre-scales. 

Replotting their highest resolution seismic profile with a narrower velocity scale (0.2-1.2 

kms-1 rather than 0-2.5 kms-1) highlights a smaller scale heterogeneity with a 1-5 m 

pattern and ~80% difference in velocity between peaks and troughs (Figure 5-4). 

Overprinted on top of the exposure-scale heterogeneity is a general reduction in damage 

intensity with distance from the fault that occurs over 10’s to 100’s of metres (Dor et al., 

2006a; Mitchell et al., 2011; Rempe et al., 2013a).  
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At the same outcrop a zone of pulverised and sheared material was observed adjacent to 

the SAF (Rempe et al., 2013a). Thin section analysis demonstrated that pulverised 

material which extended to ~50 m from the fault began to show signs of grain rotation 

and comminution at ~30 m, which increased in intensity as the fault was approached. 

Discrete bands of sheared material form anastomosing volumes with small patches of 

unsheared, pulverised rock closer to the fault core where the volume is dominated by 

cataclasis and brecciation.   

 

 

Figure 5-4: Seismic velocity profile at a pulverised outcrop southeast of Littlerock, CA. The cross-section 
below corresponds to measurements made from 48 geophones at 0.5 m spacing along a 25 m transect, 
marked with a yellow line on the field outcrop photo above. Figure has been modified from Rempe et al. 
(2013a) with velocities rescaled to enhance the contrast (in the original figure the velocity scale ranged 
from 0-2.5 kms-1). Clearly visible is a 1-4 m heterogeneity resulting in differences in velocity by up to 80% 
(0.5 to 1.2 kms-1). 

 

Detailed studies at the micro-scale also show significant heterogeneity in structure and 

particle size distributions of both naturally and experimentally pulverised samples (Aben 

et al., 2016; Wechsler et al., 2011). In both cases, observations of adjoining grains show 

that one can remain relatively intact, breaking into mm-sized fragments while the other 

is pervasively shattered down to the micro-scale. Alternatively, only a portion of a single 

grain or crystal may be pulverised with the rest remaining unshattered. Observations of 
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heterogeneity at sub-metre to centimetre scales are currently lacking, making it difficult 

to connect the microscopic and macroscopic observations. In order to reasonably define 

scaling laws for the distribution of pulverisation from micro- to macro-scales, 

observations at this intermediate scale are required.  

 

3.2 Sub-metre scale heterogeneity (1:10 dynamic damage mapping) 

We described the distribution of pulverisation intensities at sub-metre scales through 

high-resolution qualitative damage intensity mapping along near-continuous exposure in 

a dry, fault perpendicular arroyo near the town of Littlerock, CA. The Arroyo is 

approximately 850 m and 4.5 km north-east of the localities studied by Wechsler et al. 

(2011) and Rempe et al. (2013a) respectively (Figure 5-1B2). Outcrops along the arroyo 

were mapped by Dor et al. (2006a) as ‘homogeneous/pervasive pulverisation’ out to 

~230m from the fault, at which point damage decreases to ‘selectively pulverised’ for 

~70 m before decreasing to ‘intense fracturing’ for another 70 m (Fig. 2 in Dor et al. 

(2006a)). We focus on the small scale variations within the zone previously classified as 

‘homogeneous/pervasive pulverisation’, filling the data gap between the microscopic and 

metre-scale that currently exists in the literature. 

3.2.1 Method 

To begin, I modified the qualitative damage scale used by Dor et al. (2006a) in order to 

tailor it to smaller scale (sub-metre) mapping where more detailed differentiations 

between categories are possible. Because the primary interest is the distribution of 

pulverisation I used only one category of unpulverised material, more categories of 

shattered/pulverised material, and introduced a transitional category. The following six 

damage categories were defined that could be easily differentiated in the field: (1) 

intact/unpulverised; (2) transitional/mixed; (3) fragmented shattering; (4) gritty powder; 

(5) consolidated powder; (6) unconsolidated powder. A detailed description of each 

category is provided in Table 5-1.  
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Table 5-1: Guide for field identification of different categories of pulverisation intensity in granite protoliths.  

Damage category Field observations 

(1) 
Intact/unshattered  

 

(I)/(II)/(III) 

No observable presence of rock powder. Breaks along 1-10cm spaced meso-fractures with 
fragments ringing when struck with a hammer. Very little difference to Intact host rock. A wide 
range of meso- fracture densities from near background levels to cm-spaced. Possibly breaking 
apart into smaller fragments along meso-fractures. 

(2) 
Transition/Mixed 

 

(III)/(IV)  

or mix of categories 

(II)-(V) at scales 

smaller than the 

mapping resolution 

Predominantly unshattered material retaining cohesion that can be relatively easily broken into 
small blocky fragments along cm to sub-cm spaced tensile meso-fractures. Fragments tend not 
to disaggregate further, but show some evidence of rock powder, predominantly at corners 
which can crumble with some manual effort.  
With some effort large parts of an outcrop can be pulled away and broken down into blocky 
rubble. 
Few quartz grains look opaque white (not common in the host rock), possibly as a result of 
intense sub-grain cracking, and may crumble with applied force. 
Alternatively, small seams or ‘pods’ of gritty and powdered material can be found in and 
around unpulverised blocks at scales below the lower mapping resolution (below several 
centimetres), and so are characterised together. 

(3)  
Fragmented shattering 

 

Sub-division of (IV) 

Initially fragments into ~ 5-50 mm pieces along mesoscopic tensile fractures before almost 
entirely crumbling into a granular mass. Rock powder makes up 5-30% of the material. All 
mica crystals are intact. 
In some cases it can be similar in appearance to grus. 

(4) 
Gritty Pulverisation 

 

Sub-division of (IV) 

Loss of cohesion of most of the rock with applied force by hand. While some parts crumble 
easily others require significant force when squeezed.  
Most of the rock crumbles into fine sand to grit sized sub-grain fragments that are 
distinguishable by touch. Some grains may remain intact (at least perceptibly intact), while a 
portion of the rock below 50% breaks down to at least a silt sized powder. Micas all appear 
intact. 
Significant grain size and rock strength reduction leads to rounded erosion of outcrop features.  
In some cases it can be similar in appearance to grus. 

(5) 
Powder - consolidated 

 

Sub-division of 

category (V) 

 

a mostly gouge-like texture but sample still requires 
manual force to disintegrate the rock into powder, 
which accounts for >90% of the rock volume.  
Minor amounts of non-powdered component remaining 
as fine-sand to grit sized sub-grain fragments. 
Most micas remain intact, with a small proportion 
becoming fragmented (reduced in size from the original 
crystal size). 

The rock tends to have a bright white 
colour, presumably due to the 
density of micro-fracturing. 
Large faults, compositional 
variations, and alteration are still 
visible on the outcrop, but most 
mesoscopic fractures are not. 
Contains a myriad of thin (mm-cm 
thick) conjugate and anastomosing 
shear bands. 
A hard white crust can develop over 
much of an outcrop’s surface, 
probably due to interaction with 
meteoric water. This crust is similar 
in texture and appearance to the 
salt/clay crusts that form on playa 
lakes.  

(6)  
Powder -

unconsolidated 

 

Sub-division of 

category (V) 

Rock retains very little cohesion and can be reduced to 
powder simply by brushing a finger against it.  
Only a very small proportion of the rock (~5%) remains 
sand sized after extensive working in the hand with 
most turning to a fine dust (at least silt sized particles).  
Some mica crystals remain intact, but most appear 
fragmented leaving a fine glitter that sticks to the 
fingers. 

Colour coded to indicate unpulverised (blue), transitional (orange), non-pervasively pulverised (light 
grey), and intensely pulverised (darker grey). Videos of categories 3-6 filmed in the field are included for 
clarity in Appendix D.1. Additional text in italics under each damage category indicates the rough 
connection to categories in Dor et al. (2006a). 
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Category 1 contains no rock powder, at least not discernible from hand specimens, and is 

essentially categories I/II/III from Dor et al. (2006a) combined. Categories 5 and 6 

represent the classic ‘rock-flour’ pulverisation that is often described using the term 

‘pervasive pulverisation’ (Dor et al., 2006a; Wilson, 2004), and represent distinctly 

different components of category V defined by Dor et al. (2006a). The reason for the 

increased cohesion in category 5 is unknown, though it could be related to carbonate 

sealing or some other adhesive modification due to the presence of fluids. Categories 3 

and 4 are similar to the ‘selectively pulverised’ category IV (Dor et al., 2006a) in that 

only a fraction of the rock is reduced to powder when handled. Field examples of 

categories 3, 4, 5, and 6 are presented in short video format in Appendix D.1 (CD attached 

to the front cover). 

I used this modified qualitative scale to describe damage variations in 1x1 m panels 

distributed at varying distances from the fault. Each part of a panel was mapped by gently 

squeezing or rubbing the rock by hand and ascribing it to one of the five categories. I used 

a lower mapping limit of 10 cm2 (i.e. 1x10 cm or 2x5cm), meaning that areas were only 

assigned individual categories if they were at least that large. Areas smaller than 10 cm2 

were either merged into adjacent mapped regions if they were similar categories (i.e. 

intensely pulverised, moderately/weakly pulverised, or unpulverised), or merged with 

other small areas and designated as transitional/mixed.  

3.2.2 Panel mapping results 

The results of this work (Figure 5-5) demonstrate that even in outcrops categorised as 

extensively pulverised at 1:24,000 and 1:12,000 mapping scales (Dor et al., 2006a), 

significant heterogeneity exists in sub-metre scales with the full range of intensities 

displayed from unconsolidated powder to apparently or mostly intact rock. The 

distribution can be described as ‘patchy’, with individual patches of high- and low-

intensity damage ranging from cm to dm in size. Patches of intact and unconsolidated 

powder immediately adjacent to one another indicates a very high damage intensity 

gradient, something that was also observed on 1:12,000 mapping scales by Dor et al. 

(2006a). Subsidiary faults generally correspond to higher damage intensity; long, narrow 

sheets of unconsolidated powder adjacent to or surrounding thin gouge seams were 

commonly observed (Figure 5-5A). Although the intensity range remains relatively 

consistent across all sample locations (each metre usually showing all five categories), 

the size of patches increases with distance, and the average intensity shifts from categories 

4 and 5, towards gritty, mixed/transitional, and fragmented. Large metre-scale blocks of 
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intact material are present from roughly 200m and further from the fault. Intact blocks 

generally show minor internal fracturing, with densities in some parts visibly comparable 

to regional background levels.  

 

 
  

Figure 5-5: (a)-(c): Outcrops at 78, 167, and 320 m distance from the main trace of the San Andreas fault. 
Left: Non-interpreted pictures. Right: Amount of damage based on qualitative stroke and squeeze testing 
of outcrop samples by hand. The mapped area is ~2 m2 at (a), and ~1 m2 at (b) and (c). A further six panels 
at 84 m, 105 m, 127 m, 150m, 156m, and 186 m have been characterised for damage (see Appendix D.2).  
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The panel mapping shows that there is an overall reduction in damage intensity with 

distance from the main strand of the SAF (Figure 5-6). The pulverised fraction reduces 

from > 90% within 85 m of the fault core to between 30-60% in the panels at 186 m and 

320 m, while the unpulverised/transitional fraction increases from 5% to 40% over the 

same distance. The proportion of non-pervasive pulverisation (fragmented and gritty 

categories) does not seem to show any particular trend, fluctuating between 15-50%. 

Pervasive pulverisation remains relatively constant at 60-70% between 78 and 127 m, 

after which displays a dramatic reduction to below 30% by 320 m. The reduction in 

pervasively pulverised material is accommodated by increases in 

unpulverised/transitional material over the same distance. High scatter in the distribution 

on each panel from the general trend is likely to be caused by larger scale damage 

heterogeneities (at 10’s of metres) that were observed by both Dor et al. (2006a) and 

Rempe et al. (2013a).  

I allocated a numeric value to each category, ranked in order of damage intensity – (1) 

unpulverised to (6) unconsolidated powder (Figure5-5), and recorded the total area of 

each category for every panel. A number corresponding to the category was assigned to 

every percentage of the total area that each category represented. For example, if a panel 

contained 30% unpulverised, 12% transitional, 15% fragmented, 17% gritty, 8% 

consolidated powder, and 18% unconsolidated powder, then it would be allocated 30 

ones, 12 twos, 15 threes, 17 fours, 8 fives, and 18 sixes. From these 100 numbers the 

variance in intensity distribution was calculated for each panel. I call this a ‘qualitative 

variance’ because it is based on the distribution of qualitative mapped units rather than 

measured quantitative values. The variance provides a measure for the deviation of these 

values from the mean, with higher variance indicating that more material corresponds to 

both extremes in damage intensity, unpulverised and unconsolidated powder. The 

variance in damage intensities along the SAF transect displays a weakly positive 

relationship between variance and distance from the fault (Figure 5-7). The results from 

Chapters 3 and 4, as well as 100-101 m scale heterogeneities in pulverisation demonstrated 

by Dor et al. (2006a) and Rempe et al. (2013a) show that more measurements are needed 

at each distance interval to provide a better representation of the damage zone scale trend. 
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Figure 5-6: Changes in the distribution of damage intensities with distance from the fault (part 1). 
Categories have been grouped into damaged (unpulverised/transitional/), non-pervasive pulverisation 
(fragmented and gritty), and pervasive pulverisation (consolidated and unconsolidated powder), and the 
proportional area of each category plotted against distance from the fault. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-7: Changes in the distribution of damage intensities with distance from the fault (part 2). Variance 
within each panel was calculated as described in the text and plotted vs. distance from the fault core.  
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4 Patchy damage and partial pulverisation on an intermediate 

seismic fault (Borrego Fault) 

In order to understand how the damage along the SAF evolved to its current state I 

performed additional mapping of damage along the less mature Borrego Fault, which 

hosts an ~85 m wide meso-fracture damage zone and a narrow 1-5 m zone of partial 

pulverisation adjacent to the fault core (Chapter 3). The distribution of meso-fracture 

damage densities from a high-resolution fracture map on a 5x20 m river platform outcrop 

was then compared to pulverisation along a fault perpendicular transect approximately 

750 m NW of the river outcrop (Figure 5-1A2). This transect was selected rather than the 

river platform for pulverisation mapping because it has a particularly wide and intense 

pulverised zone compared to that on the river platform which had smaller volumes, and 

only extended to 1 m from the fault core.  

Like along the SAF, the distribution of pulverisation along-strike is irregular. For this 

section of the Borrego Fault the partially pulverised zone ranges from non-existent to 

around 5 m wide fluctuating by several metres over short along-strike distances. At 

smaller scales – cm and dm – within the partially pulverised zone itself distribution is also 

patchy, comprising intact, highly fractured, transitional, fragmented, and gritty 

categories, with a minor fraction of unconsolidated powder occurring next to the fault 

core at some locations. Panels in Figure 5-8 depict the distribution, and how it changes 

with distance from the fault core. Close to the fault, pods of unpulverised material are 

surrounded by predominantly gritty pulverisation, which reduces with distance from the 

fault until it is no longer present in the 7 m panel. Along other outcrops pulverised 

components make up ~60% of the total rock mass adjacent to the fault core, reducing to 

~20% between 1-2 m, and generally insignificant volumes beyond 2-3 m.  

In the panel closest to the fault core (0m, Figure 5-8), parts of the gritty pulverised 

material show evidence of diffuse shear, with some smaller intact fragments appearing to 

have been rotated. This may represent the formation of protocataclasis and could be 

indicative of some shear being accommodated within the more compliant pulverised 

rocks in the innermost damage zone. This is similar to the 30 m wide zone of sheared 

pulverised material that Rempe et al. (2013a) observed adjacent to the SAF.  
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Figure 5-8: Mapping of the distribution of pulverisation categories along a transect of the Borrego Fault. 
Unpulverised material is found in all locations of the pulverised zone, including immediately adjacent to 
the fault core where it makes up 30-40% of the mapped area. Pulverisation is almost entirely dominated 
by the gritty category, so we don’t see the entire range of intensities that are observed in almost every 
location along the SAF. Powder constitutes a higher fraction of the material closer to the fault core, but 
not in large enough areas to be mapped separately. The effect of pulverisation on reducing the meso-
fracture density is clearly displayed in the graph below. A further four images were traced for fracture 
densities that were included in the graph below (37 m, 62 m, 105 m, and 150 m). 

 

The meso-fracture network on the river platform outcrop was digitised from a 68 m2 

photo-mosaic of the river platform with a 1 mm final resolution. 11,114 fractures were 

manually traced onto the photo-mosaic in Illustrator, and ranged from 0.02-5m long, 

covering two orders of magnitude of fracture length. Spatial analysis with the FracPaQ 

Matlab toolbox (Healy et al., 2017) on the meso-fracture map demonstrates that fractures 

in the damage zone accumulate into a patchy distribution of high- and low-density clusters 

(Figure 5-9c) (Chapter 3). Further analysis of the meso-fracture network shows that as 

the pulverised inner damage zone is approached, high-intensity patches accumulate more 

damage while the more intact patches remain relatively undamaged. I attribute this 

distribution pattern to minor subsidiary faults with offsets of < 20 cm (Chapter 3). There 

appears to be a strong link between the locations of high-density patches and where minor 

subsidiary faults terminate or interact with each other, while low-density patches correlate 

well to the spaces between minor subsidiary faults (Figure 5-9c). 
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Figure 5-9: Patchy heterogeneity in meso-fracture intensity in the DZ of the Borrego Fault. (a) Drone 
image of the river platform, (b) digitised fracture network of 11,114 fractures (minor subsidiary faults in 
bold), and (c) fracture intensity map generated in FracPaQ (minor subsidiary faults overlain). High-
intensity patches show a good spatial correlation to fault tips and interaction zones of minor subsidiary 
faults in the DZ. Low-intensity patches are predominantly located in blocks bound by the minor subsidiary 
faults. 

 

Within the pulverised zone the maximum and average meso-fracture density drops, but 

the minimum density does not (Figure 5-10). This results in the maximum fracture 

densities being shifted away from the fault core and out of the pulverised zone. I 

interpreted reductions in meso-fracture density to be caused by the overprinting of intense 

micro-fracturing which leads to meso-fractures becoming obscured. Effectively this 

represents a transition in damage to scales below the measurement resolution. Along 

transects where no pulverisation was observed the fracture maxima was often found to be 
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immediately adjacent to the fault core, and the minima was comparable to that found 

within the pulverised zone. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Graphs showing the effect of the pulverised inner zone (0-1.5 m) on meso-fracture intensities 
measured from the river platform outcrop. a. Variance increases exponentially towards the FC before 
dropping between 2-1 m. b. Average fracture density increases following a power law, but drops in the 
pulverised zone. c. Maximum density shows the same trend as the average density, but the minimum density 
remains unaffected.  
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5 Discussion 

There are clear similarities in the outcrop-scale heterogeneity pattern at both the SAF and 

BF localities, with both showing sub-metre scale quasi-cellular distributions of high- and 

low-intensity damage patches. Because pulverisation is the ultimate endmember of a long 

history of deformation on mature faults, this dynamically produced damage must have 

been preceded by a meso-fracture DZ similar to those seen on smaller faults. Furthermore, 

damage cannot be erased once formed, at least at the low temperature/pressure conditions 

(< 3 km) experienced along both of these faults, which means that the intact blocks on 

the SAF must have also had a relatively low meso-fracture density prior to pulverisation. 

Perhaps these could represent low-intensity patches in the meso-damage distribution at 

earlier stages of the fault. It seems reasonable then, that the pulverised pattern on the SAF 

could have evolved out of an originally patchy distribution of meso-fractures not unlike 

that observed on the Borrego Fault. If so, pulverisation might be constrained primarily to, 

or initiated from, the high intensity patches in the meso-scale DZ, maintaining the original 

sub-metre heterogeneity pattern, while transitioning the dominant fracture length from 

meso- to micro-scales. 

 

5.1 Patchy damage as a precurser to pulverisation 

The Borrego Fault DZ gives us insights into what the DZ around the currently active 

strand of the SAF might have looked like in the past. On the Borrego Fault we see 

increasing damage towards the fault core, as well as a narrower zone ~16 m wide in which 

the heterogeneity increases exponentially from background levels. Meso-fracture damage 

forms a patchy distribution of high- and low-density clusters that are controlled by minor 

subsidiary faults in the damage zone. The increasing heterogeneity within the innermost 

16 m of the damage zone is caused partially by the increasing difference between the 

fracture density of high- and low-density clusters, but also by an increasing number of 

high-density clusters towards the fault core. Pulverisation is generally constrained to 

within 5 m of the fault core which is roughly consistent with thickness estimates of 

pulverisation under transverse isotropic tension during sub-Rayleigh ruptures (Griffith et 

al., 2018). 

In the pulverised zone of the SAF, the general trend is a reduction in damage intensity 

with distance from the fault (Figure 5-6), which is superimposed over a heterogeneous 
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damage distribution at scales below the damage zone width (Figure 5-5). These small 

scale patterns of heterogeneity can also be described as ‘patchy’. I consider two 

hypotheses for its formation: (1) that the pre-existing meso-fracture pattern imparts some 

constraint on subsequent pulverisation; or (2) that pulverisation simply overprints the 

meso-fracture heterogeneity pattern without being influenced by it. However, as we do 

not know what the heterogeneity pattern of pulverisation imparted purely by dynamic 

processes, and with no inherited heterogeneity would look like. It could simply be 

coincidence that pulverisation naturally develops a heterogeneity at these scales that 

closely represents the pattern observed for meso-damage along the Borrego Fault. 

Experimental approaches demonstrate a heterogeneity on microscopic scales (Aben et al., 

2016), but limitations in sample size and knowledge on how these processes might scale 

makes extrapolating these findings to outcrop scales extremely difficult. While there are 

similarities to the meso-fracture pattern, a simple comparison does not provide suitably 

convincing support for either hypothesis.  

The distribution of early stage pulverisation within the meso-damage network along the 

Borrego Fault should reveal more about its formation and whether or not inherited 

heterogeneity plays a significant role. We use a space-for-time substitution to assume that 

the damage just outside the partially pulverised zone represents the state of damage just 

before the onset of pulverisation – i.e., the band of pulverised rock migrates outwards 

with time. This allows us to predict what pulverisation has overprinted, and by comparing 

to the inner, partially pulverised zone we can interpret where pulverisation forms, and if 

this appears to be constrained in any way by the original damage. We can verify this 

substitution by also comparing to the distributions of damage along both the SE segment 

of the Borrego and the Laguna Salada Fault, neither of which contain pulverisation in the 

damage zone, and so could also represent states prior to its formation.   

These ‘prior states’ show that the average, maximum, minimum, and variance in meso-

fracture density all continue to increase until directly against the fault core (Figure 5-11). 

However, within the pulverised zone the average, maximum and variance all display 

notable decreases while the minimum fracture density appears to be unaffected (Figure 

5-8 and Figure 5-10). These effects are particularly clear from fracture density plots of 

the river outcrop data, showing that pulverisation along the Borrego Fault has a greater 

impact in obscuring meso-fractures in the high-density patches than in the low-density 

patches. This could reasonably indicate that dynamic shattering is preferentially occurring 

within pods of high-density meso-fracturing, signifying that the inherent fracture pattern 
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has some influence on the location of dynamic shattering, and the formation of subsequent 

pulverisation. 

 

 

Figure 5-11: Schematic illustration of the state of meso-fracture damage around the fault a. prior to 
pulverisation, and b. after the onset of pulverisation. The red band designates the zone of partial 
pulverisation. a. is based on damage profiles along the Laguna Salada Fault and SE strand of the Borrego 
Fault. Both a. and b. may have the same peak meso-fracture damage, but after pulverisation this peak is 
shifted away from the fault core. 

 

These results are consistent with experimental evidence that inherited damage can lower 

the threshold for pulverisation by around 50% (Aben et al., 2016; Doan and d’Hour, 

2012). However, in those experiments inherited damage was only considered 

microscopically, while I demonstrate a link to meso-fracturing. Though these results 

could be interpreted to suggest that meso-fracture damage also lowers the pulverisation 

threshold, the more likely conclusion is that areas of high-density meso-damage also 

correlate to increased micro-fracturing, which is responsible for lowering the 

pulverisation threshold. Laboratory experiments have shown that even small sample-scale 

(centimetres in length) fractures develop a damage zone of increased micro-fracturing 

(Aben et al., 2019; Lockner et al., 1991). It is therefore not unreasonable that zones of 

higher, complex meso-scale damage would also correlate to increased micro-fracture 

densities.  

Based on interpretations drawn from the Borrego and San Andreas datasets I propose the 

following process for the formation and evolution of large volumes of pulverised rock: 
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1. Damage initiates during large earthquake events as mesoscopic and microscopic 

shattering, preferentially in pre-existing patches of high meso-fracture density. 

This forms small patches of what I have defined as transitional material (Category 

2) in bands/lenses, probably located around the tip and linking zones of minor 

subsidiary faults (7 m panel on Borrego Fault – Figure 5-8).  

2. Non-pervasive pulverisation forms over successive ruptures due to a reduction in 

the strain rate threshold, and the small patches grow and merge to form a volume 

that contains small fragments of unpulverised material (3-0 m panels on Borrego 

Fault – Figure 5-8). Eventually the blocks of unpulverised material are separated 

from each other forming pods within the pulverised volume that extends to several 

metres. At this point it may be very difficult to further damage these unpulverised 

pods, which could explain why they are still present even in the huge pulverised 

volume next to the SAF. If the pulverised groundmass acts like a granular medium 

(e.g. Aben et al., 2016), we could expect two things to occur: (1) it acts like a low 

pass filter, attenuating high frequency waves through internal friction (e.g. 

Mouraille and Luding, 2008; O’Donovan et al., 2016), and (2) a partial decoupling 

arises between the pulverised mass and stiff intact blocks. Both of these should 

theoretically reduce the energy transitioning into isolated intact blocks, providing 

some kind of protection that allows them to be preserved for longer. 

3. Continued rupturing and high strain rate loading is expected to eventually produce 

small patches of pervasive pulverisation, which would represent a stage between 

the Borrego and San Andreas faults. Whether zones of pervasive pulverisation can 

actually be produced on a fault like the Borrego simply through continued 

repetition of ruptures is uncertain. It may be that until the fault is capable of 

sustaining even larger events, possibly even supershear, the current state is as 

mature as is possible.  

4. Further growth of the pulverised zone to volumes seen along the SAF likely 

requires supershear rupture Doan and Gary (2009); (Yuan et al., 2011) or large 

magnitude wrinkle-like pulses (Ben-Zion, 2001; Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005). During 

these kinds of events it may be possible to partially destroy some of the intact 

pods closer to the fault core, as well as increase the pulverisation intensity to 

produce pods of pervasive pulverisation. This would instigate a transition from 

gritty (non-pervasive) dominated pulverisation to powdery (pervasive) dominated 

pulverisation.  
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5.2 Modified damage zone evolution model including pulverisation 

So far I have demonstrated that prior to pulverisation, fracture density and variance 

increases in the inner damage zone with high-density patches growing and intact blocks 

becoming smaller as the fault matures and more minor subsidiary faults grow. As the fault 

continues to mature patches of high-density damage act as zones of weakness and so 

continue to acrue damage. However, as rock fragments decrease in size more fracture 

surfaces act as barriers to propagation and therefore new fractures are more likely to be 

abutted, decreasing the size of new fractures. At some point in the fault’s evolution, 

dynamic shattering transitions to microscopic scales, forming preferentially in patches of 

high fracture density, likely at the tip and linking zones of minor subsidiary faults. Zones 

of non-pervasively pulverised material grow and link with intact, or relatively intact 

blocks that still remain close to the fault core now buffered by the surrounding pulverised 

mass. As a result these blocks become more difficult to dynamically shatter in subsequent 

ruptures leading to their long term preservation. The pulverised zone continues to develop 

with increasing grain shattering leading to generation of powdered rock, and a gradual 

reduction of intact blocks. A zone dominated by unpulverised rock gives way to non-

pervasive pulverisation dominated, and eventually to a zone dominated by pervasive 

pulverisation. At outcrop scales measureable meso-fracture density drops and the 

distribution of damage becomes more homogeneous as heterogeneity and damage 

transition to smaller scales (Figure 5-11).  

5.2.1 Fault core evolution 

Shear strain partitions more easily into the pulverised mass which has little to no cohesion 

and acts like a granular medium, therefore favouring grain rotation (Billi et al., 2003). 

This leads to an increasing proportion of strain being accommodated in the zone adjacent 

to the core, and a progression to more extensive shearing and comminution. Rempe et al. 

(2013a) noticed extensive cataclasis and brecciation within thin sections at their SAF 

locality that reduced in intensity from the core to around 30 m into the pulverised zone. 

Along the Borrego Fault we observe increased evidence for diffuse shearing within the 

panel at 0 m (Figure 5-8), as well as more prominent gouge formation along subsidiary 

faults that penetrate the partially pulverised zone. I propose that as this process continues 

in the innermost portion of pulverised zone fragmented and sheared material eventually 

becomes incorporated into the fault core. This is the next step in a progressive 

deformation sequence and is consistent with the proposed time-space substitution. 
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Figure 5-12: Stages of fault evolution are labelled S1-S5, with S5 being the most mature. As the fault grows 
off-fault damage is accrued and the damage zone widens. Meso-fracture damage forms preferentially at 
the tip and linking zones of minor subsidiary faults, resulting in a heterogeneous pattern of high- and low-
density patches. Absolute differences in the density of patches increases towards the fault core, and as more 
minor subsidiary faults are added this heterogeneity increases and begins extending outwards from the 
fault core. S3 represents the onset of pulverisation along some faults (possibly due to a combination of 
factors including lithology, magnitude of seismic rupture, fault kinematics, initiating as a breakdown of the 
rock within patches of high meso-fracture density into a granular mass with poor cohesion. Some powder 
forms in patches of very high intensity meso-damage, mostly at the interaction zones of SFs and close to 
the fault core. Pulverisation obscures the pre-existing meso-fractures and the effective fracture density 
observed in the field drops in those areas. S4 - Granulation spreads and powder becomes more common 
through repeat stressing. Some intact areas close to the FC are somehow buffered (protected), and remain 
intact. The PZ becomes more continuous along the length of the fault. S5 - Pulverisation dominates a wide 
zone adjacent to the FC, but intact and granular pods still remain, even close to the FC. The width of the 
PZ can range from several metres to hundreds of metres (e.g. SAF).  
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6 Conclusions 

Comparison of high-resolution damage mapping in the pulverised zone of the San 

Andreas Fault and partially pulverised damage zone of the less mature Borrego Fault 

show clear similarities in the sub-metre scale distribution of damage. Both present a 

decimetre-scale pattern of high-and low-intensity clusters that are ‘patchy’. Both contain 

low-damage-intensity clusters at all distances which are comparable or only slightly 

higher in meso-fracture density than background levels, and both show an increasing 

proportion of the area attributed to high-intensity damage closer to the fault core. 

I present an updated field definition that differentiates categories of pulverisation based 

on the original descriptions in Dor et al. (2006a). Their qualitative scale is well suited to 

1:12,000 and 1:24,000 mapping scales (101 m), but further sub-divisions of their two 

pulverised categories allowed for more detail and improved characterisation of the 

damage distribution at sub-metre scales. The results from the 1x1 m panel mapping show 

three interesting features: 

1. Heterogeneity in this damage is expressed as a patchy distribution of high and low 

intensity damage with spacing on the order of tens of centimetres. 

2. Although the range of damage remains constant throughout all the mapped panels, 

there is a change in the distribution leading to larger patches and increased 

variance from the mean with increased distance from the fault core.  

3. Overprinted onto this sub-metre scale heterogeneity is the general reduction in 

average damage intensity with increased distance from the fault core.  

The spacing and distribution of the heterogeneity pattern in mature pulverised rocks along 

the SAF is very similar to the pattern of meso-fracture heterogeneity in the damage zone 

of the Borrego Fault. This might indicate that pulverisation evolves out of an inherited 

heterogeneity, and that the distribution of these pre-existing structures imparts some 

control on where pulverised material develops. 

Heterogeneity is clearly dependent on the observation scale. At 1:24,000 mapping 

resolutions the same outcrops near Littlerock are classified as ‘homogeneously 

pulverised’, however, when we increased our observation resolution to centimetres, 1:10 

mapping scales, the outcrops are far from homogeneous. By increasing our resolution, we 

are also able to recognise some larger scale trends in the variance and overall intensity of 

damage that would otherwise be overlooked. Furthermore, adding to our definition of 

dynamic shattering allows us to identify this kind of characteristic damage on less mature 
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faults that display narrow zones of partially pulverised material. Hopefully, the work 

presented in this chapter should aid future studies in identifying these signatures of 

dynamic damage on new faults so that we can begin to build a more complete picture of 

the evolution of damage around large faults like the San Andreas. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Micro-structural study of the Borrego Fault damage 

zone 
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Chapter summary 

So far, I have shown results for the spatial distribution of mesoscopic damage and the 

mesoscopic expressions of microscopic damage from observations and measurements at 

sub-metre scales. In this chapter observation scale is decreased to sub-centimetres, with 

the aim of better understanding the distribution of structures that cannot be seen without 

optical magnification. I analyse the density and distribution of microscopic damage in 

samples that were collected from the river platform outcrop on the Borrego Fault. The 

detailed mapping and spatial analysis that was performed in Chapter 3 provides a 

structural and spatial context for the samples.  

I start by interpreting the results with a standard plot versus distance to ascertain the 

overall damage zone trend and obtain a micro-fracture damage zone width. The statistical 

metrics of each thin section are used to determine any heterogeneity trends through the 

damage zone at thin section scale. Then, the micro-fracture densities are interpreted 

within their spatial context on the river platform outcrop and relation to meso-scale 

fractures. Finally, I use the novel approach of locating all the measurements on the thin 

section and observing their distribution, providing a spatial context for micro-fracture 

densities within the broader structural fabric of each thin section.  
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1 Introduction 

The majority of grain-scale micro-cracks are Mode I oriented parallel to the principal 

stress (Anders et al., 2014). As a result, micro-fractures are thought to be good indicators 

of the larger scale stress field acting on and around a fault, and are of particular interest 

to those studying the role of the process zone (Scholz, 2002; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998). 

Early studies measuring micro-fracture density along fault perpendicular profiles through 

fault zones show they follow an inverse relationship with distance from the fault (e.g. 

Vermilye and Scholz, 1998). Some studies approximate this decay profile to a logarithmic 

model (Anders and Wiltschko, 1994; Mitra and Ismat, 2001), but others use an 

exponential form (Faulkner et al., 2011b; Gomila et al., 2016; Mitchell and Faulkner, 

2009). Using the same approach as that for meso-fracture densities in previous chapters, 

the limit of the damage zone can be determined from where the fracture density falls back 

to background levels.  

Much of the early micro-fracture work documents the distribution in the tip regions of 

natural, small-displacement faults (e.g. Vermilye and Scholz, 1998) or those produced in 

the laboratory (Moore and Lockner, 1995). Brock and Engelder (1977) and Anders and 

Wiltschko (1994) are notable exceptions who performed transect studies on large faults 

with kilometres of displacement. A trawl through the literature of micro-fracture studies 

on faults exceeding 100 m displacement (Table 6-1) shows that there are relatively few 

examples. Furthermore, they are often unsystematic, have poor coverage of the damage 

zone (i.e. damage zone widths in some cases are derived from as little as three data 

points), and certainly not statistically representative of the true macroscopic dataset. In 

general, the examples in the literature lack a consistent methodology, both regarding the 

collection of samples, and measuring fracture density, making direct comparison between 

them somewhat unreliable.   

Several studies distinguish between different types of micro-fracture, usually sealed 

(infilled), healed (fluid inclusion planes), and open, which is sometimes separated into 

large aperture and partially open (e.g. Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Mitra and Ismat, 

2001). Interestingly, in these studies the standard decay with distance is only seen in one 

of the fracture types, with all others having no relationship with distance. The type of 

micro-fracture that decays from the fault is not consistent, but may be dependent on depth 

of formation. In faults formed at greater than 5 km depth fluid inclusion planes (FIPs) or 
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sealed fractures decay with distance (Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009; Smith et al., 2013), 

but at shallower depths only open fractures show a decay (Mitra and Ismat, 2001).  

Significant heterogeneity has been observed in the densities of microscopic deformation 

within the damage zones of large faults (Mitra and Ismat, 2001). Interpolation between 

data points of historic datasets shows large fluctuations between nearby measurements 

that deviate substantially from the general trend. A visual comparison reveals that 

variations by up to 400% are not uncommon between measurements with separations less 

than 10% (less than several metres in wide damage zones along large faults) of the 

damage zone width (e.g. the datasets of Mitra and Ismat (2001) and Mitchell and Faulkner 

(2009)). Mitra and Ismat (2001) reasoned that pods of undeformed material were 

surrounded by anastomosing zones of intense deformation, and that sampling of one or 

the other at a given distance was responsible for the ‘peaks’ and ‘valleys’ in the dataset. 

Additionally, they noted that most of the intense deformation were caused by zones of 

shearing, such as bands of cataclasis and comminution associated with larger structures. 

Measurements within this sheared material had significantly higher micro-fracture 

densities. This highlighted the importance of choosing the right sampling interval, as well 

as sampling at a high enough density to obtain a more representative subset of the true 

distribution.  

Smaller scale heterogeneities are also apparent. Anders and Wiltschko (1994) compared 

the standard deviation as a percent of the average sample fracture density, finding that 

more densely micro-fractured samples had higher proportional standard deviations than 

less densely micro-fractured samples, ~20% compared to ~10%. This result shows that a 

sample scale heterogeneity exists, and that it increases with increased average micro-

fracture density. Additionally, because the standard deviation in this case is a percentage, 

the finding also suggests that it increases at a higher rate than the increase in micro-

fracture density.   
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Table 6-1: Results from published literature of micro-fracture transect studies on faults with greater than 
100 m displacement. 

Fault Disp 
(m) 

Lithology Depth 
(km) 

DZW*  
(m) 

Fracture 
type 

Decay 
model 

Reference 

Flagstaff 
Mountain 

thrust 
1,500 sandstone ? ~200 ? log 

(Anders and 
Wiltschko, 

1994) 

Punchbowl 
Fault 

10,000 
– 

40,000 
sandstone 2-4 ~100 total (all) log (Wilson et 

al., 2003a) 

Muddy 
Mountain 

Thrust 

24,000 
- 

88,000 
sandstone ? 5-10b ? logc 

(Brock and 
Engelder, 

1977) 

? a ? quartzite < 2? ~30 (hw)b open log 
(Mitra and 

Ismat, 2001) ? a ? quartzite < 2? ~40 (fw)b open log 

Cristales 220 
tonalite/ 

granodiorite 
6-8 115 

fluid 
inclusion 

planes 
exp (Mitchell 

and 
Faulkner, 

2009) Caleta Coloso 5,000 
tonalite/ 

granodiorite 
6-8 149 

fluid 
inclusion 

planes 
exp 

Arima-
Takatsuki 

Tectonic Line 
17,000 

rhyolite ? ~2.5 (1)b open N/A 
(Mitchell et 
al., 2011) granite ? >550 (2) open N/A 

Gole Larghe 
Fault Zone 

1,000 
- 

2,000 

tonalite 9-11 200-250 (1)b sealedd N/A (Smith et 
al., 2013) tonalite 9-11 100-250 (2)b sealedd N/A 

Jorgillo Fault 4,000 
gabbro ? ~190 (1)b sealedd exp (Gomila et 

al., 2016) diorite ? >200? (2) b sealedd exp 

The table above has been grouped and colour coded into results from porous rock (always sandstone - 
yellow), and tight rocks (a combination of different igneous and metamorphic lithologies - blue). Question 
marks indicate that the information was not included in the publication. 
* all damage zone widths are for a single side of the fault. If specified in the original publication, the side 
is included in brackets. For vertical strike slip faults with no footwall/hanging-wall the sides are simply 
labelled 1 and 2. 
 

a The fault is not specified in the text. Based on geological maps it may have been a normal fault with a 
displacement of several hundred metres. 
b DZW interpreted from graphs in those papers. Either no background damage was measured or no decay 
trend was fit. The point where micro-fracture density levelled off was considered the approximate DZW. 
c original publication did not include a decay model. The logarithmic model was fit to the data by (Anders 
and Wiltschko, 1994). 
d Other fracture types were measured, but their relationship with distance is not discussed or shown in the 
paper. 
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In this chapter I present a micro-fracture analysis of the Borrego Fault damage zone with 

high density sample coverage of the river platform outcrop. I start by interpreting the 

results with a standard plot versus distance to ascertain the overall damage zone trend and 

obtain a micro-fracture damage zone width. I then interpret the results within the spatial 

context of the meso-fracture damage on the river platform (from Chapter 3), before finally 

analysing the micro-fracture heterogeneity at the thin section scale. For the last analysis 

I use a novel approach to provide a spatial context for micro-fracture densities within the 

broader structural fabric of each thin section. By analysing the spatial distribution of 

micro-fracture densities relative to structural features with cm to m lengths we should get 

a better understanding of the influence of processes operating over a range of scales. 

Ultimately this information should supplement the results from previous chapters to help 

illuminate whether fractures within the damage zone display a fractal nature or not.  

 

 

2 Methodology 

Analysis of micro-structures around the Borrego Fault was performed via direct 

observation of microstructural damage on thin sections using an optical microscope. The 

use of optical microscopy in the microstructural analysis of rocks is a well-documented 

practice (e.g. Anders et al., 2014; Borg et al., 1960), with almost every study of micro-

damage around natural faults since the seminal work of Brock and Engelder (1977) 

accomplished with optical microscope measurements. 

A total of 53 samples were collected from the damage zone of the Borrego Fault over two 

field seasons covering a wide range of distances from the core, and for a variety of 

analyses. 29 samples were collected during the first field season (March-April, 2016), 

mainly to be used for geochemical analysis (M. Dorsey MSc project, in prep for 

publication), of which thin sections were made from 10. A further 24 samples were 

collected from the river platform in the second field season (October-November, 2017), 

specifically for micro-fracture measurement. Thin sections were made from 34 samples; 

29 from the river platform outcrop, three from the arroyo wall to the southwest of the 

platform, and two from the parent rock (Figure 6-1).  
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2.1 Sample collection and preparation 

The overall distribution of samples on the river platform reflects three main aims: (1) a 

good coverage both parallel and normal to fault strike, (2) samples from immediately 

adjacent and further away from minor subsidiary faults, and (3) representation from 

patches of both high and low-density meso-fracturing. However, it should be noted that 

at this point the precise locations of patches were not known (we had not yet digitised the 

entire meso-fracture network), so this was achieved visually.   

Due to the friable nature of most of the rock on the river platform, care had to be taken 

when extracting and handling the samples. Where possible, material was chosen from 

blocks that were dissected by joints so that they could be removed with less force, 

reducing the potential for additional damage. Prior to extraction all samples were marked 

with orientation symbols so that they could be reoriented in the lab. Some of the weakest 

samples from close to the fault core had to be impregnated with epoxy in the field and 

left to cure before they could be removed. Once removed all samples were sprayed with 

expanding foam to protect them during transportation. 

Samples were reoriented in the lab and three orthogonal rock chips were cut in 

orientations relative to the Borrego Fault; (1) horizontal, (2) vertical and strike parallel, 

and (3) vertical and strike normal. A more detailed description of this process can be 

found in Appendix A.2. Due to budget and time constraints only the horizontal chips were 

made into thin sections - the other two orientations have been stored for potential future 

analysis (see Future work section of Chapter 7). The horizontal orientation was chosen in 

order to maintain a consistent viewing direction as for the meso-fractures on the river 

platform outcrop. Micro-structures interpreted from oriented thin sections allow for a 

better understanding of the spatial and geometric relationships between the micro-scale 

features, meso-scale structures, and the main fault. 

All thin sections from the 24 samples collected specifically for this study have retained 

their orientations, marked with a symbol that includes which way is up and the direction 

towards the fault (Appendix A.2). Unfortunately, from the 10 samples collected during 

the first field season the precise orientation of the horizontal sections was not recorded. 
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2.2 Micro-fracture density measurement 

Several methods of measuring micro-fracture density have been used in the literature. As 

it was necessary to collect a large dataset with good spatial representation over each thin 

section, time minimisation was fundamental. This ruled out area density methods which 

Figure 6-1: Locations of samples collected for micro-fracture density. Samples for parent rock background 
fracture densities were collected from the location marked with the yellow star in panel a. b. samples at 
larger distances from the fault core (41, 46, and 52 m) were collected from the arroyo wall to the southwest 
of the river platform. A total of 47 samples were collected from the river platform, thin sections were made 
of 28 samples (black circles) for micro-fracture counts, the remaining 19 samples were used for bulk 
geochemical analysis (white circles) that was performed as part of Matt Dorsey’s MSc thesis at San Diego 
State University (Dorsey et al., IN PREP).     
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would require the time consuming process of manually tracing fractures onto thin section 

images (Gomila et al., 2016). I used a method similar to Shipton and Cowie (2001), which 

was simplified from the version described by Anders and Wiltschko (1994). I increased 

the number of grains to 45-55 per thin section (from 40 in previous studies) to achieve 

better spatial coverage, and recorded the number of fracture intersections on two 

orthogonal 1 mm lines rather than a single transect. This was both to maintain consistency 

with my methodology from the meso-scale study in Chapter 3, and to reduce the influence 

of fracture orientation bias at each measurement. Because the main interest is in 

comparing individual measurements, not just the average for the entire sample, each 

measurement needs to be as representative of the fracture density as possible. Grains less 

than half a crosshair (0.5 mm) were not counted.  

Fractures were identified as either open, infilled, or healed and separated during the 

counting of linear fracture densities. Open fractures were all infilled with epoxy from the 

vacuum impregnation of samples which made them difficult to see in plane-polarised 

light (PPL) due to the similar optical properties to quartz, but opaque in crossed-polarised 

light (XPL), allowing for easy identification. In the 10 thin sections from the first field 

season a blue epoxy was used which stood out from other minerals in PPL (Figure 6-2). 

Infilled fractures were found to be sealed with either chlorite, an orange-brown material 

that we were unable to identify, opaque iron minerals, or calcite. Healed fractures were 

preserved as fluid inclusion planes that were visible on thin sections as a linear trail of 

spherical bubbles. 

 

 

Figure 6-2: Photomicrograph showing sealed (pink arrows), open (blue arrows), and healed (white 
arrows) micro-fractures. Transparent epoxy (used in 24 samples) is still opaque in XPL so open fractures 
can still be counted easily. 
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We did not use a U-stage (to rotate the thin section along a horizontal axis), because this 

multiplies the time required per measurement location by at least three. As a result, the 

method underestimates the true fracture density, but we are mainly interested in 

measurement variations and relative distribution, so this is of little concern. For a true 

fracture density all three orthogonal thin sections would be required, as well as 

measurement on a U-stage (Anders and Wiltschko, 1994).    

2.2.1 Measurement locations 

I supplemented micro-fracture densities with information of the measurement’s exact 

location on the thin section. In this way I could not only analyse how the micro-fracture 

density was varying between samples, but also how these densities were distributed 

spatially on the scale of individual thin sections. 

First, I think it is important to highlight that I ignore micro-fractures in sheared material 

(microbreccia and cataclasite zones) because it has a very different formation mechanism 

to tensile fractures – i.e. comminution through grain rotation and frictional forces rather 

than being formed as a result of the stress field. This should also help reduce some of the 

variance from the theoretical ‘true’ decay that was observed by Mitra and Ismat (2001) 

that occurs in the damage zones of large faults that accommodate some shear. The result 

should be measurements of micro-fractures formed only due to the heterogeneous stress 

field within the damage zone, with only minimal influence from friction related processes.   

Second, I chose to measure fracture densities only in quartz crystals as they are considered 

to provide a good first order approximation to an isotropic medium (Anders and 

Wiltschko, 1994). Borg and Maxwell (1956) show that most other minerals display 

moderate to strong preferred fracture orientations based on crystallographic structure. 

Helpfully, the quartz in our samples is completely transparent when the thin section is 

held up to the light, but other usually similar minerals are not – the prevalent sericitisation 

of feldspars gives them a cloudy appearance. By making high-resolution scans of each 

thin section against a black background the quartz crystals stood out quite prominently 

(Figure 6-3). I could then pre-select the 45-55 measurement locations on each thin section 

to get the best spatial coverage and optimal structural context (next section). 
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2.3 Thin section scale structural context 

The dataset of located micro-fracture measurements was complemented with mapping of 

the larger, thin section scale structural features onto high-resolution scanned images of 

the thin section slides. These maps would provide the opportunity to perform a spatial 

analysis similar to that on the river outcrop in Chapter 3, where meso-fracture densities 

were analysed in the context of minor subsidiary faults. Here the scales would be smaller, 

but with the same relative difference between the sizes of micro-fractures (< 10-3 m), and 

thin section scale fractures (10-2-10-1 m). 

Mapping was performed in Adobe Illustrator with features identified directly from the 

high-resolution scans and detailed examination under optical microscope (Figure 6-3). 

Fractures that were longer than 1 cm (just under half the width of the thin section), or that 

contained any evidence of shear (comminution, gouge, displacement, etc.) were mapped, 

as well as obvious areas of increased deformation such as cataclasis, micro-brecciation, 

and tensile grain shattering. These zones of intense damage stood out from less damaged 

regions in the high resolution scans, particularly when a black background was used. 

From the scanned images of thin sections shattering was often not discernible, or at least 

difficult to differentiate from micro-brecciation that displayed minimal grain rotation. 

The three types of intense damage identified from the high resolution scanned images and 

verified through microscope observation were mapped as a single unit, shown on the 

structural maps in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-13 (pg. 236) in pink. Zones of gouge were also 

identified and mapped.  
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Figure 6-3: Examples from two thin sections of structural mapping from high resolution scans and 
microscope observation.(i) Scan with white background, (ii) scan with black background, and (iii) mapped 
thin section. On the mapped section, grey is fault gouge (red arrows), pink is intensely damaged zones, 
either shattered (yellow arrow) or sheared (white arrow), and black lines are different types of thin section-
scale fractures. For both sections the viewing direction is down and the fault is to the right (see north 
arrows in bottom left hand corner of iii). C – chlorite, B – biotite, F – feldspar, Qz – quartz. 
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3 Microstructural observations 

We observe a significant amount of shear strain accommodated within the samples from 

the damage zone of the Borrego Fault. Bands of sheared material were present in almost 

every thin section on the river platform, showing a general reduction in prevalence with 

distance from the fault. The only two samples where sheared material was not present at 

all were at 41 m from the fault and in the parent samples. Gouge cores of larger, meso-

scale fractures were dissected by some thin sections and were often associated with wider 

bands of sheared material, mainly cataclasite, between 0.5-3 cm thick (e.g. Figure 6-3, 

5.2 m sample). Five samples from 0-8.1 m from the fault core showed widespread, 

extensive comminution, forming a diffuse, anastomosing shear zone with small pods of 

unsheared material distributed throughout. Unsheared pods range from 0.2-2 cm and 

constitute between 10-25% of the thin section area. Dorsey et al. (IN PREP) showed that 

the grain sizes within these comminuted samples ranged from mesocataclasite to 

ultracataclasite as defined by Woodcock and Mort (2008). Within all sheared zones, 

fragments of various mineral grains remain relatively undeformed up to 0.5 mm in 

diameter. Many of these fragments have rounded edges due to the frictional processes 

and grain rotation occurring within these zones (Figure 6-4). 

 

 

Figure 6-4: Photomicrographs of shear strain features. a. and b. Cataclasite band associated with an 
anastomosing gouge core of a mesoscopic fault (PPL and XPL). The edges of the fault are delineated by 
relatively undeformed quartz and feldspar grains. A younger Mode I fracture is seen cutting straight across 
the fault (red arrows). [Continues on next page] 
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[continued from previous page] c. Example of cataclasite formation within the zones of diffuse comminution 
found in some samples between 0-8.1 m of the fault core. Rounded fragments of quarts and feldspar between 
0.1-0.5 mm remain within the ultrafine-grained matrix. d. Many minor shear mode fractures that commonly 
occur in ‘unsheared’ pods within the zones of diffuse comminution.   

 

Fractures with lengths over 1 cm displayed both shear (Mode II and III) and tensile 

displacement, with the proportion of shear fractures decreasing with decreasing fracture 

length. Some sub-cm inter-grain cracks showed shear displacement of grain boundaries, 

and were prominent in unsheared pods within zones of diffuse comminution (Figure 6-

4d). The parent samples alone lacked shear on any of the thin section scale fractures, 

suggesting that all background fractures at cm-scales might be tensile. Of course our 

sample size of 17 fractures on two thin section slides is unlikely to capture a truly 

representative dataset for the background, which may contain isolated small shear mode 

fractures. On the basis of optical observation all micro-cracks that were smaller than 1 

mm appeared to be Mode I only. This was consistent across all samples.   

 

3.1 Micro-fracture crosscutting relationships 

In every sample sealed fractures and fluid inclusion planes appear to pre-date the majority 

of the open fractures, which can be seen dissecting or deflecting onto these older 

structures (Figure 6-5, point 1). Some thicker infilled fractures have been reopened, 

usually along one of the contacts between the infill and the host grain (Figure 6-5, point 

2). Calcite filled fractures are a notable exception to this, showing what appears to be 

mineral growth penetrating a few open fractures that extend away from larger calcite 

veins (Figure 6-5, point 3). The cutting of calcite veins by other tensile fractures shows 

that its mineralisation occurred after some open fractures, but before others. This is 

supported by calcite surrounding broken quartz fragments in some shear bands, and being 

fragmented itself in others. Therefore, calcite mineralisation likely reflects an 

intermediate, syn-deformation phase of mineralisation within the damage zone. 

Carbonate is thought to be sourced either from sediments in the hanging-wall that have 

been incorporated into the fault core, or carbonate weathering of soils at the surface that 

have then leached into the damage zone via meteoric fluids (Dorsey et al., IN PREP).    

Mode II displacement fractures, which can be seen offsetting older mineral veins have 

commonly been reopened as Mode I (Figure 6-5, point 4). This reopening very rarely 

occurs along the entire length of the original Mode II fracture. Finally, some wide aperture 
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fractures contain a small amount of late stage opaque residue that has built up in small 

amounts (Figure 6-5). The exact source of this material is uncertain, but may reflect the 

percolation of meteoric water into the rocks, carrying dissolved salts or suspended fine 

grained sediments such as clay. The morphology of these deposits is not consistent with 

in situ reactions, and their presence in samples that were epoxy impregnated in the field 

indicates that it is likely not due to contamination during processing.   

The precise relationship between most FIPs and older infilled veins – orange material, 

chlorite, and some opaque oxides – is hard to determine due to the lack of displacement 

on FIPs. However, some FIPs appear to terminate on sealed fractures which might 

indicate that some FIPs postdate those sealed fractures. 

 

 
Figure 6-5: Photomicrograph showing fracture crosscutting relationships. Sealed fractures are filled with 
a variety of minerals including an unknown orange mineral (pink arrow), chlorite (green arrow), calcite 
(Ca), and a late stage opaque residue. (1) Open fracture offsetting an older sealed fracture. (2) Open 
fractures deflecting along and reopening older sealed fractures. Note that the opening is at the weak contact 
between the infill and the host mineral. (3) Calcite penetrating into an open fracture. (4) Tensile 
reactivation of former Mode II displacement fractures. 

 

 

 

4 Quantitative micro-fracture Analysis 

In total 56,349 fracture intersections were counted at 1,298 measurement locations on 33 

thin sections. This was split between 1,382 in the two background samples, 50,194 in 28 
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samples on the river platform outcrop, and 4,773 in the three outer damage zone samples 

from the arroyo wall. In the total dataset open, FIP, and sealed fractures accounted for 

51.8, 39.0, and 9.2% of the total intersections respectively.  

 

4.1 Effective grain size reduction through tensile shattering 

Grain size reduction through comminution in the shear zones is evident, with the 

formation of protocataclasis, cataclasis, and gouge. However, there also appears to be a 

significant effective grain size reduction in unsheared zones. Many grains are cut by 

through-going opening-mode fractures that dissect the grain into smaller, separate 

fragments with no to very little shear displacement or rotation. These fractures often have 

wide apertures (up to 0.05 mm) leading to what looks like explosive volumetric expansion 

of some grains (Figure 6-6b,c). It is likely that any volumetric strain resulting from this 

process is being compensated by shear strain within the zones of cataclasis. 

Four categories of grain break-up could be identified qualitatively, each showing unique 

features and with different intensities of fragmentation. One additional category was 

defined for ‘intact’ grains so that each grain could be categorised as one of the following 

five categories: 

1. Intact/Fractured: Generally inter-grain fractures are thin, wispy, healed, or 

sealed, and do not extend across the entire grain. As a result, the visual continuity 

of the grain is maintained. However, grains can sometimes be dissected by one 

or two larger fractures that span several grains. Some of these larger fractures 

have been sealed with mineral infill and show some shear displacement. 

2. Fragmentation: Large through-going grain scale Mode I fractures that mostly do 

not extend into neighbouring grains. Fractures tend to have wide apertures but 

minimal crosscutting, resulting in large sub-grain fragments (mm to sub-mm). 

In elongate grains these cracks tend to form parallel to the shortest axis (Figure 

6-6a). Differ from fractured grains, which could have higher density micro-

fracturing (Table 6-2), due to the clear delineation of sub-grain fragments.  

3. Shattering: Dense network of cross-cutting tensile fractures, many spanning the 

entire crystal, and often with large dilation. They segment the crystal into small 

angular fragments on the order of 0.1 mm diameter. 

4. Intense shattering: Pervasive high density, intersecting micro-cracks through the 

entire grain. Fractures have very short lengths as most cracks terminate on other 
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cracks rather than crosscutting them. Fragments have a roughly rhombic shape 

(Figure 6-6d,f), and range in size from 0.1 mm to below 0.01 mm. 

4a.  Partial intense shattering: Same density and appearance as the category above, 

but only affecting part of the grain (Figure 6-6d). Usually limited to grain 

boundaries or protrusions in unevenly shaped grains. The rest of the grain may 

be shattered or almost entirely intact, resulting in a grain that has been broken 

into fragments with a wide range of sizes, from a significant portion of the size 

of the original grain (1-2 mm) down to below 0.01 mm. 

Comparing to the measurements from each grain we can define the range of micro-

fracture densities that correspond to each qualitative category above (Table 6-2). These 

results show that with increasing fragmentation intensity, open and total fracture densities 

increase, but FIP density decreases. Filled fractures show no significant change across the 

range of categories. Additionally, fractured to partial intense shattering all have 

overlapping ranges in open fracture density (minimum to maximum), but the intensely 

shattered category only overlaps with partial intense shattering. The comparable 

maximum densities of open fractures between these two categories is a result of either; 

(1) where the measurement was taken on the grain, and (2) how much of the grain was 

intensely shattered.    

 

Table 6-2: Micro-fracture densities of the four categories of fragmentation intensity and intact grains. 
Numbers in square brackets correspond to the minimum and maximum micro-fracture densities measured 
for a given category. 

 Micro-fracture density (#mm-1) 

Category Open Filled FIP Total 

Fractured 6.9 

[0 - 22.4] 

1.7 

[0 - 11] 

10.2 

[3 - 19.5] 

8.3 

[0.5 - 27] 

Fragmented 8.2 

[2.5 - 14] 

2.4 

[0 - 7.5] 

9.6 

[3 - 16.5] 

19.7 

[11.5 - 31.5] 

Shattered 13.7 

[3 - 21.5] 

3.1 

[0 - 14] 

7.5 

[3 - 16.5] 

23.9 

[13 - 33.5] 

Partial intense 

shattering 

23.0 

[10.5 - 35.5] 

2.6 

[0 - 13.5] 

7.3 

[3.5 - 17] 

32.7 

[21.5 - 45.5] 

Intensely 

shattered 

31.7 

[22 - 38] 

1.5 

[0 - 4] 

5.8 

[3 - 9.5] 

38.8 

[28 - 47.5] 
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Intensely shattered and partially shattered grains are relatively common in the first five 

metres of the core, which comprise between 10-50% of the measured grains in most 

samples. Further from the core this proportion drops, and after 10.5 m no more intensely 

shattered grains are found. In the sample at 10.5 m only one grain out of 48 measured 

grains was found to be intensely shattered.    

 

 

Figure 6-6: Photomicrographs of different intensities of grain fragmentation. Magnification in top right 
hand corner of each image. a. Fragmented grain with wide aperture, through-going tensile fractures. Little 
cross-cutting of fractures that predominantly align parallel to the short axis of the grain. 0.2-1 mm 
fragment. b. and c. Shattered grains with many through-going fractures that crosscut each other with a 
range of orientations. Wide apertures along many fractures result in uniform volumetric expansion of the 
entire grain. Angular fragments ranging from 0.05-0.5 mm. d. Grain that has been partially intensely 
shattered (right hand side). Fragments in intensely shattered part are roughly isometric and range from 
below 0.01 mm to 0.2 mm. e. Intensely shattered grain right next to a fragmented grain. Original grain 
boundary outlined in dashed yellow shows no obvious evidence for shear. The entire mass shows a 
sweeping, undulose extinction that was likely inherited from the original grain. f. Zoom in of e. showing 
small isometric fragments ranging from below 0.01 to 0.1 mm. There appear to be some larger fractures 
that crosscut the entire grain (e.g. yellow arrows) which may predate the highly interconnected network of 
small fractures. 
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Partial intensely shattered grains can be found in almost every sample on the river 

platform, and two of the three samples from between 41 and 52 m. Further than 10 m 

from the fault core grains of this category become less common, with most samples 

between 10-18 m only containing three or four in a thin section. Furthermore, the 

proportion of the grain that is intensely shattered also appears to decrease with increasing 

distance beyond around 5 m from the fault core. Fragmented and shattered grains are 

found in every sample except those representing the background rock.  

 

4.2 Damage zone scale trends 

Micro-fractures show a weak linear reduction in density with increasing distance from 

the fault core. However, this trend in the total micro-fracture density is entirely the 

product of a decay in open fractures, with sealed fractures and FIPs showing no statistical 

relationship with distance (Figure 6-7a,c). Sealed fractures also show no statistical 

increase in density above background levels but FIPs have between 2-4 times higher 

densities in damage zone samples compared to the background (Figure 6-7c). Because 

only open fractures show a relationship with distance from the fault, the rest of the 

analysis in this chapter will ignore sealed fractures and fluid inclusion planes, assuming 

that open fractures represent the recent active damage on the Borrego fault. Interestingly, 

the highest average open micro-fracture density does not occur immediately adjacent to 

the fault core, but is actually found at 7.5 m.  

A Breusch-Pagan test on the average open fracture density plot in Figure 6-7 shows that 

the dataset is homoscedastic in every projection (Table 6-3). However, if we look at the 

variance of measurements within each sample, we see a scattered plot with a clearly 

positive trend towards the fault core (Figure 6-8). The variance is above background 

levels in all samples from both the Arroyo wall and river platform, with a relatively 

constant range between 10-40 mm-2 between 52 and 10 m. From around 10-11 m the 

variance shows a rapid increase towards the fault core, peaking at 120 mm-2 (~50 times 

the background variance) within 5 m of the fault. This result shows that while the 

averaged measurements are homoscedastic, there is a smaller scale distribution that 

displays strongly heteroscedastic properties. Like in previous chapters taking the natural 

log of fracture density should correct for this and return the system to homoscedasticity.   
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Table 6-3: Breusch-Pagan test statistics and p-values for Borrego Fault open micro-fractures. The χ2 
reference table and instructions for understanding these results can be found in Appendix A.1. 

 Linear Exponential  Logarithmic Power law 

χ2 0.803 1.001 0.202 0.024 

p-value 0.062 0.317 0.653 0.875 

 

 

 

Figure 6-7: Average micro-fracture densities for each sample, plotted with distance from the fault core. 
Background densities are derived from the two parent samples with the grey region indicating one standard 
deviation error. 
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Figure 6-8:Variance of measurements within each thin section plotted versus distance from the fault. 
Variance in all samples is above background levels, but only begins to significantly increase at between 11 
m and the fault core. 

 

The damage zone width (DZW) can be calculated using the same method as for the meso-

fracture profiles in Chapters 3 and 4. Running linear, exponential, logarithmic, and power 

law regressions shows that logarithmic and power law functions provide a very poor fit 

to the data. These models have systematic deviations in their residuals and yield DZWs 

of more than 2,000 m and 6,000 m respectively. This is far in excess of any published 

data and theoretical limits for fault related damage. As a result, we assume 

misspecification for these two models and show only the results from linear and 

exponential regressions in Table 6-4. Of those two models, the exponential model 

provides a better fit, both in terms of R2, and the model residuals. The systematic trend in 

variance that exists for the sub-thin section scale distribution (Figure 6-8) suggests that a 

linear model is heteroscedastic, and supports the selection of an exponential decay. Based 

on this selection, we find that the Borrego Fault micro-fracture damage zone has an 

effective width of 90 m [66 - 133 m], and a slope exponent of -0.019 [± 0.003]. 

Changes in the minimum and maximum measurements for each sample with distance 

from the fault are shown in Figure 6-9. Three key features of the data can be observed 

that might help in interpreting the micro-fracture distribution. Firstly, the minimum 

fracture density barely increases from background levels, remaining consistently between 

2-5 mm-1. Secondly, the maximum density doesn’t appear to decay gradually from the 

fault core, but rather steps down suddenly from a high peak value between 0-10.5 m from 

the fault core, to a lower but consistent peak, that continues all the way to at least 52 m. 
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In the inner zone (0-10.5 m) the maxima appear to cap at around 38 mm-1, falling abruptly 

beyond this point to 26 mm-1. This stepping down point of the maxima coincides with the 

last sample in which intensely shattered grains are found. 

 

 

Table 6-4: Regression results for Borrego Fault micro-fracture damage (open fractures only). Logarithmic 
and power law models were considered not representative with low R2, poor visual fit to the data, and 
extremely large damage zone width results (exceeding 2,000 m and 6,000 m respectively). 

 Linear Regression Exponential Regression 

Transect 
ID 

DZW 
(m) 

R2 Slope 
Coefficient 

DZW 
(m) 

R2 Exponent 

Averaged 61.3 

[53.6 - 69.0] 

0.36 -0.19 

 [± 0.05] 

89.6 

[66.4 - 133.0] 

0.56 -0.019 

 [± 0.003] 

 
 
All errors are calculated from 95% confidence interval (based on the standard error of the model) and 
uncertainty in average BFD (one standard deviation).  

 

 

The third feature of the data relates to the scatter in maximum micro-fracture density 

measurements, which varies significantly between nearby samples (i.e. within 1 m of 

separation away from the fault). A higher variation is observed in the maxima between 0-

10 m than 10-52 m, ranging from 23-38 mm-1 and 18-26 mm-1 respectively. Calculated 

as a percentage difference nearby samples in the ‘inner zone’ show 51% differences while 

samples in the ‘outer zone’ show 36% differences.  
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Figure 6-9: Minimum and maximum values of open fracture density for each sample. Note the consistent 
peak maximum of ~37 mm-1 from 0-10.5 m, and then a lower, but still consistent peak maximum of 24-26 
from 10.5-52 m. Very little change in minimum density from background levels. 

 

 

4.3 Relationship between micro-fracturing and meso-fractures 

Notably, high tensile micro-fracture densities did not correlate with either diffuse 

shearing or the presence of cataclasite bands or meso-fracture gouge cores in samples. 

These zones do, however, show significant grain size reduction through the comminution 

of particles, which would lead to very high ‘micro-fracture’ densities should they be 

counted. Visual comparison suggests that in most of these sheared zones particle sizes 

should be at least as small those in pulverised grains, but in some areas individual 

fragments would be significantly smaller, as they are no longer discernible at 20x 

magnification. 

This disassociation of Mode I micro-fracture densities from shear along the length of 

meso-scale structures is also supported by the lack of a relationship between sample 

micro-fracture density and the distance from the minor subsidiary faults. Figure 6-10 

shows that samples collected from immediately adjacent to minor subsidiary faults do not 

display notably increased micro-fracture densities relative to other samples at a similar 

distance from the Borrego Fault. The same can be said for any association with the linking 

zones of minor subsidiary faults. However, visual interpretation of the figure below 

indicates that higher micro-fracture densities may be correlated with close proximity to 
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the tips of those faults (Figure 6-10). The highest density that was previously observed to 

occur at 7.5 m (Figure 6-7b) corresponds to a sample that was taken very close to the tips 

of two minor subsidiary faults (marked on Figure 6-10 with a yellow arrow). This 

particular sample does not have the highest maximum measurement, but does show a 

significantly increased proportion of intensely shattered grains relative to most other 

samples, and a higher average micro-fracture density. 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Average open micro-fracture density plotted spatially according to sample location on the 
river platform. The diameter of the circles are representative of open micro-fracture density, and colour 
coded based on the how much sheared material is present in each sample. Higher densities show a weak 
correlation with samples located near the tips of minor subsidiary faults, but no clear link to linking or wall 
zones. The highest measured densities occur in a sample near the tips of two faults, marked with yellow 
arrow). There appears to be no link between open micro-fracture density and how much comminution exists 
on the sample.   

 

Interpreting the micro-fracture densities within the context of the outcrop meso-fracture 

intensity that we derived in Chapter 3 reveals no relationship between the two. The same 

comparison was made for both the decimetre- and metre-scale patterns, as well as 

subsidiary fault intensity, giving the same result in all cases (Figure 6-11).  
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Figure 6-11: Location of samples within the meso-fracture intensity maps from Chapter 3. There appears 
to be no significant correlation between meso-fracture intensity and micro-fracture density.   

 

 

4.4 Distribution of micro-fractures at the thin section scale 

Clearly the variance and the large difference between minimum and maximum 

measurements within each thin section shows that there is significant heterogeneity at the 

thin section scale. However, that data does not offer any insights into how the densities 

might be distributed spatially, or what might be producing such a heterogeneity. To do 

this we need to show how the densities are distributed over the thin section, and in relation 

to the larger scale structural elements.  

Selected thin sections are displayed in Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 over the next two 

pages. Figure 6-12 shows only the spatial distribution of the open micro-fractures within 

each thin section, and Figure 6-13 places them into the structural context by including the 

mapped structural zones. Descriptions of the features shown in those figures are 

continued on page 237. 
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Figure 6-12: Open micro-fracture density distribution for selected thin sections from the Borrego Fault 
damage zone and parent rock.. Circle diameter is equal to the micro-fracture density and centred on the 
measurement location. The largest circles are between 30 and 40 mm-1, and the smallest circles are 1 mm-1. 
Densities of less than 1 mm-1 (0-0.5 mm-1) are marked with an ‘X’ so that they can be seen. For all thin 
sections where the orientation is known, the viewing direction is downwards and the fault is towards the top 
of the page. All bounding boxes are 45 mm long and 27 mm wide. 
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Figure 6-13: (On previous page) Thin section structural maps of selected thin sections from the Borrego 
Fault damage zone and parent rock. Orange circles represent open micro-fractures with diameter equal to 
the micro-fracture density and centred on the measurement location. The largest circles are between 30 
and 40 mm-1, and the smallest circles are 1 mm-1.  
 

  

From the spatial distributions shown in Figure 6-12 two things are clear; (1) that there are 

large changes in micro-fracture density over very short distances, probably even between 

neighbouring grains, and (2) that there is no obvious pattern to the distribution that is 

consistent between all thin sections. Perhaps one could say that there is a weak clustering 

of large circles (higher densities) which appear to occur commonly in groups of two or 

three with close spatial proximity. Any instinct of the reader to group the densities into 

linear corridors is undoubtedly an unconscious bias. This may be exacerbated somewhat 

by the sampling pattern and difference in colour between the white background and grey 

circles.   

Comparing the distribution with the mapped structures appears to be more fruitful. It 

becomes clearer from Figure 6-13 that most of the large diameter circles are closely 

related to the locations of the thin section scale fractures. While micro-fracture densities 

are commonly high in measurements immediately adjacent to larger fractures, the link is 

most prominent for measurements at or near the tips of those fractures. This relationship 

appears to become stronger with increasing distance from the fault core, as the densities 

in other areas drop and the contrast becomes more notable. The sample at 52 m 

demonstrates this particularly clearly. Intensely damaged zones (mapped as pink regions) 

also show a close spatial relationship to mapped fractures, commonly occurring along 

their length, at their tips, and particularly where they join or interact with other fractures.  

 

 

5 Discussion 

I performed a micro-fracture density transect through the damage zone of the Borrego 

Fault to compliment the meso-fracture study in Chapter 3. Quantitative results of damage 

zone width, damage decay, and heterogeneity trends were complimented with qualitative 

observations of distribution and multi-scale structural relationships. To analyse the spatial 

distribution of micro-fractures at a range of scales measurements of fracture density were 
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interpreted within the structural context of both the platform outcrop, and within each thin 

section. From these analyses we are able to help explain the processes responsible for 

micro-fracture damage in the damage zones around large faults. 

   

5.1 Structure of the Borrego Fault micro-damage zone 

What can be determined of the Borrego Fault damage zone structure through microscopic 

analysis is consistent with measurements and observations made in previous chapters.  

5.1.1 Shear strain in the damage zone 

Microscopically, a significant amount of shear strain features exist in the damage zone 

within 10 m of the fault core. Many of these are narrow bands of deformation associated 

with the cores of mesoscopic fractures, but there are also more diffuse zones of 

comminution that are wider than the 40x20 mm thin sections. Between 1 and 8 m from 

the fault core these zones are spatially correlated to minor subsidiary faults on the outcrop, 

but within 1 m this shearing is seen further from these outcrop scale faults (Figure 6-10). 

This innermost region corresponds to the partially pulverised zone on the outcrop, that 

was determined macroscopically in Chapter 3. The diffuse comminution within this zone 

likely relates to the accommodation of shear strain in granular pulverised rocks that was 

observed in the field and in larger zones of pulverisation along the San Andreas (Rempe 

et al., 2013a). 

5.1.2 Damage zone width and damage profile 

Open micro-fracture densities averaged for each thin section decay with distance from 

the fault following a trend best described by an exponential function. This decay yields a 

micro-fracture damage zone width of 89.6 [66.4 - 133.0], with a decay exponent of -0.019 

[± 0.003]. This width is comparable but slightly lower than other faults with kilometre-

scale displacement in the literature (Table 6-1), and almost identical to the damage zone 

width as defined by the meso-fracture density – 81.9 [51.3 - 169.9]. The decay trend only 

observed in open micro-fractures is consistent with other examples of faults forming in 

relatively shallow depths of less than a few kilometres (Table 6-1). 

A notable difference between the micro-fracture and meso-fracture study is that they 

follow different functional forms, exponential for micro-fracture densities, and power law 

for meso-fracture densities. Additionally, the equivalent decay rate for open micro-
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fractures over the entire damage zone is almost two times higher, which can be attributed 

to the doubling of the difference between the background and maximum fracture density 

for micro-fractures relative to meso-fractures (six times BFD compared to three times 

BFD). However, if we compare the average slope coefficient for just the inner half of the 

damage zone, then the decay rates are almost identical. The deviation for the entire 

damage zone is the result of the much longer tail on the power law decay.  

While average open micro-fracture densities gradually reduce from the fault core, 

maximum densities show a distinctly stepped decline and minimum densities barely show 

any change from the background. This gives a fault normal distribution profile for micro-

fracture densities that has a distinctly different form to the ‘wedge-shaped’ meso-fracture 

density profile (Figure 6-14). The stepped maximum could   

 

 

Figure 6-14: Schematic damage profiles for micro-fractures and meso-fractures through the Borrego Fault 
damage zone. a. Micro-fracture profile showing a stepped maximum, barely changing minimum, and 
exponential average decay. b. Meso-fracture damage profile showing a wedge shaped distribution with 
width increasing towards the fault core, and an average power law decay. Micro-fractures continue 
increasing into the zone of gritty pulverisation while meso-fractures become obscured. 

 

5.1.3 Trends in heterogeneity 

The variance results from the dataset show heterogeneity in micro-fracture densities has 

a clear multi-scale property that depends on the observation scale. When averaged for 

entire thin sections (cm viewing scale), the distribution of micro-fracture densities over 

the entire damage zone shows some scatter, but no systematic change in variance with 

distance from the fault (Figure 6-7). However, when we look at the variance within each 

thin section (mm viewing scale) then a clear systematic pattern emerges showing a 

reduction in heterogeneity within the first 11 m from the fault core (Figure 6-8). Beyond 

11 m the variance plateaus, consistently remaining above the background level. The inner 
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zone of 0-11 m shows a very similar heterogeneity distribution to that observed in meso-

fracture densities on the same outcrop (Chapter 3). Based on this result, it seems likely 

that there are two discreet scales of heterogeneity with different statistical properties2; a 

larger than centimetre-scale pattern that is homoscedastic over the width of the damage 

zone, and a millimetre-scale pattern that is heteroscedastic.  

If we look at how both of these scales of heterogeneity are distributed spatially we see 

that they are related to faults and fractures with lengths only one or two orders of 

magnitude larger than the heterogeneity. Furthermore, there seems to be good evidence 

that micro-fracture densities are more strongly correlated to the tips of larger fractures, so 

that mm-scale heterogeneities are associated with the tips of cm-long fractures (Figure 6-

13), and cm-scale heterogeneities are associated with the tips of fractures that are metres 

to tens of metres long (Figure 6-10). Both of these heterogeneities overprint the larger 

scale decay trend with distance from the fault.  

 

5.2 Modification of stresses in the damage zone 

In our analysis we only focus on tensile micro-fractures that form in response to the stress 

field (Anders et al., 2014), ignoring grain size reductions that are related to comminution 

in sheared zones. Therefore, any heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of these micro-

fracture densities should theoretically reflect heterogeneity in the stress field within the 

damage zone of the Borrego Fault (Anders and Wiltschko, 1994). Through this spatial 

investigation it appears that two variables control the tensile micro-crack density, and 

produce the heterogeneities seen at both outcrop and thin section scales; (1) distance from 

the main fault, (2) proximity to the tips of faults and fractures at a range of scales in the 

damage zone. Notably, high sample fracture densities were not significantly correlated 

with diffuse shearing or the presence of cataclasite or gouge cores from mesoscopic 

fractures. These three observations are important for how we interpret the origin of micro-

fractures in the damage zone. 

The damage zone width and decay in micro-fractures with distance from the fault fits well 

to the damage zone scaling with fault displacement/length predicted by the process zone 

model for micro-crack formation (e.g. Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Scholz et al., 1993; 

Vermilye and Scholz, 1998). However, the stresses produced during this process should 

                                                 
2 Note: both of these dataset properties are only applicable when considering the fracture density as a 
function of distance from the fault. 
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have a power law decay with distance from the fault (Love, 1927), which would 

theoretically produce a power law decay in damage (Savage and Brodsky, 2011). A power 

law model does not fit our dataset. Instead, the exponential decay that we observe 

indicates that more damage is being produced further from the fault than would be 

expected from the theoretical stress decay. This supports fracture mechanics models that 

suggest that yield within the inner damage zone modifies the stresses imparted from the 

main fault (Scholz et al., 1993).  

Modifications to the Borrego Fault stress is also supported by micro-fracture 

heterogeneity in the damage zone. The connection between micro-fracture density and 

proximity to the tips of larger fractures (10-2-101 m) indicates that the stress concentration 

at the tips of those fractures might be the driving mechanism for modifying the stresses 

in the damage zone. The influence of stress amplification at fracture tips on micro-fracture 

density clearly does not extend very far. The only sample that shows a notable increase 

in average micro-fracture density is no more than a few centimetres from the tips of two 

minor subsidiary faults. At the thin section scale increased fracture densities are only ever 

observed in one or two grains from the tips of cm to dm length fractures. These 

observations are consistent with expectations of the stress concentration defined by the 

stress intensity factor (Chapter 1, Section 2.2) for fractures with these length scales Irwin 

(1957).   

 

5.3 Dynamic shattering and pulverisation 

There appears to be a significant effective grain size reduction even in unsheared zones, 

with tensile cracks dissecting whole grains into smaller fragments. The large apertures 

and high connectivity observed in the four categories of fragmentation should result in a 

total loss of cohesion between fragments. Of the four categories identified here, the 

intensely shattered and partially intensely shattered grains (categories 3 and 3a) appear to 

have characteristics of dynamic loading conditions. The high density of fractures is 

indicative of high strain rates, and the very short lengths of the majority of the fractures 

and lack of strain accommodation indicates short loading durations (Aben et al., 2017a). 

Categories 1 and 2 could possibly have coseismic origins, but their features are not unique 

to dynamic strain rates and so we cannot be sure of the conditions of their formation.  

Interestingly, while there is overlap between the minimum and maximum open fracture 

densities of every other category, the intensely shattered category does not overlap with 
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densities in shattered and fragmented categories. Partial intense shattering bridges the gap 

between the less intense categories and intense shattering, combining features of both. 

This, combined with the dynamic features in these grains, could indicate either distinctly 

different mechanisms forming intensely shattered grains, and shattered/fragmented 

grains, or a threshold in strain rate or stress that differentiates the intensity of fracturing. 

Within the intensely shattered category, fracture densities (22-38 mm-1) can be converted 

into approximate grain size to yield representative average particle sizes of between 0.02-

0.04 mm. This corresponds to a medium-coarse silt grade on the Udden–Wentworth scale 

(Wentworth, 1922). In some parts of these grains fragments clearly have even smaller 

sizes than this, well below 0.01 mm. These grain sizes match what would be expected 

from the macroscopic expression of pulverisation – i.e. the breakdown of much of the 

rock into a silt grade powder (Chapter 5). These intensely shattered grains likely 

contribute the source of the powdered component of gritty pulverisation within the narrow 

zone of partial pulverisation found along the Borrego Fault. Fragmented and shattered 

grains are probably still prevalent within non-pervasive pulverised rocks (e.g. gritty 

pulverisation), giving them the characteristic gritty texture when disassociated (Chapter 

5).   

Results from particle size analysis of pulverised samples along the San Andreas Fault 

yield median particle sizes of 0.02-0.2 mm (Rockwell et al., 2009; Wechsler et al., 2011), 

well within the ranges of the fracture densities from shattering, partial intense shattering, 

and intense shattering categories. Furthermore, these studies show that the total range of 

particle sizes is much wider, from 0.003-5 mm (Wechsler et al., 2011). The upper limit 

of this range corresponds to completely intact grains, and could be indicative of the 

continuation of the consistently low minimum fracture density that we see in our dataset 

(Figure 6-9), even into pervasively pulverised rocks. 

5.3.1 Microscopic vs. macroscopic pulverisation 

On the platform outcrop macroscopic pulverisation is limited to only around 1 m from 

the fault core. However, on a microscopic scale individual grains can be intensely 

shattered to pulverised grain sizes to 10.5 m from the fault (Figure 6-9). This could 

indicate that the difference between the pulverised rock and unpulverised rock is simply 

that there is some threshold proportion of fragmented, shattered, and intensely shattered 

grains at which point the bulk cohesion of the rock breaks down. While grain 

pulverisation and bulk pulverisation are not the same, these results still demonstrate that 
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significant dynamic strain rates are occurring in the rock around the Borrego Fault to at 

least 10 m. This distance is compatible with limits for pulverisation in isotropic tension 

in sub-Rayleigh rupture conditions (Griffith et al., 2018). Furthermore, in samples 

between 2-10 m, the occurrence of these grains almost exclusively near the tips of larger 

fractures indicates that these zones of increased stress likely play a significant role in the 

onset of pulverisation.  

 

5.4 Healing/sealing of the damage zone 

Geochemical evidence from samples on the river platform suggest that alteration within 

the damage zone of the Borrego Fault likely occurred at temperatures less than 200°C 

(based on quartz solubility) (Dorsey et al., IN PREP). In this dataset I show that while 

there is no trend in fluid inclusion planes with distance from the fault, all of the samples 

from both the river platform and arroyo wall have densities that are increased above the 

background FIP density. This increase of around 200-400% is statistically significant, 

exceeding 95% confidence limits, and is probably linked to deformation related to the 

Borrego Fault. Crosscutting relationships with open fractures indicate that FIPs probably 

formed during the early stages of deformation along the Borrego Fault, likely at greater 

depth than most of the recent damage.  

Increased deuteric alteration within the damage zone does not correspond to an increased 

density of infilled micro-fractures. This could suggest that while the fluids migrating 

through the damage zone contained the right composition of dissolved minerals to 

promote deuteric alteration, they were not sufficiently saturated in these minerals for 

direct precipitation to occur within open fractures. This could also be why the rocks within 

the Borrego Fault damage zone are only moderately altered relative to the parent 

granodiorite compared to the intense alteration that occurs along the Laguna Salada Fault 

(Chapter 4).  
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6 Conclusions 

The study presented in this chapter compliments the work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, 

providing a more complete characterisation of the damage zone structure and offering 

new insights into the formation of micro-fractures and the pulverisation process. Micro-

structural observation and measurement agrees with findings from the meso-fracture 

study of the Borrego Fault performed in Chapter 3.  

The main outcomes of this chapter can be summarised into the following: 

1. Micro-fracture damage follows an exponential decay, reaching background 

fracture densities at 90 m [66 - 133 m]. While the width agrees well with the 

mesoscopic damage zone from Chapter 3, 82 m [51 - 170 m], the functional form 

is different, exponential compared to power law. 

2. Micro-fracture densities show a heterogeneous distribution with a high variance 

at thin section scales. Heterogeneity is increased in all samples within the damage 

zone relative to the background, but more so within 0-11 m where it increases 

towards the fault core.  

3. However, there is no trend in heterogeneity when the micro-fracture density is 

averaged over each thin section. This shows that there are two discrete patterns of 

distribution, a larger than centimetre-scale pattern that is homoscedastic over the 

width of the damage zone, and a millimetre-scale pattern that is heteroscedastic.  

4. Heterogeneous fracture densities reflect heterogeneous stresses in the damage 

zone of the Borrego Fault. These are likely caused by the concentration of stress 

at the tips of fractures in the damage zone ranging from centimetres to decametres 

in length. This produces local amplifications in stress that occur at millimetre to 

centimetre scales.  

5. This heterogeneous stress field has episodically been dynamically perturbed 

during earthquake rupture on the Borrego Fault, which has produced intensely 

shattered grains up to ~10 m from the fault core.  

6. There appears to be a minimal effect of fracture healing and sealing in the damage 

zone. This is important as it means that damage around the Borrego Fault was 

formed in shallow conditions (>200 degrees), and has not been modified by the 

fluids migrating through it. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Overall Discussion and Conclusions 
 
 

In Chapters 3-6, I performed qualitative and quantitative analysis of parts of the damage 

zones around three large seismogenic faults in the Southern San Andreas Fault System: 

the Borrego Fault, the Laguna Salada Fault, and the San Andreas Fault. The focus of this 

study was to collect detailed datasets that would reveal more about the internal 

distribution of damage within the damage zones of these faults. While most quantitative 

approaches so far have simplified the system by averaging fracture densities, and applying 

linear regressions to noisy datasets, I have attempted to address some of this complexity 

by conducting a more thorough statistical and spatial analysis. Comparing results from 

the three faults has helped develop a better understanding of how these patterns of damage 

might evolve with continued displacement on crustal scale faults.  

Footwall meso-fracture damage zone widths were determined for three fault segments, 

and a footwall micro-fracture damage zone width calculated for one. All three meso-

fracture damage zones display a power law decay and have comparable width, around 

100-200 m, likely the result of damage zone width saturation beyond several hundred 

metres of displacement (Ampuero, 2014; Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Scholz, 2019). I 

conclude that further off-fault damage imparted by increasing displacement beyond this 

damage zone width saturation point is manifested predominantly by increased internal 

damage, subsidiary fault formation and heterogeneity within the damage zones of the 

faults. This results in a decreasing decay exponent (slope coefficient) and a less concave 

profile from the Laguna Salada Fault (> 11 km displacement), to the SE Borrego Fault 

(6-8 km displacement), to the NW Borrego Fault (3-4 km displacement).    

While meso-fracture and micro-fracture profiles both show concave up decay with 

distance and good agreement in damage zone width, the form of these profiles show 

significant differences. First, micro-fracture densities follow an exponential decay with 

distance, while the meso-fracture decay is better described using a power law. Second, 

the maximum micro-fracture density has a step-like profile with the minimum density 

barely changing from background levels (Figure 7-1d), giving it a very different form to 

the wedge-shaped profile that characterises the meso-fracture density (Figure 7-1b). 
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Figure 7-1: Schematic summary depicting the key results from each chapter. Each result contributes 
towards out understanding of how damage is distributed in the damage zone, the trends in heterogeneity 
(variance), and how this damage might evolve with continuing displacement along the fault. 
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From the collated datasets of Savage and Brodsky (2011) and Choi et al. (2016), it is clear 

that few of the well-known published damage zone studies incorporate any error or 

uncertainty into their results. In fact, of the over 100 measurements of damage zone width 

from 24 published sources in Savage and Brodsky (2011), only 12 data points contain 

error bars, two of which only included errors in fault displacement (Choi et al. (2016) 

doesn’t include a single error bar in their collated dataset from 12 publications). For a 

field of research where distributions are known to be complex and noisy plots are 

common, this seems to be an oversight. Significant errors in the damage zone widths 

calculated for the Borrego and Laguna Salada Fault demonstrate the need for constraining 

uncertainty in these kinds of studies. This is particularly the case for power law decay 

models that have a long, shallow tail, making the damage zone width highly susceptible 

to errors in measuring or defining the background fracture density. The uncertainties 

determined in this thesis show a range of around one order of magnitude, which might 

play a significant role in contributing to the scatter observed in the collated datasets. 

Heterogeneity in the damage zone appears to exist on all scales of observation, from 

individual grains to outcrops, with damage concentrating into clusters at scales below the 

width of the damage zone (Figure 7-2d-f). Furthermore, this heterogeneity does not 

appear to be distributed randomly around the fault. When analysed quantitatively through 

the variance in the dataset, a systematic trend emerges, showing decreasing heterogeneity 

with distance from the fault. This variance decays exponentially from a peak close to the 

fault core, and reaches background levels at a distance that is less than the damage zone 

width. Analysing the distribution of fracture densities spatially, reveals that these trends 

are ultimately controlled by larger scale fractures in the damage zone. Meso-fracture 

damage patterns are dictated by subsidiary shear fractures at length scales ranging from 

100-102 m while micro-fracture damage patterns are influenced by fractures larger than 

10-2 m. Notably, damage concentrates around specific parts of fractures, in particular the 

tip and linking zones, where stresses are highest.  

Additionally, I addressed the development of pulverisation, the intense endmember of 

dynamic damage, by comparing the distributions of non-pervasive pulverisation around 

the Borrego Fault to the various categories of pulverisation in the wide zone adjacent to 

the San Andreas Fault. The distribution shows a patchy heterogeneity occurring with a 

similar wavelength to that observed in the meso-fracture damage. This overprints a larger 

scale trend of increasing pulverisation intensity towards the fault core, where the 

accommodation of shear strain becomes gradually more prominent. Within this zone the 
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full range of damage categories could be found in all locations. The shift towards more 

intense pulverisation and smaller intact blocks towards the core corresponds to a decrease 

in variance as damage transitions to microscopic scales and the rock becomes 

macroscopically more homogeneous.    

 

 

Figure 7-2: Illustrations of how fracture distributions change with scale. Generally, there is a difference 
between large scale distributions which cover multiple interacting fault zones (a-c) and distributions at 
scales smaller than the damage zone width of an individual fault (d-f). A transition occurs at some scale 
from damage organising into linear corridors, to damage organising into a patchy network of clusters. a. 
San Andreas plate boundary fault system (data from USGS website), b. Sierra Cucapah fault network, c. 
section of the Borrego Fault and subsidiary structures, d. meso-fracture distribution in the Borrego Fault 
damage zone, e. mesoscopic distribution of pulverisation in the San Andreas Fault damage zone, f. thin 
section distribution of micro-fractures in the Borrego Fault damage zone.   
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1 How does this data compare to the published literature? 

The quantified results from this work can be added to the collated datasets from the 

published literature to compare how they fit into the larger context of other fault studies, 

but also to contribute to the growing global dataset of fault zone properties. I present a 

series of updated figures (Figure 7-3 to Figure 7-5) including the data from the Borrego 

and Laguna Salada faults. The data fits into the general trend observed in damage zone 

width vs. displacement plots for crystalline rocks (Figure 7-3). The size of the error bars 

(almost one order of magnitude) reflects the scatter in the plot. While other authors have 

described the trend as linear until the damage zone saturation limit, after which it plateaus 

(Savage and Brodsky, 2011; Scholz, 2019), it could also have a more gradual transition, 

shown by the curved dashed blue line. In order to verify either of these trends more data 

is required in the 2 m to 3,000 m displacement range. The approximate damage zone 

widths from the large subsidiary faults in the footwall of the Laguna Salada Fault have 

also been added to the plot. While these results likely underestimate the damage zone 

widths, their approximate range is towards the lower end, lending support to either a 

curved best fit (blue dashed line), or a less than 1:1 linear fit, and a damage zone saturation 

displacement more in line with the prediction of Savage and Brodsky (2011).  
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Figure 7-3: (On previous page) Dataset of fault damage zone widths for faults in crystalline rock. Data 
from Savage and Brodsky (2011) and Faulkner et al. (2011b). BF – Borrego Fault, LSF – Laguna Salada 
Fault, SAF – San Andreas Fault, SJF – San Jacinto Fault. Uncertainties for the Borrego Fault (NW and 
SE) are from the meso-fracture study in Chapter 3. Result for the San Jacinto Fault is based on two 
unpublished transects, one collected by myself, and the other presented by Morton et al. (2012). 
Approximate damage zone widths and displacements of the large faults in the footwall of the Laguna Salada 
Fault are shown by the dashed square region (representing the uncertainty in their estimates). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-4: Results from the digitised fracture network of the platform outcrop (red data points) plotted on 
cumulative frequency vs. fracture length graph with other datasets collated by Torabi and Berg (2011). 
This demonstrates the unique scale of the dataset, at smaller fracture lengths (between 0.01 and 10 m) 
where only two datasets previously existed.   
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Figure 7-5: Collated dataset of the recorded observations of pulverised rocks along faults in various 
lithologies. The Borrego Fault pulverisation zone extending to ~5 m has been marked with a star. Most 
other pulverised material along faults in crystalline rock has been found in wide zones (> 40 m wide), 
except for the San Jacinto Fault, which have a zone of partial pulverisation of variable thickness up to 10 
m. The Borrego Fault contains the most immature pulverised zone within what is classically defined as 
pulverised. Modified from Aben et al. (2017a)  

 

 

 

2 Implications for fault zone models 

This study has significantly improved our understanding of the internal damage structure 

and evolution, and how the fractures at a range of scales are distributed within the damage 

zones of large faults. Additionally, based on spatial relationships, it appears that for both 

micro-fracture and meso-fracture damage, the density is controlled by two variables: (1) 

distance from the main fault, and (2) proximity to the tips and linking zones of faults and 

fractures in the damage zone that are one to two orders of magnitude larger. This suggests 

some pseudo-fractal property operating at scales below the width of the damage zone 

whereby larger damage structures control the distribution of smaller damage structures. 

The linear trend of the frequency-length plot in Figure 7-4 supports a fractal distribution 

in the damage zone, at least for fractures with lengths between 0.2-2 m. 

Clearly damage is accrued through a range of processes operating in the damage zone. So 

far four main processes have been suggested for the formation of damage: (1) strain 
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associated with a propagating fault tip (process zone model) (Cowie and Shipton, 1998; 

Scholz, 2019; Vermilye and Scholz, 1998), (2) widening a fault zone due to small rupture 

patches and activation of subsidiary faults in the damage zone (modified slip-patch model) 

(Shipton and Cowie, 2003), (3) fracturing caused by dynamic loading (Kilb et al., 2000; 

Vidale and Li, 2003), and (4) local stresses around irregularities and undulations along 

the fault core (Chester et al., 2004; Chester and Chester, 2000a). Evidence from the faults 

in this study are consistent with predictions from all of these models. Most likely, all four 

mechanisms contribute to developing the complex damage structures observed along 

large seismogenic faults, with the contributions of each changing over the fault’s 

evolution and in different proportions for different faults, or different parts of a fault. 

It seems clear when combining the results from the three faults in this study with other 

faults in the published literature, that once the width of the damage zone has reached 

saturation at a few hundred metres, further displacement leads almost entirely to 

continued development of internal complexity. I therefore present the following seven 

stages of fault zone growth with increased displacement on a single fault, as summarised 

in Figure 7-6:  

0. Immature Fault - Less than 10’s of centimetres displacement. 

Onset of faulting with related subsidiary structures forming a macro-fracture 

damage zone. Development of a micro-fracture damage zone as shown in 

laboratory experiments (Aben et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2000; Lockner et al., 1991). 

Damage mainly formed through the process zone and stress concentration at 

fracture termination. 

1. Formation of a meso-fracture damage zone - Between 10-1-100 m displacement. 

Development of a meso-fracture damage zone around the fault that can be 

differentiated from the macro-fracture damage zone, i.e. consistently increased 

damage along the entire length of the fault. Similar to the differentiation between 

minor subsidiary faults and major subsidiary faults made in Chapters 3 and 4.  

2. Increasing peak damage - Between 100-101 m displacement. Figure 7-6a,b. 

Initially both peak fracture density and damage zone width increase. By several 

10’s of metres displacement, maximum peak density is reached near the FC 

(Mitchell and Faulkner, 2009). The peak damage may be controlled by rock type.  

3. Increasing damage zone width - Between 101-102 m displacement. Figure 7-6b-e. 

Constant peak damage with damage zone width continues to increase until 

saturation at several hundred metres displacement. During this stage the slope 
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coefficient is dictated entirely by the change in damage zone width. Therefore, we 

can represent the relationship between the slope and damage zone width over this 

part of the fault’s evolution as: 

 

𝑛𝑛 ∝  
1

log(𝑤𝑤)
 

  
where n is the slope coefficient (synonymous with the decay exponent from 

Savage and Brodsky (2011)) and w is the damage zone width.  

4. Increasing complexity of the damage zone - Greater than 102 m displacement. 

Figure 7-6e-g. 

Damage zone width remains roughly constant and further fracturing is 

accommodated internally within the damage zone, leading to an increase in 

complexity. Continued formation of minor subsidiary faults, particularly in the 

inner part of the damage zone, leads to an increase in tip and linking zones, and 

the gradual reduction of intact blocks closer to the fault core. Coalescence of faults 

leads to the formation of much larger subsidiary faults that have their own damage 

zones, causing spikes in the decay trend (Figure 7-6f,g). 

5. Onset of pulverisation - Greater than 103 m displacement. Figure 7-6h,i. 

Once the fault is capable of sustaining significant earthquakes (e.g. Mw7+), repeat 

events may lead to the formation of a narrow zone of partially pulverised material 

close to the fault core. This pulverisation likely focuses in zones of increased 

meso-fracture damage, controlled by the location of minor subsidiary faults. 

Under normal conditions this can probably grow to around 10 m (Griffith et al., 

2018), and may include small pods of pervasively pulverised material.  

6. Pervasive pulverisation - Greater than 104 m displacement. Figure 7-6j. 

Wide zones of pervasively pulverised rock can form greater than several 10’s of 

metres wide along some faults. It is likely that these large volumes are due to 

cumulative dynamic damage, reducing the pulverization threshold (e.g. Aben et 

al., 2016) and leading to pulverized zone growth, and also contributions from 

dynamic stresses during supershear ruptures (Yuan et al., 2011) and/or wrinkle-

like rupture pulses (Ben-Zion, 2001; Ben-Zion and Shi, 2005). To address this 

would require further study of faults displaying pulverisation widths and 

intensities between the Borrego and San Andreas faults, such as the San Jacinto 

Fault (Morton et al., 2012).  
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3 The benefit of hindsight: improvements to the methodology 

Now that we are finally reaching the end of this tome, let us perform a little retrospection. 

If I were asked to do this work again, what would I change? Apart from the simple answer 

that more data, either through more measurements per transect, or more transects, would 

give a better dataset, I believe that there are some modifications that can be made to the 

Figure 7-6: Schematic diagram illustrating the theoretical evolution of mesoscopic fault damage along a 
fault normal profile through a maturing fault in crystalline rock. Instances a-j are described in the text on 
previous pages as fault growth stages 2-6. 
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methodologies themselves that would benefit this study. These modifications should be 

considered by other researchers who should wish to collect similar datasets to the ones 

shown in this thesis. 

 

3.1 Meso-damage transects 

Based on findings from the Borrego dataset in Chapter 3, and observations from the 

damage zone of the Laguna Salada Fault, I think there are a few ways that the 

methodology employed in this study could be improved. When collecting this data, I had 

not yet appreciated the systematic trends in heterogeneity (these were only discovered 

after plotting and analysing the results), or developed the theory that minor subsidiary 

faults in the damage zone were responsible. Had we known this I think it would have 

been pertinent to collect more information regarding the occurrence of both minor and 

major subsidiary faults in the damage zone.  

In Chapter 3, Section 3, alternative methods of data collection were discussed briefly, 

including why they were not ultimately used in our study. One of those methods was to 

collect data using a continuous, or near-continuous, scanline (e.g. Berg and Skar, 2005; 

Brogi, 2008; Choi et al., 2016; Micarelli et al., 2006b; O'Hara et al., 2017). While results 

from this kind of study would not have revealed the trends in heterogeneity that we 

observe on both the Borrego and Laguna Salada faults, they would be suitable for 

demonstrating the occurrence of larger scale features, and their prevalence at distances 

along the scanline. I suggest that for future studies an ideal approach would be to couple 

the method used in Chapter 3 and 4 with a scanline through the damage zone along each 

transect, marking the locations, or densities of minor and major subsidiary faults. Thus, 

we would be able to compare the meso-fracture heterogeneity at a given distance from 

the fault with the prevalence of both minor and major subsidiary faults.  

 

3.2 Alteration along the Laguna Salada Fault 

Increasing the number of alteration categories would have been relatively 

straightforward, and could potentially have revealed some interesting subtleties in the 

dataset. While it should have been possible to subdivide each category (1, 2, and 3) into 

at least two separately identifiable categories in the field, this would likely have added a 

significant time burden to data collection. Instead, simply dividing the most intense 
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alteration category into intense alteration (3) and complete alteration (4) would have 

made an important differentiation.  

For a more in-depth analysis of the distribution of alteration a similar approach to that 

used for pulverisation could have been implemented. Mapping the various alteration 

categories onto metre squared panels in the field at various distances from the fault may 

have revealed some interesting insights into how the distribution changes with distance 

from the fault core. Much of the alteration intensity was based on colouration of the rock, 

so this could have been achieved relatively easily. Photos taken in the field could be 

digitally enhanced to highlight deviations in colour that could assist with mapping the 

various categories. Of course, a systematic approach to this would be required, with care 

in maintaining lighting conditions, and a few mapped examples in the field required for 

comparison.  

 

3.3 Micro-fracture sampling 

Once the complete meso-fracture network was digitised and the sample locations for thin 

sections overlain, it became obvious that we had not ideally sampled the high- and low-

intensity patches (see Figure 6-11). Reproducing this work, I think it would be optimal to 

first digitise the fracture network, generate the fracture intensity map, and then pinpoint 

locations on the outcrop that would correspond to peaks, troughs, and mid-points in meso-

fracture intensity. The link between fracture tips and increased micro-fracture density 

requires further investigation. Because the stress concentration around the tips of minor 

subsidiary faults drops of so rapidly samples need to be collected from very close to their 

terminations. However, because these locations represent such small volumes of the 

damage zone, micro-fracture densities measured from there would not be representative 

of that particular distance from the fault. This fact needs to be considered when 

performing regression analyses to determine damage zone widths. 
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4 Future work 

More datasets of the kinds collected in this thesis are required to gain a more complete 

picture of the precise distribution of damage around faults. Specifically, multi-transect 

studies quantifying variance are required on faults of a range of maturity in order to get a 

better understanding of how heterogeneities in the damage zone form and evolve with 

increasing displacement. Lithology also plays a significant role in the formation of a 

fault’s damage zone, particularly influencing damage type and subsidiary fault 

orientation. In porous rock for example, damage is dominated by deformation bands 

rather than joints, and subsidiary faults often form sub-parallel to the main fault, leading 

to less interactions (Fossen and Hesthammer, 1997; Johansen et al., 2005; Micarelli et al., 

2006a; Shipton and Cowie, 2001). While heterogeneities in damage are known to occur 

along all faults, whether the trends that we observed in crystalline rock are applicable for 

faults forming in porous rock is uncertain.  

There is clearly still scope for more work to be performed along both the Borrego and 

Laguna Salada faults, as well as further analysis of samples collected during the course 

of this thesis. Micro-fracture densities could be supplemented with fracture orientations 

from the 24 oriented thin sections made from samples on the river platform outcrop. It 

would be interesting to compare the orientations of micro-fractures with the orientations 

of the surrounding meso-fractures, or even thin section scale fractures, to see if there is 

any connection. Should this analysis be performed, the two other orthogonal chips cut 

from each thin section would be needed to obtain a true three-dimensional reconstruction 

of micro-fracture orientations (Anders and Wiltschko, 1994). 

Further analysis is required to determine the impact of subsidiary structures on the 

evolution of damage within the damage zone. For this, I propose extracting the structural 

relationships between the various fractures within the damage zone. While I have 

attempted this on the Borrego Fault (Figure 7-7), the complexity of the damage makes it 

incredibly difficult to discern most structural relationships, particularly in the inner 5 m 

where structures form parallel to the main fault and the number of interactions between 

subsidiary faults increases. Simpler damage zones around smaller scale faults would be 

ideal an ideal starting place to perform this kind of analysis. 
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Figure 7-7: Some discernible structural relationships between minor subsidiary faults and smaller 
fractures. The increased damage at their tips and linking zones seems clearly related to the macro-fracture 
damage zones around those faults. Studies on less complex damage zones are needed to confirm this. 

 

There has been some detailed analysis of the grain size and micro-structure within the 

pulverised rocks observed along the San Andreas Fault (Rempe et al., 2013a; Rockwell 

et al., 2009; Wechsler et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2005). However, these analyses have not 

made any systematic differentiation between different categories of pulverisation at the 

mesoscopic scale. Ideally, future work in this field should sample specific locations on a 

mapped panel so that each category can be defined macroscopically and microscopically. 

While there must be microscopic causes for the differences in macroscopic texture 

between the five categories outlined in Chapter 5, these are currently not known. 

Characterisation of the microscopic properties responsible for these macroscopic 

differences is important if we hope to understand the processes behind the formation of 

the wide pulverised zones.  

The San Jacinto Fault in southern California is now also known to have a generally non-

pervasive pulverised zone extending up to 10 m from the fault core (Figure 7-5). Small 

pods of characteristic rock-flour have also been found in one location along the fault 

(Morton et al., 2012). With around 25 km of displacement this fault represents a mid-

point between the Borrego and San Andreas faults, and presents a perfect opportunity to 

study the continued evolution of pulverised rock volumes. 
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4.1 The role of machine learning and AI 

The burgeoning field of artificial intelligence and machine learning should open up 

multiple avenues of research and make data collection orders of magnitude faster. 

Computer run simulations and algorithms for performing analysis on digitised datasets 

have already drastically expanded our capabilities compared to 20-30 years ago (e.g. 

FracPaQ, Healy et al. (2017)). Not only has it made the statistical analysis of numeric 

data as simple as selecting a function and clicking ‘run’, but it has also opened the door 

to new qualitative capabilities, such as the spatial analysis performed in Chapter 3. While 

all of this is impressive, it is surely nothing compared to the existing capacity and 

potential of machine learning and AI.   

One of the most prominent barriers to work of this kind is the amount of time that it takes 

to collect measured datasets, especially for digitised fracture networks3. With the right, 

large enough training dataset, much of the process could theoretically be automated, not 

only allowing us to collect the same amount of data in a fraction of the time, but also 

performing the data collection with a degree of consistency that is impossible to match 

by humans.   

The development of these kinds of image processing machine learning algorithms are 

already being developed for use in facial recognition and driverless car technologies. It 

doesn’t seem like that much of a stretch that someone (with the right skillset) might begin 

to apply the technology to the earth sciences where interpretation of visual information is 

a fundamental tool in our analyses. But let us be real, algorithms are not going to take 

away all the work, we will still need to go out into the field to collect samples, 

photographs, and make geological interpretations. Lab work will still need to be 

performed by people and thin sections will continue to be made manually. The most 

tedious and repetitive tasks though? Like endless hours of clicking on the computer, 

manually searching waveforms for arrival times, or point count identification of mineral 

grains. Well, they can be left to the machines, while we continue the arduous task of 

figuring out what it could all possibly mean. The scientific process may soon be 

revolutionised. 

  

                                                 
3 It took me between two and three hours to manually trace each square metre on the river platform to obtain 
the digitised fracture network of 11,114 fractures. In total, the entire outcrop took between 150-200 hours, 
the equivalent of a months’ worth of nine to fives. 
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A. Additional methodology details 
 

A.1 Understanding results from a Breusch-Pagan test for heteroscedasticity 

A combination of the χ2 and p-value are needed to determine if the null hypothesis (that the 
dataset is homoscedastic) is valid or violated. χ2 limits for various confidences can be determined 
from the chi-squared lookup table below. 

 

Table A-1: Chi-square (χ2) lookup table for determining heteroscedasticity 

 

 

 

How to use the table: 

Determine the degrees of freedom (r) related to the chi-squared random variable and a 
satisfactory probability level for your analysis. Degrees of freedom relate to how many 
independent variables contribute towards the changing variance, which in our case is just 
distance from the fault (r = 1). Probability level determines the confidence that the result 
violates the null hypothesis (that the system is homoscedastic) if χ2 is greater than the number 
defined in the table.   

e.g.  if we want to be 95% confident that the system is heteroscedastic then the χ2 result 
from the Breusch-Pagan test should be greater than 3.841. If we want to be 99% 
confident then χ2 > 6.635. 

 

Example: 

Let us use this lookup table to help interpret the results of the Breusch-Pagan test performed 
on the Borrego Fault river platform dataset: 

 

Table A-2: Breusch-Pagan test statistics and p-values for different regression models for the river platform 
scatter plot 

 Linear Exponential  Logarithmic Power law 
χ2 38.385 2.1871 26.214 0.2819 
p-value 5.807 x 10-10 0.1392 3.056 x 10-7 0.5955 

 

 χ2 lower limits for different confidences 
r 90 95 97.5 99 
1 2.706 3.841 5.024 6.635 
2 4.605 5.991 7.378 9.210 
3 6.251 7.815 9.348 11.34 
4 7.779 9.488 11.14 13.28 
5 9.236 11.07 12.83 15.09 
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For 95% confidence that the system is not heteroscedastic the following conditions must be met: 

χ2 < 3.841 and p-value > 0.05  

Therefore, only the exponential and power law models satisfy these conditions, and can be 
considered homoscedastic. Linear and logarithmic models both show heteroscedasticity.  

 

 

A.2 Sample preparation for thin sectioning 

Three perpendicular sections are made for each sample, one parallel to the fault plane, and the 
other two perpendicular to it in the vertical and horizontal planes. A representative 3D fracture 
network can be derived from a combined statistical analysis of the fracture attributes on each 
plane. Hopefully this will help us understand more about the spatial controls on damage 
evolution.  

 

A.2.1 Producing oriented rock chips 

A.2.1.1 Reorientation of the sample 

The sample is embedded into a clay base and then oriented using a compass-clinometer so that 
the joint surface marked in the field replicates its original orientation. A fault parallel marker line 
is drawn onto the sample with dip and dip direction of 80/329, and the sample rotated until the 
marker line is vertical. A horizontal line is then drawn perpendicular to this and North Arrow, 
Top, and Bottom indicators added to help retain the correct orientation.  

An initial cut along the Fault Parallel line is made using a diamond saw, producing two pieces 
(depending on the original size one may be larger than the other so that there is enough material 
for the three perpendicular sections, roughly 75cm3). This initial cut will act as a guiding surface 
for all subsequent cuts, and also needs to be marked with orientation symbols. 

 

 

 

The spare material not being used for sections is retained and catalogued in case future work is 
required.  

Figure A-1: Unique Orientation symbols used on cut 
surfaces. i) Vertical Fault Perpendicular surface with arrow 
indicating ‘down’ and single tick pointing NE towards 
fault. ii) Fault Parallel surface with arrow down and double 
ticks pointing NW along fault strike (in footwall samples). 
iii) & iv) Horizontal Fault Perpendicular surface looking up 
or down respectively. Double ticks towards NW parallel to 
fault strike and single tick NE perpendicular to strike, 
pointing towards the fault.  

i
 

ii) 

iii) iv) 
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A.2.1.2 Vacuum Impregnation 

Due to high density of fractures in most samples, particularly those more weathered or 
damaged, the rock has become relatively friable, making the production of the thin sections 
more difficult. To prevent fragments from being plucked out during grinding and polishing the 
samples are vacuum impregnated and set with a low viscosity resin. The process allows the resin 
to penetrate the rock and fill most of the void space so that when hardened acts like an internal 
glue, providing the sample some necessary cohesion. 

Two resins were initially tested, LR White and IN 2 Infusion epoxy (which is the same type as 
used in the field). Although LR White has a lower viscosity, it proved problematic. Reactions with 
certain plastics, water in the sample, and over exposure to air resulted in poor curing, with the 
final hardness and time required to cure varying drastically. IN 2 Infusion was significantly more 
consistent, and was eventually chosen to reduce the chances of failed curing on limited sample 
material.  

1.  Drying the sample 
Before any resin can be introduced to the sample, any internal moisture must be 
removed. The presence of fluid can restrict the free movement of resin within the void 
space and potential dilution of the epoxy can prevent it from curing properly.  
 
The sample, inside an open sample container, is placed in a vacuum chamber and the 
air removed, causing any water to boil out of the sample. After approximately 15 
minutes the sample should be entirely dehydrated, at which point the chamber can be 
opened to allow air back into the void space. 
 

2. Impregnating with resin  
After drying, the two-part epoxy is mixed and poured into the container so that the 
entire sample is submerged. A long duration hardener (48-hour cure time) is used to 
prevent premature curing, increasing the viscosity of the resin before it is able to 
permeate the samples. The sample container is reintroduced into the vacuum chamber 
and the air once again removed, this time drawing out the air within the void space 
which bubbles up through the epoxy. The rate at which air is extracted needs to be 
controlled by switching on and off the pump; too high and the increased volume of 
bubbles will turn the epoxy into a foam, preventing it from entering the sample.  
 
When a steady stream of bubbles is maintained the sample should be left in the 
chamber for up to two hours, and the vacuum re-established every 30 minutes until no 
more air can be drawn out. The air is then let back into the chamber, and the resulting 
pressure head will drive the epoxy into the void spaces of the sample.  
 

3. Curing  
Once impregnated the sample should be left for 30 minutes to equilibrate and then 
placed in a furnace at 60oC for the epoxy to properly cure over 48 hours. The cured 
epoxy should be hard enough that it cannot be scratched with a fingernail, and not have 
a sticky coating. 
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A.2.1.3 Cutting Section Blocks 

From the epoxied sample a cuboid with dimensions of roughly 6x5x3cm is cut on a diamond saw. 
The fault parallel surface prepared before is used as the reference plane with the orientation 
symbols dictating the alignments of the second and third perpendicular incisions.  

New incisions are made parallel to the surfaces of the cube to produce thick section blocks of 
between 1-1.5cm thick – cuts 5-8 in Figure A-2. The more uneven of the surfaces is then marked 
with an orientation symbol specific to the orientation of the block (Figure A-1). The flatter, 
unmarked side is then polished in 4 stages of ever finer tungsten carbide sand, ending with 1200 
grit, until a smooth, reflective surface has been achieved.  

 

 

Figure A-2: Illustration depicting the possible sequence of cuts made to a sample to extract three section 
for orientations parallel and perpendicular to the fault plane.  

 

Note: The angle error for each cut has been limited to a maximum of 5o so that the compounded 
error for the orientation of any given section is somewhere between 0-15o. 

 

A.2.2 Thin Section Production 

Half of the chips were processed further The other half of the chips were sent to the BGS thin 
section laboratory to be made into thin sections in order to save time. 

Microscope slides are prepared by frosting one side of a 26x56mm glass slide and etching the 
section ID and orientation marker onto the polished side. The thickness of each batch of slides 
should be marked as well to prevent over polishing the final thin section. 

A small amount of adhesive resin is applied to the polished surface of the thick section and the 
glass slide corresponding to the sample is placed frosted side down, making sure all air bubbles 
are removed and the symbol is the right way up. The slide and section block are then placed on 
a hot plate under a spring pin, which holds them together, and the adhesive left to dry for 24 
hours. 
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Once dry the excess material (only 1-2mm thin slivers are required) is shaved off using a circular 
saw and the process of grinding down to the required thickness can proceed. The remaining 
material is removed using a series of suction grinding rigs and then hand polished to a thickness 
of approximately 30µm. Samples have been left uncovered with a glass slip so that they can be 
analysed under SEM at a later date.  

 

 

 

B. Chapter 3 additional results 
Additional results from the Borrego Fault meso-fracture study that were not included in the 
main body of the thesis that nevertheless contribute towards the findings.  

B.1 Average plots from individual transects along the NW and SE fault segments 

 

NW Transects 

 

Figure B-1: Average plots from the four NW segment transects. a. NW_T1, b. NW_T2, c. NW_T3, d. NW_T4 
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SE Transects 

 

Figure B-2: Average plots from the four SE segment transects. a. SE_T1, b. SE_T2, c. SE_T3, d. SE_T4 
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B.2 Plots from individual artificial transects from the river platform dataset 

 

Figure B-3: Fracture density plots from the 7 artificial transects that extend the length of the digital fracture 
network, T2-T8 (~17m long). a. T2, b. T3, c. T4, d. T5, e. T6, f. T7, g. T8. 
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B.3 Exponential and logarithmic regressions for the transect studies of the NW 

and SE segments 

 Exponential Regression Logarithmic Regression 
Transect 
ID 

EDZW 
(m) 

R2 Exponent 
EDZW 

(m) 
R2 

Slope 
Coefficient 

NW 
Scatter 

77.1 
[60.7 - 104.2] 0.65 

0.010 
[± 0.001] 

73.6 
[58.8 - 122.0] 

0.80 
-13.39 

[± 0.60] 
NW 
Average 

82.9 
[61.5 - 121.7] 

0.78 
0.009 

[± 0.001] 
73.3 

[52.3 - 116.0] 
0.97 

-13.60 
[± 0.50] 

SE 
Scatter 

75.9 
[52.6 - 103.6] 

0.63 
0.010 

[± 0.001] 
97.3 

[43.1 - 227.3] 
0.66 

-8.57 
[± 0.46] 

SE 
Average 

82.9 
[54.5 - 119.4] 

0.82 
0.009 

[± 0.001] 
95.4 

[41.6 - 221.8] 
0.92 

-8.15 
[± 0.42] 

Errors are combined from 95% confidence interval (based on the standard error of the model) and 
uncertainty in average BFD. 
 
B.4 Exponential and logarithmic regressions for the river platform outcrop data 

 Exponential Regression Logarithmic Regression 
Transect 
ID 

EDZW 
(m) 

R2 Exponent 
EDZW 

(m) 
R2 

Slope 
Coefficient 

T2 24.5 
[21.5 - 28.2] 

0.66 
0.069 

[± 0.010] 
36.1 

[30.6 - 42.8] 
0.60 

-89.3 
[± 14.3] 

T3 - 0.35 - - 0.33 - 
T4 27.4 

[24.1 - 31.6] 
0.53 

0.063 
[± 0.011] 

36.8 
[31.6 - 42.9] 

0.58 
-98.7 

[± 16.0] 
T5 24.0 

[21.2 - 27.6] 
0.58 

0.074 
[± 0.012] 

24.2 
[21.6 - 27.2] 

0.68 
-130.9 

[± 17.3] 
T6 21.6 

[19.2 - 24.7] 
0.76 

0.086 
[± 0.009] 

22.2 
[19.9 - 24.7] 

0.83 
-137.8 

[± 12.0] 
T7 24.3 

[21.4 - 27.9] 
0.68 

0.073 
[± 0.009] 

29.2 
[25.4 - 33.4] 

0.67 
-109.7 

[± 14.3] 
T8 24.8 

[21.9 - 28.5] 
0.59 

0.071 
[± 0.011] 

25.1 
[22.3 - 28.2] 

0.75 
-126.6 

[± 13.6] 
Scatter 
Plot 

24.9 
[20.5 - 31.3]a 0.59 

0.069 
[± 0.004] 

29.8 
[25.9 - 34.3]a 

0.64 
-107.0 
[± 5.4] 

Averaged 25.4 
[20.7 - 32.4]a 0.89 

0.069 
[± 0.004] 

30.2 
[22.8 – 42.4]a 

0.93 
-106.2 
[± 5.4] 

T1 and T9 only extend to half the outcrop (T1 from 0-8.25 m and T9 from 9.5-18.5 m), and so are not 
directly compared with T2-T8. The data on these two transects is still included in the scatter plot, graphs 
in Figure 3-8, and contributes to the average values. All errors without symbols are derived using only the 
uncertainty in BFD.  
a Combined error from 95% confidence (based on the standard error of the model) and uncertainty in 
average BFD.  
- too much scatter to derive a reliable EDZW (R2 < 0.4). 
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B.5 Plot residuals of dataset regressions for NW and SE segments 

Systematic trends in the deviation of residuals from zero line with distance indicate potential 
misspecification of the model.  

 

B.5.1 NW segment 
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B.5.2 SE segment 
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B.5.3 River platform dataset 
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C. Chapter 4 additional results 
 

Additional results from the Laguna Salada Fault meso-fracture study that were not included in 
the main body of the thesis, as well as identification of a pseudotachylyte vein collected from 
near the hot spring between transects 6 and 7.  

 

C.1 Evidence for pseudotachylytes on the Laguna Salada Fault 

Bands of very fine grained, brown to black material were found in some parts of the core of the 
Laguna Salada Fault. A specimen adjacent to what was interpreted as a long lived slip surface 
was found that appeared to have been injected into the intensely altered footwall country rock. 
Two other samples were observed in the same location, but they were poorly preserved and 
fragmented upon extraction from the fault surface. These veins originated from a thin sheet of 
black fine grained material that was oriented approximately parallel to the main Laguna Salada 
Fault trace. This sheet was exposed for less than a few metres along strike and seemed to be 
broken up in parts where small millimetre sized fragments of the dark material were seen within 
a wider gouge zone. In other places, fragments of this material was incorporated within 
brecciated footwall material.  

 

 

Figure C-1: Location of the injection vein sample along the Laguna Salada Fault (LSF). This particular 
sample was found approximately 150 m east of the hydrothermal spring between transect 6 and transect 
7 (Chapter 4). a. location along the LSF. b. 3D surface DEM constructed from UAV images, with exact 
locations of the observed veins marked on with yellow circles. c. epoxied sample chip showing the black 
vein within intensely altered cataclasite. 
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The veins were approximately 1 cm wide at the opening and tapered rapidly to a point after a 
length of no more than 10 cm. The dark colour and fine-grained nature of the vein, led us to 
suspect that it may have been an injection of glass, called a pseudotachylyte, that could have 
possibly formed as a result of frictional heating during an historic earthquake rupture. The 
partially preserved thin sheet out of which the veins branched could have been the remnants of 
this old rupture surface.  

After epoxying the fragile sample to prevent its disintegration during transport I made a thin 
section so that the injection vein could be analysed in more detail at much higher resolutions. 
The thin section was analysed using a standard optical microscope under both PPL and XPL at 8x 
and 20x magnifications, and using an electron microprobe. The microprobe used was a Jeol8100 
Superprobe (WDS), operated at the earth science department at Birkbeck. 

 

 

Figure C-2: Photograph of the entire thin section slide showing larger scale banding and rounded 
fragments of country rock within the dark fine grained matrix.  

 

Images from the optical microscope show that the material is composed of rounded fragments 
of country rock ranging from 0.05-0.5 mm, entrained within an incredibly fine grained matrix 
Flow banding and ribbons of calcite suggest that the material was injected in a fluidised state. A 
superfine grained black band was observed between the contact of the vein and the host rock , 
itself intensely commented to cataclasite (Woodcock and Mort, 2008). This was interpreted to 
be a quenched margin, and a sign that the injected vein was at least partially composed of melt. 
Inability to observe individual grains within the matrix using the electron microprobe supports 
the theory that this is a pseudotachylyte.  
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Figure C-3: Photomicrographs of the narrower end of the vein. With 20x magnification of the quenched 
margin between the contact of the vein and the altered cataclasite. Large open fractures cut across the 
entire vein, but in general the vein is remarkably intact considering the amount of damage that occurs 
within the damage zone of the LSF. 
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C.2 Plot residuals of dataset regressions 

Systematic trends in the deviation of residuals from zero line with distance indicate potential 
misspecification of the model.  

 

Residuals of the Scatter plot  
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Residuals of the Average plot  
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D. Chapter 5 additional results 
 

Additional results from the Laguna Salada Fault meso-fracture study that were not included in 
the main body of the thesis. Appendix D.1 – field videos of pulverisation categories 3, 4, 5, and 
6 are included on a CD attached to the front cover. 

 

D.1 Additional panels mapped for pulverisation categories 

All panels mapped for pulverisation categories. Locations along the arroyo transect are indicated 
with yellow and blue markers. Blue markers show the locations of panels included in the main 
text. 
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